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FACILITATOR INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION

The need to provide meaningfUl and relevant educational experiences for young people has been a
stirrtiulus to the growth of career development programs over the past five years.' These programs have
developed largely through inservice education ,under the aegis of individual school districts, state de- °

'partments of education andFederally funded prefects. However, if all students are to be accorded the
opportunities for career development services, teachers and counselors must be trained through pre-
service, as well as inservice, offerings.

Improved preservice education is contingent upon a cycle of course development and revision. In
order to provide current and timely preservice education, it is essential that colleges and universities
systematically and periodically examjne their curriculu'rin offerings in teacher and counselor educe-

.tion=particularly in the areas of occupational and career education and vocational psjcholqgy.

A need 'exists to provid e university faculty members with infoinatibn to- assist in course modifi-
cations which reflect a concern for nonstereotyped career development. These module have been
designed and prepared for faculty interested in developing and/or implementing course modules for
graduate and undergraduate students which examine sex-role stereotyping and career development.

The fundamental purpose of the modules is to provide materials and lessons which will assist
counseling or teacher education students in acquiring a basic understanding of sex-role stereotyping
as it relates to career choice and development. The rationale rests ,on the need for both teacher and
counselor education' programs to provide their students in training with knowledge about sex-role
stereotyping and career development.

The long-range goal of these materials is that future teachers and counselors be able to intervene in
the student developmental process by encouraging students to develop their talents and skills to an
optimal level through the elimination of stereotypic career tracking for Males and females.

ASSUMPTIONS

The modules are based on two assumptions:

1. CounkelorS; teachers and studerits as groups share the sex biases of the general public (Gaite,
1977; Maslin and Davis, 1975; Schlossberg and PietrOfesa, 1973). These biases influence their values,
attitudes and counseling behavior. For the purposes of the modules it is assumed that counselors,
teachers and students harbor many unconscious sex-role biases which reflect those of the culture in
which they were socialized.

pefore counselors and other educators can ,b6cOme.more effective in helping,,studerits to recognize
sex -role stereotyping they must first identify their own -biases. it-is-difficult, if notimpossible, for
counselors and other educators to recogniie and appropriately_deal with biase's if they share them with
their students. In other words, if students, counselors and other educators believe. that "the woman's
placels in the home" or that "no woman v.-/antsan outdoor construction job," then there is linflaked
toom for discussion, explaration'ancl.examination of alternatives.

1
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Facilitator Information Continued)

2. The most appropriate method of designing the modules is to provide preservice educators with 4,

a balance of verbal content and experiential learning experiences. A combination approach seems'to be

most appropriate for an effective as well as intellectual understanding of the impact of sex-stereo-

typing on career develbp ment.

It is of vital impor4nce that ndn conscious sex-role biases of students, counselors and other edu-

cators be brought to conscious attention. It is hoped this manual represerits a step in that direction.

BEHAVIIORAL FOCUS

The module materialS cus on the environmental and behavioral aspects of sex role stereotyping

rather than on ttfa bolo cal or genetic perspective for two reasons. First, an emerging view rega 'rding

the development of sex roles suggests psychological sex differences have less significance and are based

less on biological factor than traditionally believed (Pleck, 1976). Grounded in current research, this

view holds'that while accurate self-definition of genderis critical, traditionally defined behavior

results more from social expectations rather than from biological factors. It appears sodialization

encourages specific Masculine and feminine behaviors which sustain a particular gender definition.
Most important, gender identity and sex differences do not appear to adequately explain the different
social and occupational roles of women and men. .

Second, iris important for individuals to recognize that whatever their genetic makup is, there are
many career choices and life options available for females and males.,

CULTURAL DIVERSITY
A

Awareness of cultural diversity is important at all times in education, particularly when Valdes are,

being explored. Sue and Sue (1977) def(ne culture as "... all.those things that people have lear'ned to

do, believe, value and enjoy irr their. history. It is the ideals, beliefs, skills, tools, customs and institu-
tions into which eachttne fiber of society is barn" (p. 424).'

F,Ive major components of culture have been identified: ethics, social patterns, language, diet and

-costuming. These components are not always immediately visible. First, social patterns and ethical
concepts (values and beliefs) of a culture are often not articulated to members of other cultures. If
there is little contact with members of a given culture, it may be difficult to identify differences in
values or behaviors. Second, many cultural elements such as words, slang phrazses, foods, and clothing
have Lien adopted ziythe dominant culture, making it difficult to distinguish them as specific cultural
elements. Firially, the "melting pot" theory has,,encouraged assimilation of ethniciand racial graps
into the ddmmant culture and encouraged an abandonment of cultural values and institutions. Because

of these three forces, identification of cultural differences has often been diffikult.

In spite of thesejorces, many groups have intentionally or.unintentionally maintained some com-

%mon characteristics such as ethnicity, religion and selected social patterns. There is also'a movement

for individuals and groups,to re-establish or develop.new ties with their cultural heritage.

Value structures, which refleci cultsire,,do`affect career choices and career development. The pur-
pose of these learning materials is not to change the learners' value systems, but to help them learn
what their values, interests and talents are, to help them realize that other values exist and to help

them apply decWon-making skills.jn ctio8sing'career giternatives:

2.



Facilitator Information (Continued) .

Consideration of cultural diversity has often been negletfead when dealing with career development
and sex-role stereotyp.ing issues. In general, literature dealing with the minority experience, particular-
ly the experience of minority females, has not been well,ddveloped. The approach in this currentpre-
sentation hag been to develop a specific unit designed to explore the double jeopardy of being a

woman and the member of an ethnid minority group. Iri addition, care has been exercised to construct
activities so that,cultural differeiaces may be considered. Obviously interest and concern for minority
issues are still evolving, and, due to the limitalions of space and time it is not possible to,adequately
address the many facets of this issue. However, when the activities do not sufficiently'consider local
cultures, it may be necessary for the facilitator to attlid to specific local influences and to make,
appropriate adaptations.

FEMALE EMPHASIS

The focus of the modules is primarily centered on the effects of stereotyping on females because
the employment and economic impact of se4,-- role stereotyping is so severe for females. Thus, the
Preservice Guide modules have emphasized the needs of and proble.rns faced by women.

The impact of steLeotyping on males is an important issue and is addressed to some degree through
a supplemental reading (Sadker, 1976) in the second Module. Harriscli's article, "Men's Roles and Men's
Lives," is an excellent survey of the emerging men's

to
(Harrison, 1978) and is an additional

reading the facilitator may wish to make. available to the learners. There can be no doubt of debilita-
ting effects of sex-role stereotyping for males: It is-hoped that additional materials maybe developed
soon by others to address the problems and needs of males. '

IP
MODULE FORMAT

V

. While a lesson Outline for each module is provided, the nodule intended to be open-ended rather
than prescriptive. Facilitators may view the materials as a framework around which the topics of the
Preservice Guide can be examined or further-developed..

The basic format of the modules is a combination of experiential learning activities and substan-
tive readings. A final discussion component has been ,provided for each module to synthesize and
integrate the' conceptual elements presented in each module.

.A`

Each module was originally designed to be used in a three-hour seminar. Feedback from faculty
that have used the Guide, however, indicates the three-hour time limit could easily be expanded. In
addition, the amounts of time used per module and activity varied widely from facilitator to facilita-
tor; therefore time limitations have not been included in the final edition.

It became clear during they field testing that those facilitators who engaged in careful preplanning
had the most success in organizing and utilizing, the Guide effectively. These materials have been
developed for flexible usage and if time does not permit, it is possible to eliminate or yse only those
portions of a module or activity that are relevant to the learner group or course of study.

Module Focus

TheModule Focus serves as the primary component of the modules and is essential to their
success. Each Module Focus has been prepared primarily for reproduction and distribution to learners.

,r
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Facilitator Information (Continued) ti

However, the facilitator may wish to userthe Module Focus readings as a source of information for lec-
turei or oral presentations. When using a Module Focus for a lecture presentation, we recommend
adadting the reading rather than presenting.it exactly as printed. To adapt, the folloWing steps may be
helpfu I:

Outline. the Module Focus
Locate any necessary 'supplemental ipformatipn
Analyze and then synthesize the material
Use your personal style in the presentation.

Facilitator/Learner Format

The format of the individual' learning activities was developed to make the materials adaptable to
a number of different groups and learning columns provide background information and a description

. of the activity purpose as well as suggested directions, for the implementation of the exercise. Thee
information irf the "learner" column is intended to help these groups and individuals focus on critical
concepts as` well as became more involved in the activity.

We recommend that facilitators reproduce only sections of the activity that have direct applica-L,
tion to the learners. Complete reprodUction of the activity page tends to be distracting:

Expansions and Variations

Several 'activities include sections marked "expansion" or "variation." These sections are exten-
sions of the original activity. Expansions are activity components the facilitator may want to use in
addition to the "initial activity. Variations are those that the facilitator may want to do instead of the
original.

Modification of Modules

The modules are not considered a comprehensive product. Facilitators should feel free to adapt
or modify an activity or module sequence to best suit the learning situation.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Most of the learning activities and some of the module outlines require some support materials
.such as background readings, survey forms or checklists. These materials have been provided in the
Support Materials section. The page.numbers of the materials are referenced for the facilitator at the
beginning of each activity. The Support Materials in turn are cross-referenced back to specific activi-
ties. We suggest analyzing all module materials thoroughly in order to identify the appropriate Support
Materials that need to be reproduced prior to use of the module.

A FINAL NOTE

The concept for the Preservice Guide and, to a large extent, the instructional modules grew out of
a set of secondary education learning Materials, The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery and
Life Options. * Facilitators who utilize these. modules should consult this original source for additional
activities that deal with a wide array of issues and learning strategies that will help students focus on
,nonsexist, nontraditional Career education. Also, future counselors and educators may wish to obtain a
personalcopy.

The sourcebook was designed for high school guidance Counselors and teachers. The Whole Person Book was developed by the
Counselors Expanding Eareer Options (CECO) Project through a two-year grant from the Womens Educational Equity Act Program. It
is available from ,the WEEA Publishing Center, Education Development Center, 55 Chapel Strbet, Newton, MA 02160.
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A. Psychological Processes of Sex-Role Development

Module Qbjectkies:

a. To examine an alterriltive psychological perspective on sex-role development.

b..To identify psychological traits related to sex-role stereotyping:

Module Outline:

I. Activity Male /Female/Healthy Adult char-
. 'acteristics, p. 8

Notes:

II. Module Focus"Psychology of Sex-Role
DeVjoi5ment," p.10 (see p. 3 for Module
Focus suggestions)

III. ActivityArrdrogyhy and Psychological Sex-
Role Alternatives; p. 14 v

IV. ActivityTheory Debate, p. 16
.

V. Synthesis and disCussion:

Why is it important to make a distinc-
,. tion between. psychological. and social'

Sex roles?

Why is rt difficult to distinguish be-
__

tween the two?

How would you change. traditional.se,x-
role ineasures? Why?

What eras ,of sex-role development need
additional research?

7
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A. Psychological Processes Goal: T-o-,compare male and feinale character-
istics to those of, the healthy adult.

Activity Focus: Male/Female/Healthy Adult Characteristics (see pp. 67-68 )

FAC I LI TATOR LEARNER

Make three copies of the charadteristicsanking
sheet (complete the. form on p. 67 or the
optional short form orb p. 68) for each learner.

Distribute two of the sheets to each learner and
instruct them to label one of the sheets "male"
and the other one "female." Have the group
look over the terms, and define and explain
those terms which are unfamiliar. Then instruct
them to rate the characteristics on each sheet to
best describe the sex designated on that sheet.

Collect these and then distribute one more sheet
to each individual. 'Tell the learners to label this
sheet "healthy adult" and to rate the charac-
teristics to best describe this individual.

Collect these sheets and ask' for volunteers to
tabulate the Jesuits (see p. 63 for tabulation).

You may want to.graph the results of the group
and plade it in a visible place for the discussion.

.-/-Piave the group discuss similarities and differ-.
ences among the three groups of results.

After group , discussion, the facilitator may 'What do the Broverman results imply?
choose to relate the following information:

Discussion:

How do the female and male cnaracteristic
ratings compare?

If there are significant differences, summarize
these differences by forming' a short description
of each sex.

What are the implications of these results when
considering sex roles and stereotypes?

How do the male and ferhale results compare
to the healthy adult results?

If there are differences, how are these'limiting
to women? To men?

Are there differences in the way various cul-
tural/ethnic Ofoups view men and women? How?
Why?

Inge and Donald Broverman and several co-
workers gave 79 psychologists (46 male and
33' female) this adjective rating list and-
found that the psychoiogists rated standards
for a "healthy, mature adult man"-similarly
to those of a "healthy adult with sex un-
specified." The "healthy, 'Mature adult
woman" on the other hand differed from
both the men and adults. Women were rated
as being more.subMissive, more emotional,
more easily influended, more excitable in
mirror crises, more vain, more easily emo-
tionally hurt, less objective, less independent,

8

How do they compare with the group's results?
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Activity Focus; Male/Female/Healthy Adult Characteristics (Continued)

FACILITATOR .LEARNER

e,

less 'adventuresome, less- competitive, less
aggres'sive and, finally, exhibiting a dislike of
math and science:

. ,

The results indicate that these psychologists
believed that dependency, passivity and sub-
missiveness are normal characteristics for the
healthy, mature woman, but not for her
male counterpart, NOR for adults in general.

The Broverman study implies that sex-role
stereotyping limits healthy funCtioning and
development.

Variation: * 114

Similar results can be obtained by asking the
learners to collectively. list 20 female charac-
teristics and then, as a group, to rate these as

,positive or negative. Record the result's and
perform the same process focusing on ,thale
characteristics.

Cdrnpare the results and discuss the implica-
tions.

This variation may be used as a substitute for
the Male/Female/Hefalthy Adult -rating scales.
The BrovermarOstudy results should not .be
shared until the lists are complete.

0

-Variation:
s

Are there significant differences between the
number of negative and positive characteristics
for malestiend females? If so, what might be
sdnie of the reasons?

Does either set of characteristics imply that
either sex will perform better in the world of
work? Why? Why not?

Does there need to be general characteristic dif-
ferences between females and males or can these
characteristics be shared-by males and females?
Why?

Activity reprinted-from The Whole Person Book: Toverd Self-Discovery and Life Options by Liggett, Romero and
Schmeling, 1979.
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Psycliology of Sex Role Development

Module Focus .

Sex roles' have their roots in a traditional
psychological view of the nature of women and
men. A traditional definition of a hea(th'y per-
sonality has included three elements which are
considered biologically based: (1) a gehddr iden-
tity which is established securely, (2) an appro-°
priate sex role identity consistent with gender,

land (3) a sexual preference for members of the
)'opposite sex. The traditional view, espoused by
Freud, Horney, Eriksen and others, is based on
the belief that there are many psychological dif-
ferences between men and women, and that
'these differences are largely due foThiology. The
assumption is that psychology echoes physi-
ology. Rather than analyzing why psychological
sex 'roles exist, those who hold the traditional
view accept these differences as unchangeable

. and justify social sex roles on the basis of bio-
logical differences (ilea, 1976).

A second assumption of the traditionalists is
that the process of developing a gender identity.,
depends on expression of appropriate psycholog,_:
ical sex roles. That is, in order to develop a "sec-
ure" gender identity, it is necessary for individu-
a Is to - exhibit sex-appropriate psychological
traits.

While the traditionalists aclkndwledge that
differences are a reflection of leaning as Well as
biology, the polential of teachingIndividuals to
respond with both "masculine" and "ferninine"
types of behavior has largely been ignored.,In-
stead the focus is oh teaching sex-appropriate
behavior which emphasizes differences. The
maintenance of diffeelces between women
and men is perceived as necessary primarily to
maintain a "secure" gender identity.

Recent research in three areas has been
instrumental in the emergence of an alternative
perspective on psychological sex roles (Pleck,
1976). Generally, the alternate view is that
some differences exist between females and
males, but that these are less significant than
traditionally portrayed. The fact that a great
deal of overlap in behavior exists between the

sexes indicates that environmental factors can
play a significant part, in psychological sex-role
development. t.

The body of research conducted primarily
by John Money at the Johns/Hopkins Institute
has contributed to the alternative psychology
of sex roles. ironey's work with gender identity
development has contributed to a re-ememina-
tion of psychological sex roles. His research
indicates that self-definition of gender is a criti-
cal factor in the development of psychological
sex roles. The research has focused on the
identification and treatment of cases in which
many "gender indicators" are not consistent.
These indicators include hormone balance, .
internal and external genital organs and a self-
definition of a gender identity. It appears that
a series of biological and social events are instru-
mental in producing a sele-identity of either

or male. Money has concluded that after
a self-definition hTs..beentestablished; it is irrel-
evant.,..to the security of the definition whether
feminine or masculine ,behaviors are exhibited;
the gender identity will remain intact. His work
indicates that gender self-classification normally,
occurs very -.early in lifeperhaps as early as ages
2 or 3 (Money and Ehrhardt, 1972).

Money's treatment efforts have focused on
both aspects. Both surgery and hormone sup-
plements are used to create_ the biological
component of the gender identity. The psycho-
logical component of the identity is produced
through training. The training focuses on social
activities and consequently has emphasized
stereotypic sex-role .behaviors.. Research is now
needed to determine whether a gender identifi-
cation can be successfully Mveloped by empha-
sizing nonstereotypic role behaviors.

The conclusions of Maccoby and Jacklin
(1974) have also- contributed to the develop-
ment of the alternative view. In their classic
review of literature regarding psychological
sex differences, they .first identified a number
of unfounded beliefs about sex differences.

10
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Module Focus, Psychology of Sex-Role Deb,elopMent (Continued)

'Sociability. Males and females apPear, to
respond equally to social reinforcement.
Their interest in social stimuli is equal.
Girls are not more dependent on their
caretakers and boys are not more willing
to be alone. And, _they appear to under-
stand others' emotional reactions equally.
Suggestibility.' The two sexes seem to be
influenced equally by persuasion. There
are mixed results when differences are
found in situations involving social influ-
ence.

Self- esteem. At least through adolescence,
females and males rate themselves simi-
larly in their levels of self confidence and
self - satisfaction. Differences do exist in
the areas of self-confidencesocial compe-
tence for girls, power and dominance for
boys.

Learning styles. Girls do no better and no
worse than boys in rote learning tasks. The
two sexes do equally well on higher level
learning.
Cognitive styles. On tests of analytic cog-
nitive styles, there are no differences be-
tween males and females. ,There is no
greater likelihood for either sex to respond
to the irrelevant elements in a given task.
Achievement motivation. Most studies indi-

` cate here is no difference between 'the
-

sexes in °the level of motivation to achieve.
Some studies indicate a female superiority
with motivation related to competitive-
ness.

Auditory/visual discrimination. Research
with infants shoWs no difference in response
to visual or auditory stimuli. Research with
older subjects shows great similarities in
responses to visual stimuli.

There are four areas in which sex differences do
seem to exist.

-1. Verbal ability. Females and males seem to
have similar verbal abilities until early
adolescence. Then girls begin to Score high:
er on tests of fluency, comprehension, and
creative writing. .

2. Visual-spatial ability. There is little differ-

ence in visual-spatial abilities until adoles-
cenCe. Then males consistently begin to
score higher on tests of both analytic and
nonanalytic spatial (asks.

3. Mathematical ability. There are no great
differences between the sexes i9 the under-
standing of mathematical concepts until

'early adolescence. At that point boys
acquire skills at a much faster rate than
girls.

4. Aggression. Boys are more physically and
verbally aggressive than 'girls. This differ-
ence has been observed and reported in
nearly all cultures. The difference is found
as early as 2 or 21/2 years old.

The impact of biological factors is most
clearly identified in the areas of aggression and
visual-spatial abilities. However, for all three
intellectual variables, research indicates there is
great learning potential. Most people are able .to
learn to function effectively in these areas.

There are also a number of areas in which no
clear-cut evidence Of sex differences exists.
These areas are open because there is either
not enough evidence or the results are ambigu-
MIS. They include tactile sensitivity, anxiety or
timidity, Activity level, competitiveness, domi-
nance, compliance and nurturance. It interest-.

. ing to note thatseveral'of these are considered
important behavioral sex- role differences by
those holding the more traditional view.

The third area of research which has been
instrumental in developing the new psychology
of sex roles involves the concept of androgyny.
traditiOnal theories of the psychology of sex
roles suggest that individuals should be well
adjusted psychologically, with males exhibiting
primarily masculine personality- traits and fe-
males exhibiting primarily feminine traits. The
work of Broverman and her colleagues (1970)
describes the extent to. which an adjustment
viewpoint -prevails. The mental health of men
and women is often judged on the basis of a
double standard. In general these two sets of
standards- parallel the sex- role stereotyping
prevalent in our society. .

troverman et al, (1970) gave 79 therapists
(46. male and 33 female) a polarized sex role

11



Module Focus, Psychology of Sex-Role evelopment (Continued)

adjective rating list and found that clinyans
equated stanlards for a "healthy, m ure adult
man" to those, for a "healthy: m. ure adult
with sex unspecified," But the "heal ihy, mature
adult woman" differed from bot men and
adults .by being more submissive, m re emotion-
al/410re easily influenced, more xcitable in
minor crises, more vain, more e s ly allowing
her feelings to be hurt, less obje e, less inde-
pendent, less adventuresome, less ompetitive,
less aggressive and, finally, by ex i.iting a dis-
like of math and science.

The implications are that som ependency,
passivity and .submissiveriess is np mal for the
healthy, mature woman, but not' or her male
counterpart nor for adulp in general. The, auth-
ors of this study suggest that this double stand-
ard stems from the clinician's acceptance of an
"adjustment" notion of health.. This is an impor
tant concept 'since school systems and their rep-
resentatives gave often functioned as social

adjusters.

The adjustment stance, however, can lead to
conflict and stress amour women in this society.
For instance, for a woman to be healthy, from
an adjustment viewpoint, she must adjust to
and accept behavioral norms for her sex, even
though many of these' behaviors are considered

411 less socially desirable and less healthy for the
generalized mature adult. Stereotyping places
women in the awkward position of either-or:
either running the risk of being seen as deviant
in terms of their womanhood by fulfilling their
human' potential and exhibiting positive char-
acteristics considered desirable for adults and
men, or behaving in the prescribed feminine
manner and accepting second-class, derived
status and artificial restrictions on their behav-
iors.

The assumption underlying the adjustment
perspective is that masculinity and femininity
are the opposite poles of a continuum. Research
conducted by Sandra Bem (1974) suggests
the alternative view that femininity and mas
culinity are independent traits., To test this,
she constructed a personality scale consisting
of 60 traits, some of which described mascu-
linity and some of which, described femininity.
Bern's hypotheSis that the traits are independent

12

was confirmed. People who scored high on
femininity did not always score low on mas-
culinity and vice versa. Based on the results,
she identified three classificatidnssex-typed
(having only sex-appropriate traits), androgy-
nous (having both feminine and masculine
trait4, ,ond sex-reversed (having only traits con-
sidered appropriate for the other tex).

Subsequent androgyny research has ,generated
a continuing dialogue around the trait indepen-
dence of masculinity and femininity. While the
research has not resolved this issue, it has pro-
duced a healthy reexamination of the psycho-
logical framework of sex roles.

The introduction of the concept of psyCho-
logical androgyny has important social ,conse-
quences. First, the development of androgynous
personalities can circumvent sex typing, which is
limiting to both males and females. The effect of
the research, for -example, suggests that hjgh
levels of sex typing in girls is correlated to higher
levels of anxiety and lower levels of psychologi-
cal adjustment. In contrast, Maccoby and
Jacklin reviewed literature which suggests cross-
sex-typed children are generally more intelligent
and more creative.

Second, research indicates androgyny is

correlated with high levels of self-esteem. Work
conducted by Spence, Helmreich and Stapp
(1975) showed se ed or traditional indi-
viduals expressed lowW6vels of self-esteem than
did the androgynous individuals. Of. those sc
ing low on both the masculine and femin
scales, "undifferentiated" individuals hacj the
lowest levels of self-confidence.

Last, androgynous people are more adapt-
a le and flexible (Bem, 1975). They can act
a ropriately in more situations because they
ha e a greater range of capabilities. The androg-
yn s person can be assertive and compassion-
ate, elf-reliant and yielding.

In the same way that "life follows art," be-
havio often folio* psychology. Psychological
theory historically has been instrumental in
shaping_ \psychological sex roles. However, an
alternatn.) view of sex roles is emerging. This
view has been built on, current research to
develop a different tive on the psy-
chology of ex ro . Like tr itional thought,

=1,1..
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Module Focus, Psychology of Sex-Role Development (Continued)

the alternative view recognizes that psychologi-
cal sex differences exist. These differences, how-
ever, are viewed within the broader context of
similarities and are considered smaller and less
biologically determined. The alternate psychol-
ogy of sex roles claims the critical event in the
development of roles is the establishment of a
self-definition. This is in sharp contrast to the
traditional perspective which claims learning
appropriate traits and behaviors is the critical
event in the evelopment of sex roles. Both per-
spectives ree that psychological traits are, in
part, learne . owever, the new view rejects the
notion that learning sex appropriate bePiavior is
a result of an innate need for security of a
gender identity. Finally, the alternate psychol-
-ogy rejects the view that sex differences posgunt
for the pervasive inequities in social rolffs,for
men and women.

FOOTNOTE

1. The term psychological/ sek roles refers to the
personality traits that accompany a biological sex.
Social sex roles refers to the social behaior considered
appropriate for each sex. The focus of this unit is on

psychological sex roles.
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A. Psycho logic-al Processes Goal: To explore the term androgyny and to
assess learners' functioning in terms of
sex roles.

Activity Focus: Androgyny and." Psychological Sex-Role Alternatives (see p. 69)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Step 1:

Introduce the term "androgjous." The facilita;
for may want to explain and clarify the meaning
of this term by relating the following explana-
tion of it by Alexandra G. Kaplan and Joan P.
Bean (1975) as expressed in Beyond Sex-Role
Stereotypes: Readings Toward a Psychology of
Androgyny:

(By) the word androgyny . ., we mean flex-
ibility of sex role. We refer . . . to indivi-
duals who are capable of behaving inintegra-_
tive feminine and masculine ways, who are
assertive and yielding, independent and de-
pendent, expressiO and instrumental.. .

We do not mean !: . a union of extreme
masculine and extreme feminine qualities:A
dependent aggressive person is not androgY-
nous. For us, androgyny, includes Masculine
and feminine traits but moves beyond these
to a third integrated .diniension that is influ-
enced by individual diffgrences across situa-
tions and over a lifetime. \

Androgynous people, fro our view, are
"hybrids" who haVe moved beyond the
scientific and cultural stereotypes. Where
behavipr is thought to be predictable by
knowing .the sex of a person, the behavior of
androgynous individuals egcapes the predic-
tions of traditional bipolar/bilogical models
(pp..2-3).

NOTE:

When discussing' the term, the. learners may
become" concerned that doing away with sex
roles will'lead to individual confusion of
Sexuality. It is important to relate tp them
that we often link sex roles and sexuality,
when, in, fact, our sexuality can be and

14

Step 1:

What does the term androgyny imply?

1
How do you feel about the term? Why?

How does the term relate to the Broverman
study (p. 8) and your group results?'

Can a person be androgynous and still maintain
"male'k"female" sex roles? Why or why not?

What are the advantages of being androgynOuri?
What are the disadvantages?

Do you know anyone (personally, through the
media, or through reading) who is androgynous?



Activity/ Focus: Androgyrly and Psychological Sex-Role Alternatives (Continued)

; FACILITATOR LEARNER

cl

should be .independent of sex-role charac-
teristics.. A physically strong woman or a
gentle man can still maintain her or his sexu-

Aity as a female and a male.

:Allow; sufficient time forthis discussion.

Step 2: Measuring Androgyny

Explain to the learners that measurement of
psychological sex differences has been tradi-
tionally based upon a construct of polar ex-
tremes, i.e., Masculine vs. Feminine. An alter-
native measure to the F-M Scale approach is the
Bern Sex- Role Inventory developed by Sandra
L. Bern.

0

Please note: Additional backgrou'nd can be
found in Bern's paper, "The Measurement of
Psychological Androgyny," Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology, 42 (49744
pp. 155-462; and in The Whole Arson
Book (1979), pp. 156 -170..

Distribute the BSFI, Information Sheet (p. 64)
to the learners. Encourage outside reading and
follow with discussidn.

Note: if possible, obtain The Whole Person
Book 71979) and, utilize the "Androgyny
and the Bem Sex-Role Inventory" activity
to illustrate the concept of androgyny.

Variation:

For another perspective of the term "androgyny"
have the learners read "X: A Fabulous Child's
Story" by Louis Gould, which may be 'ound
in the following sources:

Liggett, et al. The Whole Person Book:
Toward Self Discovery and Life Options.
Newton, MA: WEEA Publishing Center,
1979, pp. 160-165.
Tripp, M. (ed.). Women in the Year 1000.
New York:*Arbor House, 1974.
Ms. Magazine, December, 1972.

Step 2: Discussion

What are some of the social consequences of
androgyny?

How could the concept of androgyny change
psychological thought regarding sex riles?

0

What are the advantages of being andi-ogynous?
The disadvantages?

Does the concept of androgyny conflict with
Money's research on gender identity? Why or
why not?

44.

Variation:

How is "X" an
child?

'2

,s4

example of an androgynous

Why , was, it difficult for the other children's
parents to deal with X's behavior? '

3

Why were the other childreb interested in
changing their behavior? Flow doet this relate
to Kaplan and Bean's description (p. 14) Of
,androgyny?

15
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7Ar Psychological Processes-

Activity Focus: Theory Debate

FACILITATOR ,

Goal: To compare and contrast the values. of
psychological theories on'seX-role devel-
opment.

LEARNER

Divide learners into two groups.

. -

Have each group do additional research.on one
of the psychological theories of sex-role devel-
opment.

Have each group prepare a "case" for its theory'
(10-15 minutes in length), a "rebuttal" (5-7 min-
utes) and a 2-minute final summary.

Have each groUp.present its arguments in.a mod-
ified debate format: Case I, Case II, Rebuttal I,
Rebuttal, II, Summary II, Summary I.

Discussthe Issues raised in the.debate.

DS

Research and prepare your case for one theory.

Were any new issues or research in the
debate? How valid are they? "

---- Did V:oulind evidence for other-"theoriei" of
sex-rolAevelopment? What was it and how does
it contribute to the body of knowledge?

Which'theory do you personally support? Why?

How did you feel about the two theories after
.the debate was over?

$

. .
oo- -,
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Module Objectives:

4,*

B. Sex-Rate-Socialization anikareerpitvalopment
k 4._ ":

-

0

a. To examine the socialization proces as it affects childr ci
.

i.aaujtsjn contemporary culture.

b. To examine the impact of sex-role socialization upon career .cjsicin a*king.

O

Module Outline

I. ActivityRecording and Comparing Atti-
tudes toward Men and Women, p. 18

II. ActivityThe "Hand Clasp" Exercise, p. 19

III. Module Focus'-'Sex Roles. and Career
'Development," p. 21 (see p.3 for use of
Module Focus)

IV. Activity When I Grow Up I'm Going to be
Married, p. 25 ,

V. Supplemental Pleading (reproduce and dis-
tribute}"Being A Man," pp. 83-88

VI. Synthesis and discussion:

Why does sex-role stereotyping appear to
be more severe for women than men? Is
this a valid assumption?

**hat are the prices paid by women for
choosing a traditional career/life style?
What are the prices for a nontraditional
one?

What are the prices paid by men-for choos-
ing a traditionl career/life style? What are
the prices for a nontraditional one?

What is the counselor/educator role in
informed career. decision making?

v.*

p
a

3.

.

to.



Sex-Rdle Socialization Goal: To create an awareness of personal val-
ues which affectsi responses to women's/
men's situations.

Activity focus: Redording and Comparing Attitudes toward Men and Women (see pp. 70-71)

FAtl IATATOR LEARNER

Present ttie statements and rating scale to the
learners found on pp. /0-71. The learners are to
rate each statement as quickly as possible.
Remind them that there are no right or wrong
answers but that this is a tool for exploring atti-
tudes.

Once the rating is completed, the learners can be
divided into smaller groups. Have each group of
learners designate one of the members to record
and tally results, and to make-note of the state-
ments which cause the most disagreement and
agreement within the group.

Have each group present the statements which
caused the most disagreement and agreement to
the total group. Compare and discust these re-
sults.

Discussion:

Which statements caused the most disagree-
ment? Which caused the most agreement?

What values are reflected in these conflicting
statements? Agreeing statements?

How do the statements reflect existing stereo-
types for females and males? Which contradict
existing stereotypes?

What factors (e.g. culture, sex, age, career goals,
etc.) account for the differences in attitude in
your group?

,t

Activity adapted and reprinted from The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery and Life Options by Liggett,
Romero and Schmeling, 1979.4

18
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13:ex-Role Socialization

Activity Focus: The "17land Clasp" ExerciseN

1.!;.'>,'..:k4SC I LI TATORt ., .

Goal: To experience in -a nonthreatening at-
mosphere the difficults involved in
changing a habitual behavior.

LEARNER .

Ask participapp 1°Clasp their hands ,so that

3 their fingers', intergick,Demdilstrate this. Have
learners note vulaicfi "thumbleft or rightis
on .top.

Discuss thethe fact that thumb preference is not
related to handedness.' Ask those with right
thumbs on top whether they are right handed or'
left handed. Then do the same for those with
left thumbs on top. aimmarize the activity so
far by saying:

In any large group of people we're likely to
find left-handeepeople who exhibit right-
thumb preference and right-handed people
who exhibit left-thumb preference. In other
words, thumb preference;iis not related
stftictly to handednessit's a learned prefer-
ence. '

Then ask 'participants to clasp their hands's°
tat the opposite thumb is orrtop. (Observe and
make a mental note of their behavior while
doing this. Some may laugh, others will be
puzzled, intrigued, Or amazed.)

Discuss the reactions.

p.

Clasp your hands so that your fingers interlock.

Which thumb is on top? Is thumb preference
related to right/left handedness? Discuss why
you feel it is (or is not) related to handedness.

s?'

In discussing reactions, consider the following:

What was it like to clasp your hands with the
oppositethumb on top?

Which way feels like the right way?

Which way is the right way?

19

How do you feel reversing the thumb position?
Howdo others seem to,be rel?cting?

71ti



. \
Activity Focus: The "Hand Clasp" Exercise (Continued)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Conclude with the following:

The purpose of the "Hand Clasp" Exercise
is simply to show how attached we become
to our habitseven innocuous ones like
thumb preference. What we've just demon-

.
strated to each other is that we all learn
preferences which we, acquire without our
conscious knowledge and that these prefer-
ences:

a. manifest themselves in habitual behaviors
whiCh

b. we perform for the most part uncon-
sciously; and which

c. come to 'feel better' than other equally
appropriate ways of behaving; and which

d. would, be uncomfortable and/or difficult
for us to change.

a

-at

Adapted from and reprinted with permission. Career Education, Career Guidance and Occ-upational Competence:
Outlines, Afterials and Lesson Plans for Teaching Career development Courses. Edited by J. Hartz, J. Novak and S.K.
Kosmo. Madison, Wisconsin: Wisco. nsin Vocational Studiestenter, University,of WisconsinMadison, 1977.
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Sex Roles and Career Development

Module Focus

If We were to substitute the words "sex -rota
stereotypes" for "thumb preference," all the
previously meptioned conditiohs would likely be

4 met. In other words, gender -stereotyping repre--
sents a set of learned preferences, and theie pref-
erences

manifest themselves in long-standing behav-
iors which
we tend to perform more or less uncon-
sciously; they
represent that which is most familiar and
socially expected, and thus,
at least superficially, are most comfortable;
and they
often cause discomfort and/or difficulty
for those of us who choose to deviate from
the fixed predetermined pattern of Iiayv we
should act given our particular gender

.

A distinct difference, however, betweerisex-
sole stereotyping_ and thumb preference ,is, that
"the former: is. primarily culturally determined
while the latter is more personally determined.

Gender (or sex-role) 'stereotyping is defiged
as,at'the predetemination of people's choices in
life on the basivof sex, without regard to in-
dividual differences or preferences" (Wisconsin,
1977). Such stereotyping is limiting and crip-
pling to both sexes; and yet we all fnd ourselves
susceptible to the entrenched b. ses of the cul -.
ture in which we ire socialized. Lee and
GropPee (1974) prent a mating discussion

the cUlitire of sex -role identificati nd the
prede rmined expectalioris associated wiT sex-
role cultures. -

We all tend to conform since we have usually
. ' been rewarded when we did so and punished or

ignored when we idn't. Every person has
robably _operated a least once or tWice in his
r her lifetime according to a cultural impera-

t ye: men open doors:women take notes; men
take out the garbage, women cook the meals;

i.,

men express an active interest in cars and sports,

women express an active interest in raising
children; men are engineers and computer
scientists, women are nurses and teachers.

The socialization process begins early and
affecjs .children by influencing their future
choices in a number of areas, including;ca'reer.
choice. Sex-role socialization beginsat birth and
continues throughout a person's lifetime. The
limitations ff sex-role. stereotyping' begin to
appear with the decoration of the newborn's
crib .with particular colors (blue for boys, pink
for girls), and ornaments (flowers and dolls for
girls, trucks and, sports articles fOr boys). Stereo=
typing continues as baby, girls are more fre-
quentlytogched, -spoken to and hovered over
than baby boys (Goldberg and Lewis, 1969).
This treatment may be related the findings of
studies which indicate that .preschoolers know
their sex, and that as early as the age of two,

"haVe* begun to form sex-differentiated behdvior
patterns that fulfill adult sex-role expectations
(Brown, 1958; Kagan, 1969; Ward, 1969).

Among other forces,;school reinforces the
development orthese sex roles and stereotyping
occurs as a result of the models presented,
thrbugh school materials, school employees, and
school policies, and as a result of the school and
parental expectations for children.

9 The models of women and girls! presented in.
textbooks and other school materials are very
limited. Dick and Jane 4 Victirps (Women on
Words and images, 1975a) reports an extensive
study of 2,769 stories in 134 children's readers.
The findings reveal that males are represented
on <tine average foul- times more than females.
This includei stories featuring adults, children,

21

PortiOns of this Module Focus were adapted with per-
mission. Career Education, Career Guidance end Occupa-
tional Competence: Outlines,"Materialsand Limon Plans
for Teachipg Career Development Courses; Edited by J.
Hartz, J. Nolfak and S.K. Kosmo. Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center, University of Wis-
consin-Madison, 1977.
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Module Focus; Sex Roles and Career Development (Continued)

and sex-identified animals. In analyzing the pic-
tures and illustrations in the books, the authors
found that girls in the illustrations most often
performed non-assertive, non-physical behaviors,
and often watched the active, adventurous play
of the boys. The story lines consistently re-
flected the passive, dependent role of women
while portraying men in an active, independent
role.

Even our habits of speech reveal and perpetu-
ate sex- role stereotypes. Roget's Thesaurus
lists the word "masculine" under the heading
"strength" while the adjective "womanish" is
listed under the general heading of "weakness."
Male normative linguistic habits permeate our
literature as well as.our speech. It is still conven-
tional in research and clinical settings to use
generic male terms to refer to persons of both
sexes or to positions that could be filled by
persons of either sexi.e., chairman, fireman,
worman,, policeman, congressman., On the
surface this may seem like harmless convention,
but available research data indicate that these
are not merely neutral linguistic conventions,
but do have the expected effect of inducing the
reader to expect the positions to be filled by a
man (Schneider, 197.3; Lakoff, 1975). As Ed-
ward Sai5Th<1958) noted, "Language and our
thought grooves are inextricably interrelated
are in a sense one and the same." How often do,
you use the pronoun "he" when referring to
humanity in general? How often do you put the

-masculine before the femininehis and her, man
and woman, etc.?

Primary socialization, beginning at birth and
continuing throughout life, shapes career aspira-
tions as well as perceptions of social sex roles.
Counselors, educators and parents often encour-
age males to choose careers which will be
profitable, steady and successful (Sadker, 1976).
In contrast, young women are encouraged to
aspire to minimal, less responsible jobs because,
of the assumption that female involvement in
the work force will be temporary before
marriage and children or, if necessary, after
htisband is no longer the provider. Models out-
:.

side the school environment ao little to contra-
dict sex-role stereotyping. Young women stilt
haVe few role models in the hi' lks- paid, more

responsible areas of the professional and skilled
labor force. The result is that as opportunities
for boys grow, those for girls steadily decline.
The socialization process reinforces the stereo-
type that girls do not ne o pre are for a life-
time career which is rofitable, steady and
success oriented.

There are, in fact, many compelling reasons
for women to prepare' for o lifetime career;,
these are discussed in the net module. The
need to prepare for a lifetime career, however,
is offset by some powerful inhibitors based on
the socialization process. Perhaps the most im-
portant inhibitor is the overall assumption made
by both men and women that the primary
obligation of a woman is tp her home and
family. Consequently both the burdens and
satisfactions of housework and child care have
continued to fall more heavily pn women than
men, regardless of the woman's employMent
status (Redl and Winemop, 1951). The working

' wife continues to carry 70 to 80 percent of chhtl
care and household duties (Szalai, 1973)., Mar-
ried employgd women thus work longer' hours
than either employed men or homemakers.

Sometimes this situation is due to the wo-
man's choice, sometimes to her sense of guilt
and sometimes to an unrealistic commitment
to the "superwomany role. In fact some women
fear that the new options to work outside the
home are simply putting more pressures on
them, replacing the "super-mom" myth of the
50's with a new myth of "super morrdwife/
career woman."

This resiriction of optioni fora girls is com-
pounded by the fact that girls have been' social-
ized and rewarded for being passive, accepting
and docile in comparison 'to their male counter-
parts, who have been encouraged to be aggres-
sive, competitive . and independent. Girls are,
thus, much more likely to let others or the
course of human events make their life decisions
for them. Sitting back and quietly waiting is, in
fact, one way of making decisions.

In addition many girls find themselves feeling
uncertain about the dynamics and implications
of career development. Researchers like Bard-
wick (1971) have referred to the differences in
career motivations between men and women as
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Module Focus, Sex Roles and Career Developmeht (Continued)

one of "ambivalence" for women. This ambiv-
alence is created by the.vomail's pull toward
both achievement and affiliation with the oppo-
site sex, and her "'fear" that success in one rules
out success in the other.

Men, as well as women, have suffered due to
sex stereotyping. Increasingly; research is docu-
menting ,the stress sex stereotyping places on
boys and men. It's not by accident that our male
population has a higher mortality rate than
women. Not only does the male's, gender put
him at a biological disadvantage (men are gene-
tically more susceptible than women to every
major disease, including arthritis, gallstones,
migraine headaches, cancer, heart attacks), but
his assigned sex role induceonsiderable stress
and thus accentuates his original biological -
hand icap.

According leciiltural,,expectation the male is
tracked into achieving throughout his entire
working life. In fact marl men have expressed
the concern recently voiced by Mike Wallace oft
"Sixty Minutes" that men feel compelled not
only to thieve but to keep outdoing themselves
just to stay even or maintain their sense of self-
worth. And; Sadker (1976) points, out that
"fro'm the early, years on, boys are taught the
lessons of intense competition" (p. 2).

Men are also ,expected to acquire prestige and
status, not only for themselves, but 'for their
families in terms of establishing a place in the
community and respect among peers. It all
comes unciero the heading of being a "good
provider." Men are generally expected to be the
primary ,wage earners or supporters of their
families. Boys know this and as a result may not
feel free to pursue career alternatives which pay
little o'r entail great risks even though such
careers may pr vide a great deal of satisfaction,
For example, the Creative arts are often rejected
by men because they feel the monetary risks are
tao great. Men fear failure because success at
work often defines their masculinity and sense
of self-worth. At the same time they'fear success
becaUse they recognize that success is.not always
consonant with happiness and satisfaction in

,life (Homer, 1974).
The "Catch-22" is that behaving in the pre-

scribed masculine manner limits an individual's

proclivity towards developing such traditionally
accepted "feminine" qualities as warmth, emo-
tionality and patience. On the other 'hand,
behaving in the prescribed feminine manner
limits an individual's proclivity toward devel-
oping such traditionally accepted "masculine"
qualities as competitiveness, risk taking and
independence.

Behaving in one's prescribed sex role norm
means suppressing any interest .one might have
in career fields which have been socially iden-
tified with the other sex.

A girl who wants to enter a male-dominated
field and become an engineer, a business execu-
tive, a construction worker or a plumber may
have her "femininity" questioned.-At the same
time, a boy who aspires to become a nurse, a
secretary or a ballet dahcer is likely to have his
"masculinity". Out on the line. Both pf these stu-
dents, given that they are brave enough to
openly express their dreams, are sure to encoun-
ter raised eyebrows. In addition it is likely that
they will encounter considerable obstacles
placed in their paths by-parents, peers, teachers
and counselors whose judgments will merely
reflect the sex-role norms of our culture. Many
studenti of both sexes have found that the price
of deplarture from prescribed sex norms is
highpaid out in terms of peer rejection and th
pointed questiohing of one's normality in the
eyes if not the words of parents, teachers and
counselors.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong with
trayitional lifestyles or activities. However,
should these traditional activities be chosen
more' out of social pressure or lack of ,knowl-
edge than they are out of awareness of one's
individual differences, educated judgment and
personal preferences, then it is the obligation of
counselors and professional educators to inter-
vene, Young people who contemplate nontra-
ditional careers may need more help than just
occupational information. They need under-
standing and support since they face not only
the pressure of cultural .standards, but their
own fears as well.

As professionals we need to actively combat
our years of experiencing sex-typed socializa-
tion and practices. We cannot expect our young
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Module Focus, Sex Roles and Career Devel?pment (Continued)

women and men with their diverse capabilities
and talents to conform to one mold. We need to
provide them with the necessary support and
assistance needed to stimulate and realize their
diverse interests. We need to be aware of poten-
tial' areas of role conflict and to help girls as

well as boys to examine all their options.
We need to encourage young people to make

considered and informed judgments about the
lifestyles in which they are and will be engaged.
It is our job to help studenti critically examine
their attitudes and our society's prevalent sex-
role myths. We must also help them to under-
stand and prepare themselves for future stress
and pressures which women and men are exper-
iencing in a fast-chariging society.

24
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B. Sex-Role Socialization Goal: To examine external factors which influ-
ence decisions.

Activity Focus: When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married (see pp. 72-82)

ACILITATOR - LEARNER

The purpose of the activity When I Grow Up
Going to be Married (see pp. 72-82) is

0 o to have the learners become aware of situations
which may alter their future plans.

Ten female and ten male learners may assume
roles at a time. Each learner should incorporate
her or his personal education and career plans
into the profile by making projections about
what will happen in the future. After learners
haVe presented their projections, one at a 'time,
each should reveal the chance factors and
respond to them.

If learners are haiiing trouble visualizing the'
-1 future, ask /hem to use their mothers/fathers,

aunts/uncles, etc., as examples and models of
these situations:

This activity will require special facilitator
guidance in encouraging learners to explore op-
tions available within the constraints of the pro-
files. .

,,After the activity has been completed, class
discussion can follow.

Expansion:

Have learners research the solutions or life rleci-
,

itsIOTts--they... tave made as a result of the 'chance
factors. This may include researching the cost of
child care, cost of schooling, cost of living com-
pared to income for a chosen job, etc.

Discussion:

Why is it difficult for young people to explore
wife style options? What can be done to facilitate
life style exploration, or should it be *flicked?

is it important for young people to explore life
style options? Why or why not?

Identify some of the different life styles that
people may choose.

Are decisions about life styles always deliber-
ately made? Why?

S

.4

ted m
Romero and Sehmeling, 1979.

The Whole Person Books Toward Self Liggett,-Oiscove and Life Options by Ligge,Activity adapted and repri
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C. Career Development and Womeri in the World of Work

Module Objectives:

a. To examine the status of women in the world of work.

b. To identify career development theory related to women.

c. To apply counseling strategies in nonstereotyped career development.

Module Outline:

I, Activity--Myths and Realities: Wome in
the Work Force, p.28

II, Module Focus "Career Development of
Women," p. 29 (see p. 3 for suggested
use of Module Focus)

III. Activity -- Application of Counseling Strat-
egies, p. 33

IV. Supplemental Reading (reproduce and dis-
tribute).--"Women Who Work Outside the
Home," pp. 92-96

V. Synthesis and discussion:,

What are the reasons for the increasing
numbers of women who are entering the.
work force?

14). How does socialization influence the career
decisions of young women and men?

- What are some alternatives to the home/
career conflict, in the career development
of women?

Why is it difficult to develop a compre-
hensive career theory for women?

What are the implications for practicing
counselors in facilitating nonstereotyped
career development?

27
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C. Career Development & Work Goal': To promote awareness of changes in the
world of work, primarily the role of
women.

Activity FOcus: Myths and Realities Women in the Work Force (see pp. 89-91)

FACILITATOR LEARNER -

Or+

Give each learner a copy of the Myth and Real-
ity Opinionnaire (p. 89). Ask them to complete
the exercise by marking each statement "agree"
or "disagree." Once the learners have responded
to the statements, the sheet of Realities (pp.
90-91) can be presented and discussed.

The discussion can take place in small groups or
in the total group.

1,fariation:

The statements can be presented
to the total group and discussed a
entation.

Expansion:

e at a time
r each pres-

Read and discuss Kamerman's "Work ,a d
ily in Indusfrialized Societies," Signs, 1
(4), 632-650., Kamerman takes an intei:na

Fam-
79, 4
ional

perspective in describing and discussing the
integration of work and family with major im-
plications for societal, work and family patter s.

Have, the learners construct a view of a futur
family (15 years from now) based on these
ideas and other work and life style changes.

Discussion:

How are the world of work and the work force
changing?

4

How will this affect the choices you make?

How Might life styles, at work and at home, be
different from those of the generation before ?"

Compare the current work world to the work
world during and immediately following World
War II.

How does the addition of "worker" roles for
women in society affect women's traditional
roles?

Expansion:

1

Why does Kamerman argue that the separation
of work and family is no longer viable?

How does the integration of work and family
differ in the U.S. from that'of other countries?

How can tension from the work /family dichot-
omy be resolved?

28
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Career Development of Worn.

Module Focus

(5,

Since World War I I the number of American
women in paid employment _has steadily in-
creased. Eli Qinzberg (1976), career theorist
and well-known economist, considers the rate
that women are entering the work force the
"phenomenon of the century." By 1978, the
U.S. Department of Labors statistics indicated
nearly 50% of the work force was female; of
all Worn 16 and over, more than half mire
employed or looking for work outside the home.
In contrast, only 29% of the work force in 1950
was women. Who are these working women? Of
those entering or reentering the work force in
1978, 16% were r'Igle, 27% were divdrced,
separated or widowed, and 57% were married.
By 1978, nearly 71% of women 25-34 were
working 'mothers with dependent children. In
addition, minority women were more likely to
be in the work force and were more likely to be
married porkers with children than white
women.s

The reasons for the increase in the number of
women working are varied. For most, the reason
is economic. As the above statistics indicate,
43% of all women workers cannot rely on the
option of incomes from husbands. Another 26%
of married women workers have husbands earn-
ing less than $10,000 annually. he rise in the
number of multi-earner families h s been drama-
tic. By 1978, 5 of II husban -Wife families
reported more than one earner. U.S. Department
of Labor statistics also indicate that in 1973
32.2% of all heads of household were female.
The proportion of non-white female family
heads for 1973 was 51.4%, while white women
accounted for only 24.5% of heads of house-
hold. In 1974, 54% of female family heads were
in the work force. Clearly, most women work to
support themselves and their families, and many
work to augment a husband's income, which
may be insufficient in meeting family needs. .

The increasing life span of women has en-
couraged many women to seek work outside the
couraged many women o seek work outside the

1

home. Childbearing for many women. is ended
by age 35. With an average life span of 75 years,
most women have 25 years. for a potential
second 6areer. When coupled with the U.S. De-
partment of Labor projection that 9 out of
every 10 Women will work at some point in their
lives, the years after 35 become very important.
Brandenburg (1 74) has marked the period of
"middle motherh od" as a critical stage for
women. She defin this period as the time
when husbands are involved in their careers
and children are in school, and identified it as
the "second important period for career explore-

.
tion." Brandenburg suggests that some women
return to school as an alternative to spending
time idly; others look to the work world as an
option.

Finally, attitudes toward women Working
outside the home have changed. A 1976 survey
of young women conducted by the American
Council of Life Insurance indicates that career
choice is slowly gaining acceptance. Thirty-four
percent of the survey respondents indicated
they wanted to be married and successful pro-
fessionals or executives;. this contrasts with

26% in 1970. Those preferring a single life style
with a good job increased to 19% in :1976.
The trend -seems to indicate a refeience for
careers outside the home, regardl ss of marital
status.

Although the number of women in the paid
labor force is dramatically increasing, the diver-
sity of .occupational chOice is not keeping pace.
The majority of women continue to be em-
ployed in what has traditionally been labeled
"women's work"clerical work, service' work,

1

Portions of ibis Module Focus were adapted with per-I
mission. Career Education, Career piridance and Occupai
tional Competence: Outlines, Materials and Lesson Planis
for Teaching Career Development Courses. Edited by J

. Hartz, J. Novak and S.K. Kosnio. Madison, Wisconsi
Wisconsin, Vocational.Studies Center, University of WI'
consin-Madison, 1977."
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Module Focus, Career Development of Women (Continued)

nursing and teachirig. In general, occupational
concentration is much higher for women than
men. According to 1975 U.S. Department of
Labor statistics,_ 40% of female workers but
less than 20% of male workers were employed
in only 10 occupations.

The gravest consequence of sex-typing in jobs
is that salaries seem to be inversely ctrrelated
with the percentages of women employed in
them. Among , the professions, teaching and
nursing are among those paying the least. Clerks
and domestic -vvbrkers (97% female) are ajnong
the lowest' ,p41'0 semi- skilled and non-skilled
workers. Allen',(19 9) notes black women (as
well'as other minoilty women). are more likely
to be represented in occupations which are the
lowest paid and hav6 the lowest prestige.

Traditionally female jobs carry with them
not only low salaries, but low prestige as well.
Public school teacher ranks below at least 35
other occupations in one study of the prestige
rankings of 90 occupations. Every occupation
above it has only a handful of women. The other
traditionally female occupations (with the
exception of welfare worker) don't appear in the
study at all.

Two questions emerge from these findings.
One, is the option to engage in paid employment
in order tojmeet certain economic and psycho-
logical needs equally attractive to males and
females? And, two, if the choice is made to
work, are there similar options available for
implementing that choice? Traditionally, the
response to both of the questions would have
to,be "no."

The career development process for both
females and Males spans the lifetime. Even in
fants receive messages from their parents which
may have an influence on the choices they make
as adolescents and adults. By 3 or.4 years of age,
children already label many activities as male-'or
female-appropriate. By the primary school years,
the list of occupations preferred by girls is much'
shorter than the list endorsed by boys. The
familiar triad of nurse /secretary /teacher, with
the addition of hairdresser, emerged as the
occupational preferences of 4 to 8-year-old,
girls in a study by Bingham (1975). These four
occupations were rejected by the sajne-aged

boys. It seems quite clear that as a society one
o'f the things we teach young children is sex-
appropriate beh'avior.

These early preferences are validated later in
life. Eighty percent of elementary teachers are-
women, more than 90% of nurses are women,
and women comprise 76% of clerical workers.

The process by which a person decides on,
prepares for and enters'an occupation is highly
complex. A number of attitudes, demographic
factors, belief's and values serve as filters in nar-
rowing the career options which an individUal
will seriously consider. ,Many factors, libwever,
are not yet knownespecially for women. Most

career development research and theory, incl
ing interee measurement, has been based)on
males. Re)ently, however, there have been some
attempts to develop theories based on women..
Research has shown that the career development
patterns of women ';are significantly different
from those of men. In addition, there is great
variety among the career development patterns
of women.

Super (1957) was one of the firSt to attempt
to categorize the career patterns of, women.
Super has proposed a framework of seven career
patterns for women which revolve around the
homemaking role and which accept the effects
of sex-role stereotyping. The female workers are
characterized in the,seven career patterns sum-
marized below:

1. Stable homemaking pattern: women who
marry dUring or soon after their education
is complete and who have little or no work
experience outside the home. .

2. Conventional pattern: women who are em-
ployed in traditionally female occupations
for a short time before assuming a full-
time homemaking role.

3. Stable working pattern: women who com-
plete their education and begin working in
a lifetime career. Working is not considered
a prelude to marriage; marriage may or may
not be sought.

4. Double -Track pattern: ,women who pursue
stable career while simuttaneoOsly main-

taining the homemaking role. E. ach.is con-
sidered a full-time role.

5. Interrupted pattern: women who interrupt

3()
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Module Focus, Career DeVelppinent &Women (Continued). ,
a stable working pattern with a P ieriteOf- '.1:.face:and work through their identity.

homemaking. The re-entry_rilay,.be-differ:,:
ent from the wOrk'priOr to 'hOtilemaking.
'Unstable Pattern: similar td the inferrupted options in addition to the traditional

conflicts.
Help females consider a wide range of occupa-

.._ .....- , .pattern except women return to the-the-- - - stereotyped _ones. Don't raise eyet5rows or
makirig role full time An occasional need- :---_ look shoCked. when a woman -wants to be a
for additional family income usually pro- Pilot of engineer. Encourage her to:eplore-
duces this pattern. - -. new -and- eMerging. occupations alid facilitate

7. Multiple-trial pattern: women, who take c'ommuhication with women in those atypical
series 8f unrelated' jobs. The pattern has a ",, -fields asp- ell as typical ones. . ,.

transient, y ir<ermanent nature. 1 . Help: both females and' males think through
Zytowiki (1969) has proposed nine postulates , and plan for multiple roles as workers and

to support .his concept of developmental stage's
.-). parekli-,The- consequences of choices they

in women's career choice patterns. Like Super's I -.Make' in terms pf life style_s and family pat-
patterns, Zytows ki's stages ,ocus on the home- terns need to be strafed.
making and childrearing roles, of women. Unlike- '45 Provide males and females with accur4 in-.
Super, Zytowski overlooks the diversity of life- formation about the role of women in the.
styles and career patterns of women. . 'paid labor force, present and projected, and

Other theorists have proposed career patterns about employmentatternatives available.
which center on the homemaking role as the Help women to learn the process of decision'
model career pattern for women. Ginzberg making and to know that they c4n choose in
(1966) 'proposed three life patterns relating to accord with their values, abilities, motivation ,
homemaking and careers: traditional, transition- and preferences from a variety of life pat -
al and innovative. Anattasi 11969) suggested terns.

. ,tome additional career patterns for women-blue Make both females and males aware of the,,.collar and active volunteer-as well as several variety Of life styles and family patterns from
similar to those'ideritified by other theorists. ,which they can choose and of-potential role
'Richardson (1974) identified three broad career conflicts, involved in choosing one pattern
patterns-continuotis uninterrupted work, fork (e.g., single life, multiple children, two-person
oriented (a balance between work and hos career, equalitarian) over another.
making) and homemaking. . Facilitate 'group experiences in which males *

No matter what models and theories of and females can talk together about their
women's career patterns are forMulated, how- changing roles and the possible androgynous

. ,et/6r, A can accurately predict that during the society of the future. . .

next few years we will will witness dramatic When appropriate, invoht parents in orienta-
changes in the way young people are socialized' tion sessions and informatidn groups regard -
in terms of self-concepts and family and occupa- ing the development of women's potentials
tional roles As' counselors or other infludniTa1 (since they still have the greatest impact on
prof ionals we must be prepared to respond the career development of young people),
to talk social changes. At a minimum, we must Be aware of a female's developmental stage
be ready to deal with those people, young and and of "where she is coming from" as a per-
old, who will be affected' by changes in social, son and a woman.

.
.

e-

. -

occupational and personal roles.
,Outlined below are some counseling and

teaching strategies which maShelp promote
individual, non-sexist career development (Han-
sen, 1974).

Help females think ofthemselves as persons,
to affirm their sense of personal worth, to

31

Be prepared to listen to.and counsel females
who are considering a number Of alternatives
bpth inside and outside the homeand 'to help
them choose the alternatives most consistent
with the quality and style of life they prefer
and most consistent with their enlarging self-
concept.
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Module Focus, Career Developmeritpf Women (Continued)

In addition to the strategies mentioned by
Hansen, the following may also be considered:

Evaluate career interest inventories and the
interpretative processes for use in 'broadening
career, options: and stimulating exploratory
behavior.
Evaluate career guidance materials (career
inforMation) for sex bias.
dentify mentors (role models) from a variety

o occupations and facilitate their interaction
with males and females.
Encourage vicariously experiencing a number
of career options through guided fantasy and
the directed reading of biographies and career-'

-, related fiction.
Develop counseling straiggies which discard or
eliminate sex stereotypes, not just exchange
them.
Help both females and--Males (but especially
females) to learn "behaviors of independence,
self-assertiveness, (the) ability to channel
energies toward a goal and self-confidence"
(Hawley, 197.6).
Encourage both males and females (but
especially males) to develop and include their
sensitivity and nurturing qualities in their life-
planning goals.
Help both females and males (but especially
femalesi) to deiielop and include leadership
skills in their life-planning goals. ,

Help young women to think in terms of
"long -range goals rather than limit their
thinking to short-range plans.'. ." Include
long-range, concrete 'thinking' patterns such as
attention. XI promotion prdspects, overt and
covert rewards' and proper sequencing .(Haw-
ley, 1976). ..

FOOTNOTE

1. These figures are the most recent prior to the 1980
Census. The reader is encouraged to contact the U.S.
Department of Labor for the latest updates.
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C. Career Development and Work'

Activity Focus: Application of Counseling Strategies

FACILITATOR

Ai

Goal: To consider how counseling strategies
that promote. nonstereotyped , career
development can be implemented,

LEARNER

Distribute copies of the counseling strategies
which promote-'nonsexist career development
found in the "Career Development of Women"
Module Focus (pp. 31-32).

Divide the strategies among several small groups.

Have learners explore how they might apply
the strategies to achieve counseling programs.

4
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In discussing each strategy assigned to your
small group, consider he following:

What is the v lue of the strategy to the
individual? To society?

At what point in the counseling program
would the strategy be appropriate? I nap-

., propriate? Why?

What specific things could you doo imple-
ment the strategy?

What can be done to influence other coun-
selors /teachers /workers to use these strate-
gies? Why might it be helpful to have others
using thes,e strategies?
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D. The Double Bind: Minority Wonien

Module, Objectives:

a. To provide information regarding the status of minority women in employment and educational
attainment.

b. To identify specific roles for the- counselor in facilitating nonstereotyped career develbpment
---40.'ffor minority females.

Module Outline:

I. ActivityEnlarging the American Dream,
p. 36

II. Module Focus"The Double Bind," p. 39
(see p. 3 for use of Module Focus)

III. ActivityEthnic Group Women:. What Do
We Know?, p. 43

IV. _ActivityLocal Minority Women: Who Do
We Know?, p. 44

V: Synthesis and discussion:

Why is information regarding the ern-
plo-Yment status of minority women
difficult to obNiri?

Why is role and identity conflict such an
imptirtant issue for minority women?

What other counselor roles in career
development for minority females would
you add?

of"
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D. Minority IGoal: To 'explore issues facing minority females.'

Activity Focus: Enlarging the American ream (see pp. 97-113)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Give each learner a copy of the article "Enlarg-
ing the American Dream" by Donna Hart (pp.
97-107).

Ask the learners to discuss the article. For addi-
tiorol information regarding cultural plu.ralism
and counselors, you may want to refer learners
to an article by. Ivy 1977):

d

Next, have the learners read'the articles found in
the Center for Continuing Education of Women
(CEW) Newsletter, pp. 108-113.

biscussion:

What, is cultural pltiralism? How does it differ
from acculturation?

What 'are the implications of. cultaal pluralism
for counseldrs?

A common comment is that "i minority female
has it made; she will/ be hired over all appli-
cants." Is this reeky or ,p myth? Why?

Why
.

the educatinal outlook for Puerto Rican
women bleak?---

Hart identifies three Native Ameriscan subculture
roles. llow do the labels of these roles reflect
majOrity-culture values?

What potential role conflicts will exist for Chi-
canes' as they become more prevalent in the
work force?

Why are Asian American females considered to
be victims of-sexism more than racism?

How cane the black woman reconcile the black.
and women's movement?

'.According to Hart, a purpose of the educational
syste'm is to equip learners with competenCies
for entering the world of work in a field of their
choice. Is this a legitimate purpose? What can
the counselor do to make this purpose a reality
for minority females?

. ,
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Activity Focus: Enlarging the American Dream (Continued)

Ary.ACI L I TATOR LEARNER

. Ask the learners to discuss these articles and DisLussion:
compare them to the Hart article.

Expansion:I

After reading the articles, ask the' learners to
enact thef011owing role-play situations.

A school-colleague cOmplaino "Black women
have it imade. I wish I had the opportunities
they have in getting jobs." You disagree.

A Puerto Rican family moved to your com-
munity; last year. The children's mother is
in your office to discuss a continuing truancy
problem. Generate some family and ,schoOT
solutions to the problem.

A bright, third-generation Asian American
has approached you, the school counselor, to
discuss her future job options. What are
some options for her and how do these -re-
late to her personal and cultural identity?

37

i

What are some of the barriers to minority group
collaboration.?

Some of the ,articles focus on the role a the
family in minority groups. Is there consensus
among the authors on the role of the familt?
What is that role?

Hart describes the Chicano family as patriarchal.
Does Zinn agree? Why or why not?

Dodson argues the extended family has been
instrumental in the survival 'of blacks. Would
Hart agree? Why or why not?

.

Johnson indicates that for Native Americans
cultural identity acts as a determinant of per-
sonal behavior.' Is this true of other ethnic,
groups? Why or why not?

Sumi feels many traditions are changed in Am-,
erican society. How can'a cultural identity be'
maintainedwhen' many traditions are changed?

.

4
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Activity Focus: Enlarging the American Dream (Continued)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

A young,Chicana, now a junior in college, is
.being pressured to ctuit school. The family is
not able to pay tuition for her and her
younger broth-6r who is a college freshman.
The family feels her brother's education is
more important. She has come to you for
help in making this' decision. What .are some
alternatives fOr:her?

Follow the role-playing with a disision of the
iss& facing the minority female 'using the dis-
cussion questions provided above.

A
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The Double Bind

Module Focus
.._./ -

Although society is increasingly more aware
of the "double bind" or "double jeopardy"
that minority women often experience, there
nevertheless remains a gap in knowledge of the
special cultural and educational barriers facing
minority women. The particular, needs and roles
of women who are members of minority groups
such as Black, Hispanic, Native American and
Asian American have been largely overlooked
and ignored in professional literature.

As the feminist movement gained support
and momentum in the sixties and seventies, it
was increasingly criticized as a white woman's
movement. Much of this criticism comes from
the fact that many women who have identified
with feminism and the women's movement
have been white; many of the loudest voices
have been white; and many of the issues have
been addressed primarily from a white per-

--\ spective.

4111 Some minority women view feminism as
detrimental to racial civil rights Ilecaust it dims
the focus on race with sex-equity issues. There-
fore, minority female participation* in feminist
activity is seen as devisive and is often resented
4nd discouraged.

In spite of views that feminism'is ,devisive to
6(racial) civil rights, however, there are basic

issues which cut a oss cultures and which can
unite minority and non-minority females. Some
of these are attain ent of an adequate income,
the, need to elim nate the barriers' to educe-

. tional and employ ent opportunities, the elim-
ination of Rove and the need for adequate
child care faciliti s (Hart, 1977). The differing
roots of feminis for each culture need to be
recognized and counted for, and differences
ih priorities of t ese issues must also be recog-
nized, but the s ared needs are clear. .
, Unfoeturiately, there is an historical precedent

for the race versus feminism issue in the human
rights movements. In 1868 at the Equal Rights

1 Association co vention, Frederick. Douglass, in f
voting to sup ort black suffrage, was forced to

EV

choose race over sex (Rickman, 1974). The con-
flict of race versus feminism, however, is not
only a black phenomenon. King (1974) dis-
cusses the attitude toward female success held
in the mainland Puerto Rican communities. It

$ is thought that improving the status of Puerto
Rican women downgrades that of the Puerto
Rican male and family. Nieto (1974) cites one
Hispania view of feminism as "a vehicle to en-
trench and strengthen the majority culture's
dominance" (p. 39). The diiision between race
and sex, however, is artificial. The minority
woman is both female and minority, and has no
way of separating the two.

As a c,onsequence of the perceived division,
role and identity conflict is a reality fOr most
minority women. Conflict exists becauSe minor-
ity women are surrounded by change. The fern,
inist Movement has generated numerous role
changes for males and females. The minority
female has not remained untouched by these
changes. Chagge 'has produced an examination
of personal Values and goals, relationships and
family roles. NaOar.(1974) has pointed out that
identity
mands and restrictions of tradition on one hand,
and the explosive opportunities and potential
of an emerging culture on the other" (p. 5).
The problems resulting from role and identity
conflict are manyuncertain relationships, con-
flicting personal needs, and conflicting religious
and cultural values:

However, the potential for the "emerging cul-
ture" is also great. Minority women face the
potential of linking cultures with new sex roles.
As Never (1974) notes, the Chicane combihes-
the worlds of the American and Mexican, the
females and male. She is a pivotal figure at mil-
tural and se*ual crossroads. Similarly, Hart
(0977) claims the black woman can act as a
unifying force for both the black movement
and the women's movement. As a victim of both
racism and sexism, she has perional experience
with bo.th and carrhelp interpret the importance
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Module Focus, The Double Bind (Continued)

of racial and sex equality in edu i tional, em-
ployment and other opportunit es to both
groups. As a key, figure at these crossroads,
the minority female has an oppo unity to
create her own futureto shape her own des-
tiny. In doing so, she can make critical contribu-
tions to her changing culture.

In recent years several minority women's
organizations and networks have e erged (for
a list of these, see p. 115), but they h ve usual(y.
existed outside the maiAptream educ Iona' and
professional networks. The networks, rimarily
support systems, have slowly begun to develop
social and political support. One barrier to the
development of the networks is the social and
political forces which have continued to deny
minority women access to educational and
employment opportunities. A second bdrrier
is the lack of power minority women have
within educational and professional organiza-
tions. A third barrier may be the lack of accep-
tance for the organizations and their goals by
both female and male members of their ethnic
groups. Another factor may be the existence of
internal factions among minority groups and the
devisive scramble for a fragment of ever-decreas-
ing resources.

Given the conflicts minority women face, it
is imperative that they actively engage in career
development and planning. While educators 'and
counselors are increasingly seeking methods and
Materials to develop viable career planning
programs, for minority women, a number of bar-
riers currently hamper their efforts. Not the
leas,t is the absence of career development
nIodels or research. Little discussion of the
status and needs of minority females can be
found in 'the professional. literature regarding
career development.

Statistical data regarding the education
attainment and employment status of minority
women are also elusive. Several factors contrib-
ute to this problem; a primary factor is the data
collection methods used (U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, 1978). For instance, no agency pre-
pares a comprehensive annual report which
describes the educational or employment status
of minority women. Analysis is difficult when
data must be collected from several sources.

Ethnic groups have .not always been appro-
priately or uniformly defined. For example,
various agencies use different criteria to identify
a minority group. These criteria might include
differe combinations of birthplace, nation-

"se , race, ethnicity, national origin or descent
and language. Illustrative of this problem is the
inaccuracy of data regarding Hiipanic women.
Although Hispanics are the fastest growing
minority group, in the United States, the U.S.
Department of tabor, for example, through-
out the 1970's included,. Hispanics in the white
population for Statistical Plrposes. This prac-
tice has an imrilect on the data for both popu-
lations. The Hispanic' woman and her needs
become invisible; the data for the white popu-
lation is misrepresented.

A consistent approach to the collection of
statistical data js also lacking. Major ethnic
groupings are not always separated into their
various sub,cultures. For example, there ..is great
diversity represented in the needs of the many
subcultures of Native Americans, but these
needs, are not always reflected in the data col-
lected.

Another 'factor .contributing to the elusive-
ness of statistical information involves methods
of data reporting. Although agencies often col-
lect simillr information, they rarely report the
data consistently. For example, data is some-
times reported for the general ethnic group and
at other times for the subcultures within the
group. These factors have slowed progress in
identifying the status and the needs of minority
women. .

Although many gaps remain in the collection
and reporting of data concerning minority
women, the statistics' reflect the double dis-
crimination minority women face. Despite the
high number in the work force, the unemploy-
ment rates of minority women are quite high.
In 1976 the jobless rate for minority women was
13.6% while the rate for-white women was near-
ly 8%; the rate for minority men was 12.7%
while the rate for white men was only 6.4%
(U.S: Department of Labor, 1977). Black
women (18.9 %) and Puerto Rican women
(22.8%) experienced the highest unemployment
rates while Japanese women (3.8%) experienced
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Module FoCus, The Double Bind (Continued)

the lowest levels (U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, 1978).

Labor force participation of minority women
remained relatively stable through 1976 while
that of white women has increased (U.S. Depart-
ment, of Labor, 1977). In 1976, 50.2% of
minority women 16 years of age and old; were
in the work force, while nearly 47% of white
women were workers.

Of minority women workers, 45% were mar-
ried and living with their husbands, 28% were
widowed, divorced or separated, and 26:5% were
single, compared to white women workers, of
whom more than 58% were married and living
with their husbands, nearly 18% were widowed,
divoroed or separated and nearly 24% were
single.

The reason minority women work is no dif-
ferent from that of white womeneconomic
need. The median earnings for minority women
increased 15% from 1973 to 1974 while the
increase for white women was only 7%. These
increases were largely negated, however, by the
12% inflation rate for the same period. Although
the difference has narrowed considerably,
minority women still earn less than white
women, and both groups earn less than either
minority or white males. In 1974 the median
salary for full-time minority women workers
was $6,611only 54% of white male earnings,
73% of minority male earnings and 94% of
white female earnings.

Minority women are more likely than white
women° to be the head of a family. In 1976,
34% of all minority familiesq:were headed by
women while women headed only 11% of all
white families.

The minority female heads of families were
more likely to have incomes below the poverty
level. In 1975 more than 49% of minority
female heads of families were below the low
income level while only 26% of families headed
by white femajes were.

The number of mothers, minority and white,
working it the labor force has increased drama-
tically. In 1976 nearly 48% of white mothers
were in the work force while more than 58% of
minority mothers worked "outside the home.
The greaNst difference between white and

minority women workers is among women with
children under 6 years of age.--The proportion of
minority females is more. than 53% while the
rate for white females is considerably lower,
approximately 38%:
. The occupational distribution of minority
female workers changed dramatically between
1960 and 1976. The proportion of professional
and technical worker's increased 7% and clerical-
Workers increased 17% while the proportion of
private household workers declined 26%. In con-
trast the largest increase for white women
workers in any occupational category was no
more than 3% for the same period.

The Median years of schooling completed by
all minority and white workers is nearly the
same: 12.2 for minority males, 12.4 for minor-
ity females, and 12.6 for white males and fe-
males. In 1976, 65% of minority women workers
had graduated from high school. ..TVs figure in-
cludes 129kwho had completed at least four years
of college. Seventy-six percent of white women
workers had completed high school, including
14% who had completed at least ftur years of
college (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977).

it is evident that the employment and educa-
tional status of minority females is shared in
some ways. by white women. However, signifi-
cant differences do exist, making consistent and
accurate information regarding minority females
imperative.

The counselor's role should be supportive and
thereforeoinfluential in the career development
process for minority females. Counselors should
encourage minority females to examine sex-role
myths and attitudes held-in the culture. They
can facilitate the exploration of personal needs,
values and attitudes, and assist the minority
female in the development of a personal life/
career pattern. Counselors can provide minority
females with information and experiences which
will facilitate nonstereotyped career decision
making. Finally, counselors can help minority
women prepare themselves to weigh the alterna-
tives, make clioices and take positive responsi-
bility,for those choices.

Counselors can utilize the following sugges-
tions to enhance career development for mi-
nority females:
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Be sensitive to differences among minority
females. The experiences and` priorities of a
Black female may differ from those of a
Nativetmerican female. Differences within
a, minority group must also ,be accounted
fOr. For example, priorities and cultural
experiences' will vary for Japanese and Chi:
nese women, although both are considered
Asian Americans.
Encourage all clients to explore their values
and attitudes toward minorities and females,
and help them explore the implications of Vie
"Ouble-bind."
Encourage minority females to articulate and
explore role conflicts they, may face.
Help minority females examine the variety of
life styles and family patterns available as well
as the consequences of their choices.
Encourage an exploration of the implications
of changing social roles for minority group
members.
Utilize community resources and provide all
clients with a variety of role models of minor-
ity females.
Encourage minority females to develop long-
range as well as short-term career plans.
Evaluate career development materials for
racial" and sex bias that would particularly

. reflect on minority women.
Encourage the recruitment of minority fe-
males into administrative and teaching poii-
tions in your institution. They can act as role
models for minority females and provide a
positive role image to all eamersmale arid
female, minority and non - minority. .
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D, Minority Women Goal: To analyze education and employment
data regarding specific minority groups.

Activity _Focus:. Ethnic Group Women:
What Do We Know? (see pp. 114-123)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Distribute the Minority Women Reference Sheet
found on pp. 114-115. Have learners conduct
research from this list. -

Have the learners meet in groups and assign one
group to an ethnic gl-oup to anaiyiein,formation
on each.

Give each learner a copy of the selected statisti-
cal tables° found on pp. 116-119.. Review the
data reported and synthesize with other data
collected.:

-
Have each group prepare a comparative sum-
mary of the status of the ethnic group females.
Allow flexibility in the form of the summay.

Discuss how counselors can use the information
presented in this unit. -

Expansion:

Send for additional information from some
minority' women's organizations (see partial
listing on pp. 120-123) and from the National
Institute of Education (NIE) for:

Vols: I and II on Conference on the Educe-,
-tioN1 and Occupational 'Needs of Black

'Women and additionarreports on confer-
ences for Hispanics, NatiVe Americans and
othel- special focus repdrts.-

NatiOnal Institute of Education
1200 19th Street N.W., Room 600
Washington, D.C. 20208 .

Action Research:

Compare the data and other information col-
lected to that presented (earlier) or obtained:

from the Module Focus, pp. 39-42 s
from the Hart article, pp. 97-107

from the Center for Continuing Education
of Women Newsletter, pp. 108-113

through personal contacts(with local minor-
ity women.

Identify areas where differences exist.

Prepare a comparative summary.

Discussion:

How can information on ethnic group females
be helpful to counselors in their work?

What can counselors do to facilitate career
development for minority females?

43. r
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D. Minority Women

Activity Focus: Local Minority Women:
Who Do We Know?

FACILITATOR

Goal: To identify local informati n on minor-
ity females and to develop lo al resources.

LEARNER

Step 1:

Organize the learners into research teams which-
will generate local infofmation regarding minor-
ity females. Three teamserzamples might include
the following:

Assign Team 1 to obtain local and state in-
formation on the status of kminority women
in the labormarket. The tearrimay want to
contact state and local agencies such as the
Department of Labor, Coftimission on _Wo-
meri, Human Rights /Equal E mployment,
Opportunity Commission and the Depart-
ment of Education."

Assign Team 2 to explore the professional'
status of minority females in the commu-
nity, Focus could be on the problems of
recruiting professional minority women and
on the problems faced by' minority women
in achieving professional status. The team
may want to contact state and" local, human
rights organizations and affirmative actjoh
offices as well as the personnel offices of key
businesses and industries in the community.

Assign Team,3 to collect a 'series of case his-
tories of minority women in the community.
You may want to assign a team to each mi-
nority group represented in yout commu-
nity. First pilot the interview ,guestions
on each other. Then have learners interview
at least five* women from various minority
groups and with various socioeconomic
backgrounds. Identify the cultural, social
and personal events and attitudes which have
influenced their career decisions.

This number is a suggestion only.

C

Step 1:

Team 1

Collect information such as:
level of participation in she work forde
level of unemployment
occupational concentra ions
marital status and wor force participation
earnings leVel ,

educational level
n

Compare your data to tha given in the Module
Focus, pp. 37-38.

Team 2

How many minority f male professionals are
employed in your com unity? .

What are the externa barriers to the recruit-
ment of more minorit females?

What are the personal barriers faced by minor-
ity women in becoming professional workers?

Team 3

Sample Interview, uestions:

44

What is your ethnic and/or economic back-
ground?

What important events took place in your
life that influenced your career decision?

What are your main interests and talents?

a°
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Activity Focus: Local Minority Women:
Who Do We Know? (Continued)

FACILITATOR LEARNER ,

0

Step 2:

Why did you .make your specific career choice?

What' influence did your cultural/ethnic back-
ground have on your career choice? -

What influence did your family have on your
career choice? How"did your family's influence
affect you?

Were there any compromises you had to make in
a career? Why?

If you were 20 today, what career -would you
select? Why?

Are you satisfied with the way you integrated
family demands, interests and career? Would
you do anything differently now?

Step 2:

Have learners share theresults of their research. Discussiipn:
Discuss the results.

How difficult was it to obtain the information?
Discuss the process of 'collecting the informa-

How helpful were state and local ;officials in
obtaining the information?

How willing were the minority females to share
personal information with you? How willing
would you be?

Is it reasonable to expect minorities to share
. ,

personal iqormation and cultural history when
# we are nol often willing to share that °same... _

information about ourselves?

0

1 4
s.
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E. Educational Equity: The Legal Environment
.<

Module Objectives:

a. To become acquainted with equal opportunity legislation.

b. To explore the implications for counselor or educatbr responsibilities.
. -

'Module Outline:
4

I. ActivityEquity Quiz, p. 48

ill. Module Focus, Part OneLegal Prededehts
and Title IX, p.49 (see p. 3 for use of
Module Focus) 1'

III. Module Focus, Part TwoTitle II (Voca-
tional Education) arid, Affirmative Action,
p.51

'IV. ActivityLegal EnvironMent Analysis, p.
54

V. ActivityWhat Does the Law Say?, p. 56

VI. Synthesis and discussion:

What are the major differences among
Title IX, Title II, and,affirmative action?
What are the similarities?

Why should a counselor or teachsr be
aware of current - legislation 'and court
decisions regarding sex equity and af-
firmative action?

What roles can counselors and teachers
play in implementing educational equity?

47
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E. Educational Equity
4

Activity Focus: Equity Quiz (see pp. 124-126)

FACILI TA Ofi

Goal: To* review existing knowledge of equity
legislation and related sex bias issues.

LEARNER 4

Have learners complete the Knowledge of Legal
Equity Quiz founcilon p. 124. 1

Using the key on p. 126, discuss the correct
response to each item. 1,

Expansion:

Ypu may wish -to use the quiz as a post to
following completion of the entire 'unit.

`4.

I

N

, cO

5

Complete the knowledge of Legal Equity Quiz. N.

Discussion:

Were you surprised at _some of the answers to
the quiz?

Did you have any misconceptions abouex
stereotypirig and the legal regulations? How did
these occur?

What areas do you heed more information
about?

e
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Legal, Precedents and Title IX

Module FocusPart One'

The basis of equity lies in the Fourteenth
Amendment, the equal protection clause of the
U.S. Constitution Which presents the notion that
people ought to be treated equally by the gov-
ernment unless there's a good reason for doing
otherwise. Further , \ in our society equity is a
legislative, social an psychological goal.

The purpose of hese reading' is to review
current legitlation hich prohibits discrimina-
tion, particularly sex discrimination, in educa-
tional institutions and agencies. Specific atten-
tion will be given to Title IX of the 1972 Educa-
tion Amendments (which prohibits sex discrimi-
nation against stud nts and employees2 in
educational progr&ns nd activities), to Title II
of the 1976 Education mendments (which pro-
hibits sex discriminatio in vocational education)
and to the issue of affir ative action.

It is critical to note hat the legal status of
educational equity is i flux. Legislative and

judicial activity hes been escalating. Recent
court cases such as Bakke, an affirmative action
case, and Romeo, a Title 'IX case, have and will
continue to modify our, current understanding
of the legal environment of edycatidnal equity.
The employment provisions of Title IX have
been challenged in a number of lower bqurt
cases. After the adverse ruling of a federal
appeals court in Romeo and others,3 that ruling
was allowed to stand by the Supreme Court in
1979. In order to clarify Congressional ihtent, it
is thought Congress will have to pass an amend-
ment specifying coverage of educational employ-

.
ment. Regardless of the outcomes of litigation'
and legislation, it is the responsibility of the
counselor or teacher to maintain a knowledge of
the current legal environment.

Title I X and Title II are_'the most recent in a

series of legislative efforts to increase access to
educational opportunity. These legislative ef-
forts-have-focused on- identifying, and eliminat-
ing various types of discrimination in educa-
tional institutions and agencies. Important

precedents to Title I X and Title II legislation
are Title VI and title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act of 1963
(amended by the 1972 Educational Amend-
ments).

Title VI prohibits schools which receive
Federal funds from ,discriminating against
students because of race, color or national
origin. Title VI applies to discrimination in areas
such as student admissions, access to or treat-
ment in courses br programs, extracurricular
activities and counseling practices and services.
For example, an Hispanic student should not be
automatically scheduled into groups or classes
which have been traditionally all Hispanic. The
impetus for schoS desegregation and bilingual
education has come from Title VI and the
Fourteenth Amerndment to the Constitution.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(amended by the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Act of 1972) deals with employment
discrimination. Employers with fifteen or more
employees are prohibited' from discrimination
based on race, color, national origin or sex.
Job recruitment, hiring, wages, fringe benefits
and promotions are examples of areas addressed
by Title VII. For example, it would be illegal
to exclude a female employee from promotional
opportunities because a supervisor assumes there
would be a conflict between her family responsi-
bilities and job duties.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (amended by the
1972 Education Amendments) makes discrimi-
nation based on sex regarding salaries, and to
some degree fringe benefits, illegal. The Equal
Pay Act Protects all employees of educational
institutions and agencies. Males and females
working for the same employer must be paid
equally when job conditions, skills prerequisites
and responsibilities are similar even though job
titles and assignments are not identical.

Title IX of the -Education Amendments of
1972 clearly prohibits sex discrimination against

,t-J



Module Focus, Legal Precedents andTitle IX (Continued)

students in educational programs arid activities.
With specific exceptions, the regulation applies
to all educational institutions which receive
Federal financial assistance, including most ele:
mentary, secondary and postsecondary institu-
tions. Title IX states:

4, 4i
No person . . shall, on the--basi,sof s6X, be
excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi-
nation u der any education program or
activity r eiving F Oral financial assistance.

Title IX Overview.'

The Final Regulation implementing Title I X

of the Education Amendments of 1972 became
effective on July 21, 1975-45 d after pub-
lication irr,-the Federal Register o June 4. As
noted above, Title IX generally parallels Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, however,
there are sections of the implementing regula-
tion which are unique, namely: requirements

'for self-evaluation and for establishment of a
grievance procedure, as well as a provision per:*
miffing separation on the basis of sex in those
portions of sex education instruction dealing
exclusively with human sexuality. In addition,,
the statute exempts from coverage the admis-

sions practices of nonvocational preschool, ele-
mentary and secondary schools and the member-
ship practices of the YMCA, YWCA, Girl Scouts,
Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and certain other
voluntary youth service organizations whose
memberships have traditionally been limited to
members 'of one sex under the age of 19. Unlike
Title VI, Title IX: applies only to educational
programs and activities receiving Federal finan-
cial assistance; does not app)y to military
schools; and applies to educational institutions
controlled, by a religious organization to 'the
extent compliance would be consistent with
religious tenets. Furthermore, Title IX permits
separation on Vie basis of sex in residential
facilities and in other,facilities in which mainte-
nance of personal privacy is an issue. Congress
also directed that the Title IX Regulation
include "reasonable provisions considering the
nature of particular sports."

50

These differences and statutory exemptions
indicate that in eliminating sex discrimination
in educational programi and activities, some
traditional practices, such as separate nonvoca-

y
tio schools, may be continued; provisions
m be made for maintaining personal privacy;

actices dictated by religious tenets will be
upheld; and actual sex differences, particularly
in connection with physical performance, may
be considered. ,.

The impact of Title IX, according to Rosa
Weiner of the U.S. Office for Civil Rights, is
that "in passing this legislation, Congress estab-
lished the principle that sex is no more rational
a basis than race, color or national origin for
making distinctions in most treatment [that]
enrollees . . . receive in educational programs or
activities."5

FOOTNOTES'

1. This section merely highlights the Title IX regu-
lation. We strongly advise additional readings of the
support materials (see p. 122), and if possible, of the
original regulation (see Federal Register, 1975, 40
(108), 24126-24129).

2. As- will be discussed, this section of the regulation
has nht been upheld by the Supreme Court. "'

3. The three cases -accepted by the Supreme Court
were HEW v. Romeo Community Schools, HEW v.
Islesboro School Committee and HEW v. Junior College
District of St. Louis Schools and Civil Rights News,
1979,3(20), 3. -

4. Excerpted trbm the U.S. Office for Civil Rights
Title IX Manual, 1975, p. 1.

5. Published speech, "Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972: One More Step Toward Equal
Educational Opportunity," n.d.



Title II (Vocational Education Amendments)' and Affirmative Action

Module FocusPart Two

The Vocational Educational Act of 1963,
among others, was amended by the 1976 Educa-
tion Amendments. The Act provides support
for state programs in vocational education
through a system of matching grants. Two major
changes were made by 'the 1976 amendments. -

First, except for homemaking and consumer
programs and programs for the disadvantaged,
funds are now provided as "block" rather than
"categorical" grants. The block grant has two
portions-80% is a "basic grant"' while 20% is
to be used for "program improvement and sup-
portive services." Spending alternatives are spe-
cifically identified for each portion.

Second, the state planning procedu-re for
allocation of the funds must be modified.
Among other requirements, a greater variety of
groups must be invdved in the planning pro-
cess.

Overcoming sex stereotyping and sex discrimi-
nation are major concerns of the vocational
education amendments. In promoting sex equity
in vocational education, the amendment addres-
ses three areas: (1) administration of state and
local vocational education programs; (2) state
use of vocational education funds; and (3)
national vocational programs.

AdMinistration of State and Local Vocational
Education Programs

There- are five requirenients regarding sex
discrimination and stereotyping in the admin-
istration of vocational education at the state
level.

First, each state must appoint full-time
personnel who will assist the state board of
education in providing equal education oppor-
tunities and in eliminating sex discrimination
arta' sex stereotyping in all vocational education
programs. Each state must allocate $50,000
from the basic grant for sex-equity personnel
to achieve these goals. The amendment also
d,entifies specific activities the state personnel

(

are to carry out.
Second, each state must ensure representa-

tion of women's concerns by including minority
and non-minority women on the state vocational
advisory board. Similar representation is re-
quired of Idcal agency and institution advisory,
groups.

Third, in its five-year vocational education
plan, each state is required to include policies
for providing equal education opportunities for
females and males, In audition, each state must
provide plans for overcoming, sex stereotyping
and discrimination, for encouraging enrollment
in non-traditional vocational programs and for
developing model training and placement pro-
grams which reduce sex stereotyping. Each state
must also proyide plans for' an -employment
program for displaced homemakers and persons
interested in non-traditional vocational careers.

Fourth, each state must demonstrate that the
annual plan has been reviewed for compliance
with the provision for equal access to vocational
education programs.

Finally, every- vocational education program
funded by Federal, state and local sources must
be evaluated by the state board specifically for
service to women along with the other estab-
lished criteria.

State Use of Vocational Education Fund

The amendment identifies both areas in which
the state must we funds and areas in which the
state may elect to allocate funds.

Each state shall use basic grant .funds for
vocational education programs for displaced
homemakers.2 This includes programs for
persons interested in career retraining for non-.
traditional occupations.

In the area of consumer and homemaking
education, each state must fund programs
which explore the integration of homemaking
and wage.- earnig roles, develop curriculum
materials which attempt to overcome sex bias,

51
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Module Focus, Title II and Affirmative Action (Cont

and prepare fe
careers.

Each state ma
(1) support services

les and males for homemaking

al locate basic grant.funds for:
men, including coun-

seling, job development, job placement and role
modeling in non-traditional jobs, and (2) day
care services for students with children.

States also may allocate program funds for:
(1) programs fop eliminating sex stereotyping;
(2) vocational guidance and counseling services
such as training programs and resource centers
for special populations; (3) inservice training to
overcome sex bias for vocational education
staff; and (4) grants to overcome sex discrimi:
nation and sex stereotyping.

'National Vocational Education Programs

The third focus in the elimination of sex bias
is national programs of vocational education.
The U.S. COmmissioner of Education must have
conducted a national study of sex bias in voca-
tional education and submitted the study to
Congress by October 1978. An information
reporting system mulst have been operational
by October 1978. Each 'state, annually, must
submit data including information on race and
sex, on vocational education students. Minority
and non-minority males and females who are
knowledgeable about women's issues must be
included as members of the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. Finally, the
U.S. Com*missioner of Education may use 5%
of the funds available for Federal vocational
education programs to fund projects which have
national significance, including overcoming sex
bias in vocational education.

Title IX and Title II Compared'

The concepts of both Title IX and Title II are
similarto provide equal educational opportulii-
ties for all students. Title IX has a broader edu-
cational focus than Title II,' which is restricted
to vocational education programs. Other, more
fundamental differences also exist.

First, Title IX applies to sex discrimination in
educational programs and prohibits exclusion,
limited participition and differential treatment

inued)

of females and males. Title II defines and applies
to sex bias and sex stereotyping as well as'sex
discrimination.

Second, while Title IX specifies the pro-ilibi-
tion of sex discrimination in educational poli-
cies, practices and programs, Title II,mandates
programs to.overcome sex bias and stereotyping_
in addition to prohibiting sex discrimination.
Title 'Lis a complementary extension Of Title IX
)9 programs for students.
j Finally, the impacts of thd two Titles differ.

tle IX focuses on local education agencies and
institutions while Title II applies primarily to
st to and Federal programs. Local institutions
an og ms are indirectly affected by Title II
while sta e and Federal programs are indirectly
affecte Tit IX. These distinctions are simi-
lar to the ones ade between equal opportunity
and affirmativ action 'requirements.

Because Tit II has only indirect application
to local ,school\and agencies, the role of the
counselor in implementing the vocational edu-
cation regulation i ,tess clear. Counselor pet-fon-
nel who serve at the tate level must:be

he use'of vocational ed
find metllojis of coilti-

selorstalid

of the law regarding
cation funds and mus
municating this information
educators in local schools and agenc

Cokinselors in local institutions must be aw
of how the amendment affects the funding o
vocational programs at the local level. In addi-
tion, counselors can be. instrumental in the en-

,couragement of parents and other citizens to
become involved on the local advisory council.
Counselors also need to understand the reldtign-

' ship between prohibiting sex discrimination (a
function of both Title, IX and 'Title and
providing vocational programs which overcome
sex bias and stereotyping (a function ipecifiee
by Title II).
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Affirmative Action Overview
0,

Where equal employmeiit opportunity (EEO)
implies a policy of non-disbriminatiOn, Ofirrna-
tive action goes beyond benign neutrality and
takes steps to correct .past discrimination aril
prevent future discrimination. 'Used Positively,
affirmative action can a fool for sound

,

I
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Module Focus, Title II and Affirmative Action (Continued)

action as "action taken, first, to identify and
remedy sources of discrimination in school pro-
grams, and, second, to develop policies and
procedures for the prevention of discrimination
in future school programs" (p. 21). McCune and
Matthews suggest that all of the following are
important elements of ed4ational program af-
firmative action: educational program analysis
and modification, textbooks and instructional
materials, analysis of and training in school
personnel practices, assignment of schools and
student groupings, physical education and,..com-
petitive sports,, student policies and extracurricu-
lar activities, goals and objectives, and evaluat-
ing, monitoring and reporting.

Various court cases have dealt with specific
affirmative action/reverse discrimination issues
(Bakke, Weber). However, as noted earlier,
reverse discrimination is not the intent of af-
firmative fiction and a well-designed plan can
enhance the employment and management prac-
tices of the institution. For example, developing
an accurate and valid job description or opening
announcement should result in a closer match
between applicants and the position; taking the
time to recruit a large pool of well-qualified
candidates should result in the selection of a
highly qualified employee. It is important that
creative approaches be used and that affirmative
action is not used as a' license for ptinitive or
reverse discriminatory actions.

Because they are often asked to provide lead-
ership to local school agencies in career and Voca-,
tional programs, it is essential that counselors
and other educators understand the legal as well
as social and psychological environment of edu-
cational equity. In keeping abreast of the changes
in the law as regulations are revised and court
decisions are handed down, we have an opportu-.
nity to involve ourselVes and our students insome
current and "relevant" learningexperiences.

management practices. By -the use of pecific,
result-oriented procedures or goals, a sch of can
evaluate whether opportunities for empl yment
or promotion of well-qualified individuals have
increased. These opportunities must not be
restricted on the basis of handicap, religion,
creed, color,,age, sex or racial-ethnic minority
group membership.'

It is widely believed that affirmative action
requires quotas (a fixed number of employees
hired from a ,given, class), preferential treatment
(consistently hiring people of one class even if
they're not qualified) or reverse discrimination
(using discriminatory practices against white
males). These beliefs are not correct. These
misunderstandings do not represent the intent
of affirmative action legislation and should not
be practiced as part of any voluntary affirmative
action procedures.

Although affirmative action is not specifi-
cally required by Title IX, the intent of the
regulation is clearto establish a policy of
affirmative action When' warranted. This meant
that each school district has the responsibility
of correcting-existing patterns of discrimination
and taking steps to insure future equal oppor-
tunities. It should be noted, however, that
affirmative, action is not required without a
finding of discrimination.

The self-evatuation requirements of tritle IX
are strikingly similar to the- first steps of an
affirmative action plan: school districts are
required to analyze their policies and practices,
examining where they recruit, how they recruit,
and the kinds of inservice training, fringe bene-
fit's, leave policies and promotion opportunities
and practices they offer each sex. If discrep-
ancies are discovered, the plan should be modi-
fied (Liggett, 1977). An affirmative action plan
helps to organize the self-evaluation process by
ensuring that a policy is developed and detailed
program planning takes place; followed% by
implementation and ongoing evaluation. ,

It is obvious that the major emphasis%of af-
firmative ,action is in employment. However, in
educational institutions there is a second area of
importanceequal access to and treatment in
educational programs. McCune akl Matthews
(1975) define educational program affirmative.

4
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FOOTNOTES

1. Informatic4) regarding the Title II Amendment was
drawn from McCune, An Equal Chance (1978).

2. Defined by U.S.O.E. as persons who had been
homemakers but who now, because of dissolution of
marriage, must seek employment (see Federal Register,
42(191), 53847).



. 'E. Edtkational Equity

0

Goal: To explore viewpoints and expand un-
delgtanding of the legal basis for educa-
tio?nal equity.

Activity Focus: Legal Environment Analysis (see pp. 127-135)

FACI LITATOR LEARNER

Reproduce and distribute the information about
Title IX (p. 127), Title II .(p. 130)* and affir-
mative action (pp. 131-135).

Ais
Have learners develop a short (3 min.) oral
argument regarding their points of view on one
or more of the "thought" questions.

Note: Remind the learners that the pre-
pared handouts should be supplemented by
researching current articles or news items
to support their points of view.

Allow time for questions from the group follow-
ing each presentation.

1
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Read handouts_on Title IX, Title II and affirma-
tive action.

Thought Questions:

How did the Civil Rights Movement estab-
lish precedents for sex-equity legistlation?

Why is Title IX necessary legislation be-
yond Title VI and VII and the Equal
Pay Act?

What critical areas' are not covered by -
Title IX? Why are they critical?

Why are the Physical Education and
Athletics?sections of Title IX such .con-
trOversiar issues? Is the controversy jus-
tified? Why or why not?

Why would the counselor role be consi-
dered critical to Title IX implementa-
tion?

Why are (counseling materials and tests
singled out in the regulations when other
print materials were not covered?

If you could rewrite the Title IX regula-
tion, what changes would you make?
Why?

. Why do you think sex.bias in vocational
education programs was made a priority?
Was it necessary, or practical?

What is the value of requiring diversity
on the state vocational education boards?

t.)
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E. Educational Equity

Activity Focus: Legal Environment Arfalysis (Continued)

e

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Variation: r
Provide the list of questions to learners to
develop a short (2-3 page) position paper or
essay.

Have volunteers present their papers in small
groups or in a panel presentation.

55

' U s

Why are displacedtomemaker programs
'given a high priority? Is there such a per-
son as a "Displaced, Homemaker"? In
your own community or family?

What issues, make affirmative action con-
troversial? ,Is the controversy justified?
Why or why not?

How can 'affirmative action efforts be of
value in educational programs?

What iss,the impact on educatidnal equity
efforts of court decisions such as the
Bakke and Weber decisions?



E. Educational Equity Goal: To analyze the effects of sex discrimina-
tion/sex-equit\(\efforts on educational
programs.

Activity Focus: What Does the Law Say? (see pp. 136-140)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Step 1:

Distribute the worksheet, "What Does the Law
Say?", pp. 136-137.

="j,

Aftetrtearners have 'Completed the worksheet,
have them discuss each item until they have
reached consensus.

Next read the correct responses (see pp.'138-
"139).

Finally, discuss any discrepancies.

Step 2:

Have each learner provide or create three addi-
tional examples of sex discrimination or sex
equity in their school 'Or agency.

Then have the learners share their examples and
discuss the implications of Title IX, Title II and
affirmative action.

Step 1: °
'N

Complete the worksheet according to the dir'ec-
tions.

Compare the responses with other learnert.

Step 2:

Write three additional examples of sex discrimi-
nation olsex equity in education:

Discussion:

What is the significance of the items marked
"N A " to the application of sex - equity legis-
lation?

What areas 'are not addressed or not adequately
addressed by existing saw?
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- F. Change Intervention

Module Objectives:

a. To examine the process of change as it applies to sex equity.

b. To explore the counselor role in implementing change.

c. To develop a method for planning change.

Module Outline:

I. ActivityTitle IX Case,Studies, p. 58

'11. Module Focus"The Counselor as a

. Change Agent," p. 59 (see p. 3 for use of
Module Focus)

III. ActivityDeveloping an Action Plan, p. 61

IV. ActivityPersonal Action Plan, p. 62

V. Supplemegtal Reading"School Environ-
ment and Role Modeling: Some Factors in
Socialization and Strategies for, Change"
reproduce and disfribute), pp. 147-151

V1. Synthesis and discussion:

Are the counselor and change agent roles
compatible? Why or why not?

' How can barriers to change within
organizations be overcome?'

How do counselors use power? Give
examples of ef,fective and ineffective
uses.

57 .

Notes:



F. Making Changes

Activity Focus: Title I X Case Studies (see p. 140 )

FACI LI TATOR

Goal: To apply information about Title IX to
sample case studies.

LEARNER

Assign each of the Title IX studies (p. 140) to
learner groups of 3-5 people per group.

Have each group analyze its case study for a
violation of Title IX regulations.

Then ask the group to generate several compli-
ance activities the school could implement.

58

Review the Title IX information found on pp.
127-129, if necessary.

Analyze the case study for a possible Title IX
violation:

Does the action/policy violate Title IX? Why
or'why not?

Does the action/policy limit options foc
students? If yes, in what way?

List some non-biased alternative actions/policies
the schools could-implement.' eet
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The Counselor As A Change Agent

Module Focus

There's an old saying that if you're going to
effect change from within a system, your first
jab is to make sure that you are able.to 'stay in
the system to bring those changes about. Within
an organization, however, changewhether
"justified" by legislation, socioeconomic climate
or other factorsis often viewed as a loss of con-
trol by people (Falck and Barnes, 1975).

The internalization of certain methods, rules
or structures .means that when change occurs,
people are resistant initially because it is not
familiar of comfortable. In initiating or imple-
menting a change, then, it is critical that the
counselor, as a change agent, understands the
impact"the proposed change will have on people,
and will develop strategies which encourage
personal and positive involvement Of others in
the change process. For example, the counselor
at a local school who learns that the business
education teacher who coordinates the work-
study program has consistently refused to place
male students in clerical positions has some
optionfin facilitating changesome better than
others. Recognizing that this is a violation of
Title IX regulations, the counselor can approach
change from three perspectives: affirmative,
negative or passive. This discussion will focus on
the positive or affirmative aspect of making
change.

Bennett (1962) has identified four kinds of
change. The first is structural change involving
the reorganization of relationships of roles and
people whin, the organization. Second is al'
change in technology. The third is change in
behavior or performanceindividually and/or
organizationally. The fourthtype of change
invotves values and attitudes. Lewin '(1951)
compares value and attitude change to cultural
change. While there is controversy regarding
whether behavior changes produce attitude And
value changes orif the reverse is true, it is clear
that tthere is an interaction between the two
types of change and each needs to be con-
sidered when change is directed at the other. '

In implementing change to prevent or correct
sex bias, it is critical that the barriers 'to achiev-
ing change in an organization are identified. The
first is the absence of an established change
agent mission or role in most organizations.
There is seldom a position or role, internally
or externally, which can officially be used to ad-
vocate change. The second barrier to change is
that knowledge or information regarding the
desired innovation is not always easily accessi-
ble. Finally, there is often ,little motivation for
change perceived within organizations.

There are a number of considerations the
counselor/change agent should focus on in im-
plementing change. The individual must have
a _clear understanding of the change agent role,
have clearly identified the purposes of the
change and have selected the strategies to use
in implementing the change, The ''counselor
needs to have support from others gt that ideas
can be shard and perceptions can be examined.
The change agent must accept the fact that
change takes time to implement. The counsel
lor should be able to accurately assess current
events in the orgbnization and develop an appro-
priate "psychological climate." Finally, the
counselor needs to attend to people's feelings
throughout the implementation of the change
strategies. The counselor should attempt to
develop an emotional as well as an intellectual
commitment to the change,

Given these conditions, the counselor or any
other concerned person has a difficult task in
attempting change. There -are five steps in
planning change that a person in the change
agent role may want to use (Schaller, 1972).
The first step is to raise the level of awareness
regarding the problem. If no one else considers,
for example, stereotyped student work-study
placements a problem, it will be impossible for
the counselor to initiate change.

Second, an action or change group must be
organized. The group may consist of one person
or many who are concerned with the problem.
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Module Focus, The Counselor as Change Agent (ContinUed)

This step is critical=in the change process. The
discontent with the situation must be mobilized
into action; Otherwise the results will only be
complaints. The action group needs to specifi-
cally define the problem, identify the conditions
producing the problem, develop solution strate-
gies and identify potential consequences of each
solution.

The third step is to generate support for the
change. Support is necessary to facilitate and
legitimize the change. Elements of 'Support in-
clude strength in numbers, a Coalition of interest

°groups, diversity in skills and talents, loyalty,
an acceptance of compromise and at personal
identification with the change proposal.

The fourth step is implementation. Four re-
sources are essential to implementing the pro-
posed change: skills in leadership and organizing
action; people to carry out the work; a suppor-
tive environment; and continuing loyalty of the
support group.

The final step involves institutionalizing the.
change. This can be achieved in a variety of
ways. Some examples include the adoption of
new guidelines, use of position power by a lead-
er or new legal requirements such as passage

(of .legislation or recent court decisions hich
require developing or incr asing institutional
compliance.

One element in the 'ch nge process' which
merits special attention is p wer. Herbert Simon
(1953) defined power as e ability to cause a
change in behavior. Simon then broadened the
definition of power to include influence on
decision making. For instance,- attempting to
change the student work-study placement prac-
tices is an exercise of power. In this example,
the counselor could. draw on two sources. of
lower position in th school and knowledge of
the Title IX regulatio .

Power can be exercised by-inaction as well as
action; Again, in the instance of the work-
study Rlacements, .9 school administrator who is
aware of the practices and refuses to take action
is also exercising power. Values,and relationlhips
are determinants of the exercise of power in
that they place limits on and define the use of
power. Additional examples of power include
wealth, physioal force and organizational ability.

It is important that effective techniques are
utilized in planning for changes. One such meth-
od is the use of an action plan. Change plans
which only identify the goal or expected out-
comes are insufficient; they also need to iden-
tify the means of achieving thpse outcomes.
The focus of tl-e action plan should be the
specification of methods and activities needed
tg, reach the end result. The action plan, then,
is a description of the following:

0,_

1. What is to be done?
2. How is it to be accomplished?
3. Who is going to do it?
4. When is it going to be achieved?

Organizational chinge or interve tion has not
necessarily been perceived as a na ural role for
counselors. Lopez and Cheek (1 77) suggest
additional training in consultatio , training and
organizational development skills may be needed
for counselors who take on the change agent
role.

Counselors need to decide if they wish to
be a change agent or a "social adjuster." If the
change agent role is selected, counselors need
to actively involve as many people as possible
in implementing the change and to create an
environment where personal feelings are trans-
lated into emotional commitment to the change.



F. Making Changes
.

t

Goal: To apply the action- planning process to
case studies.

Activity Focus: Developing a Sex-Equity Action Plan (see pp. 141-146)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Step 1:

Distribute the reading, "A Model For Change,"
pp. 141-144.

Review the Sample Sex-Equity Action Plan
found on p. 145.

Discuss the steps used in the sample to clirify
the steps in the action-planning process.

Compare andltor contrast the "Model" article
with the Sample Plan.

.

Step 2:

Assign learners to the same learning groups used
in the Title IX Case Studies activity (p. 58).

Have groups re-analyze the problem for their
case study using the Sex-Equity Action Plan
Worksheet (see p. 146) or an alternative format:

Step 3:

Have learner groups share their compliance
plans.

Discuss the difficulties in implementing some of
the plans.

a

`I.

Step 1:

Discussion:

What is wrong with an action plan which states.
only the desired outcome?

Why is it important to specify the steps in the
"how" phase of the process?

Why is identification of who will implement the
plan necessary?

Why is a timeline included in the action plan?

Step 2:

As a group, select one compliance activity for
planning with your case study.

t
Develop a plan for change using the Action Plan
Worksheet or an alternative format.

Step 3:

Discussion:

IL

._ .
Why would some plans be difficult to implement?

Is power (or a lack of it) an inhibiting factor
in implementing a plan?

What can you do to impletnent change if the
problem is not directly your responsibility?

61
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F. Making Changes \ IGoal: To apply the action-planning process. 1

Activity Focus: Personal Sex-Equity Action Plan (see p. 146)

FACILITATOR LEARNER

Step 1:

Present the following hypothetical situation to
the learners:

Your daughter is a member of a college bas-
ketball team. At this particular institution
women must pay for their own travel ex-
penses to out-of-town games and bunk four
to a roorh. The men's teams, however, are
flown to games, bunk two to a room and
receive $16 per day compared to $11 per
day for women. As a parent and a taxpayer,
you wish to challenge these inequities.

Have learners devise a plan of action to resolve
the issue.

Iv, (Note to FacilitatorThis situation is similar
to a case brought in U.S. District Court, Hutch-
ins v. ,Board of Trustees of Michigan. You may
wish to share the results of the suit with the
learnersequal travel expenses were ordered by..
the judge. Encourage the learners to explore
judicial remedies as a possible change strategy.)
See Higher Education Daily, Capitol Publica-
tions, 1979, 7(28).

For other action plan situations, you may wish
to consult the following newsletters:

rs

CYn' Campus Women. Project on the
Status and' EdUcation of Women, Asso-
ciation of American Colleges, Washington,
D.C.

The Equal Employer. Federal Publications,
Inc., Washington, D.C.

Schools and Civil Rights News. Capitol
Publications, Inc., Washington, D.C.

r
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Step 1:

Devise an action plan to resolve the issue.
a

Discussion:

At what poirit does one choose a legal alterna:
tive to a personal action plan, or is a legal re-
course a final step in an action plan?

.
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Activity Focus: Personal Sex-Equity Action Plan (Continued)

' FACILITATOR LEARNER

Step 2: /
Step 2:

.

Have learners identify a situation in their school Identify a situation in your school or agency
or agency which exhibits sex bias or is -a which you are familiar with.
violation of Title IX in which they would apply
an action plan, p. 146. . Develop an action plan for this situation.

. 0

Have each learner complete an action plan for Exchange the plan with another learner and
the situation. Then have the learners exchange critique it.
plans with one another and critique them.t t Discuss the action plan and its critique with

your learner partner.Have the lears discuss the action plan. and its
critique.

1

a.
I

3

1

.0.
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To be used With Mile/Female/Healthy Adult Characteristics, p. 8

BROVERMAN CHARACTERISTICS SCALE
,

There are seven spaces representing a scale between each of the following pairs of characteristics. For
each pair, place a check-on one of the seven spaces. Make your judgments based on which &pace best
describes individuals you specified at the top of this sheet (Female or Male-or Healthy Adult). Use the
middle space only if you feel completely neutral o evenly divided.

Aggressive

Independent

Emotional

Subjective

Submistive

Excitable' -
Active

Competitive

Logical

Private 0- 't ....J1.
Indirect ,, .

' - N
Easily Hurt

g,

`.' ,,,,
Adventurous --:, . e

Always Cries . 2...2.....t .-

Leader A

Nonaggressive

Dependent

Unemotional

Objective

Dominant

Nonacitable

Passive

Noncompetitive.

Illogical

Public

Direct

Not Easily_I:iurt

Cautibus

Never Cries-1

Follower
Self-Assured Unsure
Arrtities 4: Noriambitious .4. . '1

Ifiea-Oriented .... .. Feelings - Orientedr_... ,........
Not Appearance?Oriented ..m.... ' Appearance-Oriented.....-.,.....*z____

,Talkative ,-:" Nontalkativet-- , .

Blunt Tactful

1r -....- _...... Sensitive to OthersInsensitive to. Others

. SloppyNeat

Loud

Tender
Quiet

Tough

Broverman et al. "Sex Role Stereotyping and Clincal Judgements of Mental Health," Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology, 34 (1970), pp. 1-7. Copyright 1970 by American Psychological
Association. Reprinted by permission.
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To be used with Male/Female/Healthy Adult Characteristics, p. 8 {Continued)

BROVE,RMAN SHORT FORM CHARACTERISTICS SCALE

Optional short form to be used with Healthy Adult Characteristics..

There are seven spaces representing a scale between each of the following pairs of characteristics. For
each pair, place a check on one of the ,seven spaces. Make your judgments based on which space best
describes inditiduals you specified at thp-of this sheet (Female or Male or Healthy Adult). Use the
middle space only if you feel completely neutral or evenly divided.

Aggressive 6 Nonaggrissive

Independent Dependent

Emotional Vnemptional

Subjective Objective

Submissive Dotinant

Excitable Nonexcitable

Competitive Noncompetitive

Easily Hurt Not Easily Hurt

Adventurous . Cautious

Leader Folio Wer

Not Appearance-Oriented Appearance-Oriented

.

Broverman, et al. "Sex Role Stereotyping and Clincal Judgements cif Mental Health," journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology, 34 (1970), pp. 1-7. Copyright 1970 by American Psychological
Association. R4iiiiited by permissiom

BROVERMAN SCALE TABULATION PROCEDURE

An averaging procedure Will be used. In order to establish a numerical base, each' of'the 7 rating
blanks should be assigned a number ,starting at the left with.the numbe'r "1" and ending ottrthe right
with the .number "7." If there, are 10 people participating, ,add the 10 ratings for the HEALTHY
ADULT aggressive/honaggressive dichotomy and divide the fotal by 10. Continue this procedure for
each dichotomy of the HEALTHY ADULT rating sheet, and follow the same procedure for each
dichotomy on the MALE and FEMALE rating scales.

IMPORTANT: The-numbers that are used to accomplish {his procedure, and those which represent th.e
results, have no value, but only serve to identify a position between each set of characteristics on the
non-value Scale: Comparisons can then be made between each group (FENIALE/MALE,HEALTHy
ADULT) for each set of characteristics.
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To be used with{A77 ogyny, p. 14

BSRI INFORMATION SHEET

The Bern Sex Role Inventory (BSRI) is an instrument developed by Dr. Sandra L. Bern to measure
or identify androgynous individuals.

Ai
The basic premise of the BSRI is that psychological characteristics associated with femininity and

masculinity are not necessarily opposite, thus a person who exhibits elements of both (masculinity
and femininity) in his or her behavior is "normal."

In the test, an individual rates herself/himself from "never to almost never true" to "always or
almost always true" on each of 60 psychological characteristics. The scoring method, which hv been
revised several times, is rather complex. Those who score above the "feminine" and "masline"
medians are identified as androgynous. In addition, individuals may also be classified as "masculine,"
"feminine," or "undifferentiated."

Bern's hopes that "the development of the BSRI will encourage investigators in the areas of sex
differences and sex -roles 'to question the traditional assumptign that it is the sex-typed individual
who typifies mental health and to begin focusing on the behavioral and societal consequences of more
flexible sex-role concepts" (Parks et al., 19794'.

Furtiler readings about Bern's views on androgyny and the BSRI are found in;

Bern, S.L. "The measurement of psychological androgyny," Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psy-
chology, 1974, 42, 155-162.

Bern, Sandra L. "Probing the promise Of: androgyny," in Beydnd Sex-Role Stereotypes: Readings
Toward A Psychology of Androgyny, Kaplan and Bean (eds.). Boston, MA: Little, Brown and
Company, 1976.

Bern, S.L. "On the utility of alternative procedures fur assessing psychological androgyny."Jourra/ of
Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 1977, 45, 196-205.

, -
- . , .

. , ..

Liggett, Romero and Schmeling. The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery and Life Options ',

(see "Androgyny and the Bern Sex Role Inventory "). Newton, MA: Women's Educational Equity
,Act Publishing Center, 1979.

. Parks, Bogart, Reynolds, Hamilton*tand Finley. Sourcebook of Measures' of Women's Educational
Equity. Palo Alto, CA: American Institutes for Research, 1979.



To be used with Recording and Comparing Attitudes Toward Men and Women, p. 18

SEX-ROLE ATTITUDE INVENTORY

Strongly
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree

i. Women with pre-school children
-should not work outside the home.

2. The woman shoold be awarded
custody of the ohildren when a
couple is divorced.

3. Divoeced men should not have to
assume support for the Children.

4. boys are more intelligent than
girls.

.

5. If a working couple buys a house
the husband should make the hoOse
payments.

Women are entitled to use their
sick leave for.maternity leave.

7. if a 4oman works outside the home,
she, should be responsible for the
hrsework as well.

8'. I would vote for a woman for Presi-
dent if she were the best candidate.

9. Women are less responsible than
men.

10. It is important for a man to be
"masculine" and a woman to be
"feminine."

11. Men should not cry.

12. Money spent bn athletics should
be evenly divided between boys
and girls.

13. Both men and women can be good
doctors.

tt

Strongly
Disagree

r .
r

0

1...'

1

.

St

1..--1
/

4
f

.

.

.

.7:
.

4
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To be used with Recording and Comparing Attitudes Toward Men and Women, *p.18

14. Wives shpuld make less money at
their jobs than their husbands.

15. Boys should have more education
than girls.

16. A system should be set up which
would enablk homemaRers to accu-
mulate Social Security benefits of
their own without relying on those
accumulated by their spouses.

17. Women should not hold jobs on the
night shift.

18. Men should not do clerical work
because they lack the necessary

-manual dexterity.

19. WoMeh can be capable administra-
tors,

20.. Women should concentrate on
finding jobs in the fields of
nursing, teaching clerical and
secretariework since they already
possess these types of skills.

'21. A wife and husband should take
turns staying hoMe with a sick
child.

22. A single man is not capable'of
takin9 care of-an infant.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Strongly
Undecided Disagree Disagree

1

I"

Reprinted from The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discoveryand Life Options by Liggett, Romero and Schmeling,
1979.
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25

"WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED"

Purpose of the Game: When you ask a little boy what he is going to be when he grows up, he tells you;
he may not end up being what he first says, and he may "be" a number' of different things over the
course of his life, but throughout he is focusing on the work he does. Most little girls say they will be
married, period. It is true that female learners may marry; however m st of those who do will work
outside the home, and Imany of these marriages will d in separatio in divorce, or by the death of
the male partner. In addition to this, there is .a gro ing number of men who are not marrying. At
the same time, most male learners will work in whatever field they choose; however many will become
husbands Andepthers, and will have responsibilities involving these roles.

The purpose of this activity is to raise awareness in both female and male learners about the roles,
responsibilities, decisions and unexpected life-altering incidents they will have to deal with in their
lives.

Instructions: The activity contains 10 female and 10 male profiles. These profiles can be used in three
different situations. They can be used in a mixed group where the female profiles will be matched with
female learners and the male profiles will be matched with male learners, or they can be used in all-
male or all-female groups. For the most effective learning experience, the profiles should always be
matched to a learner of the same sex as the rirofile. The purpose of this activity is to, raise awareness of
the possibilities in the learner's life; crossing over and exploring the profiles of the other sex can be
informative, but it is most important to explore 'what may happen in their own lives as males or
females.

The female profiles are numbered and the male profiles are lettered. Profiles and chance factors.
should be cut apart or folded so that the profile facts only are seen for the game's first phase. These
profile facts inform the learner aboUt their assumed life span, maital and parental status and educa-
tional level. The learners are then asked to individually respond to these by destribing what their

'future situation may be. They can do this by combining their persoriat aspirations and plans with this
given situation.

When each learnekhas described her or his situation, the second phase begs by handing out or-
turning over the corresponding chance factors for each inctiv.idual's response. The group can help each
individual think of various ways she or he could deal with the situation created by the chance factors.
Discussion of child care, money problems, further,ing.education, etc., Will be enhanced by total group
discussion.

After the problem has been dealt with, the group can be asked to discuss how early-planning or action
might have prevented the problem or prepared the learner for, the chance factors.

Adapted by permission of the California Commission on the Status of Women (not dated), and reprinted from The
Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery and Life Options, Liggett et al., 1679. .

44.
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

-FEMALE PROFILES

Profile 1

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained, education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 1

(

is

You work as a secretary for two years before your marriage. You have two children. Your hus-
band=s- job seems promising, but he doesn't advance as quickly as he hoped, and when the children are
7 and 9, you and he realize that with the high cost of medical and dental care, taxes, saving for. the
children's education and wanting to buy a home, one salary just will not do it.

What do you do?

Profile 2

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You complete four years of college before marriage.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 2

You "fall into" a dream job soon after graduation from college and two years laer meet and
marry a young man with a promising futbre in another field from yours. You keep or working after

iyour two children are born because you love your work and you are rising fast in your company. Ten
years later when yOu are near the top, your company is bought outright by a large conglomerate. The
whole firm is to be moved to New Yak and you are offered' a directorship. There are no opportuni-
ties for you at your level if you switch to another company in your field here in town. Opportunities
for your husband in New York are unknown.

What do you do?
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile 3

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

1

_, Chance Factors 3

You work a year and are married at 19. You enjoy your 20 years of homemaking, but when you
are 40 your children aregrown. You don't want to just sit home for another 35 years.

What do you do?

Profile 4
.

YOu live to lie 75 years old.

You marry and have children. f
,i

..-

You have not obtained edu.cation beyond high school.

Qt.
Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 4

You go to work for the telephone company when you are 18. Two years later you marry a hand-
some, dashing line repairman, and by the time you are 26 you have three c ildren. Your husband is
assigned to emergency repair work in remote plaCes-7-is home less and les He starts seeing other
women, and doesn't send home money regularly for you and the family. ou try for three Oars to.
straighten things out, but at age 30 things are worse rather than bett , and you get a divorce. The
court awards you some alimony (now known as spousal support) and child support, but it is not enough
to live on and there is very little community propertyjust clothing and furniture.

How can you cope?
74 1 I
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To be used with When / Grow Up I'm Going to bellairried, p. 25 (Continued) _..,c

Profile 5
...

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.. ,

You complete two years of college before marriage.

Your present occupational choice is:

i

Chance Factors 5

Q

You and your husband have three children. Your husband has a good job and things are going well
for the family until you are 34, when your husband is killed in an automobile accident. The children
are then 4, 8 and 10. There is some life insurance, but not eno'ugh`to last very long.

,
How will you cope?

Profile 6

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry.
,

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

,

e.

Your present occupational choice is:

a

Chance Factors 6

p

You marry your high school "steady" right after you graduate from high school. He has com-
pleted two years of college at that point, and you go to work as a clerk-typist in a law firm to put him
through 'college. He graduates college and gets a good job. After five years in the firm you are
promoted to head secretary in t e law firm. It is fascinating work, and while you and your husband
are disappointed that no children come along, you detide that since you both enjoy the challenges and
reedom of your life that' you will not adopt children. You 'are interested in the cases being handled

by t e firm, but over the next 15 years you find that your secretarial role is less and fess challenging.
You are now 38.

What will you do the rest Of your life?



To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile 7

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.
.dati

Your present occupllitgrat-saice is;

Chance Factors 7

It is apparent within two years that your marriage was a mistake and you are divorced. You re-
marry when you are 24 and have two children. When you are 35 and the children are 7 and 9, your
husband's job and whOle field of work is wiped out by automation.

How can 4-1- family cope?

Profile

You live to be 75 years old.

YOu marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 8

In your senior year in high school you fall madly in love with an exciting "older man of 29,"
who is already successful in business. He is of the firm opinion that woman's place is in the home, and
states often that no wife of his will ever work. The two of you continue to be generally,sompatible
and remain married all your lives, but over the years his business affairs take up more and more of his

time, and he prefers spending his leisure time "with the boys" hunting and fishing. Your children are
all off on their own by the time you are 43 years old.

What do you do with the rest of your life?
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To be used with When / Gro iv Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile 9

You live to be 75 years old.

You have not married.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 9

Your father dies unexpectedly when you are 17 and youi mother is in poor health. You have four
younger brothers and sisters, the youngest of whom is 2, so supporting the family is up to you. You I
have no practical skills and jobs are scarce, but you get work in a cleaning plant. The pay is not bad,
but you are pretty tired by nighttime, especially after seeing to things at home. You have male friends,
but the ones you really like have their own problems and don't see themselves taking over support of
your family. By the time the other children can help out enough so that most of your earnings are not
needed for the family, you are 35 years old. You find that at that age, there are very few eligible men
you are attracted to, and you are not so sure you would like to marry.

What will you dp,with the rest of your rife?

Profile 10

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You complete three years of college before marriage.`

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors 10 ,

Your fiance graduates from college when you finish yOur junior year, and he is offered a good job
ip a town which has no four-year college. You marry and o with him. When you are 42, and your
children are 15 and 17, your husband says he wants a div e to marry a youngen.woman. Under the
new divorce law you can't get alimony (now known as spousal 'support) just because you are a woman,
but since you have been married for such'a long time the court awards you a small amount of spousal
support for three years and child support until the children are 21. You also get one of the cars and
the furniture, which are paid for, and the house, which is only two-thirds paid for. Even with the
support money, there is not going to be enough to make ends meet. -

Hoy ,will you cope?
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continded)

MALE PROFILES

Profile A

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupatiorial choice is:

Chance Factors A

You and your wife marry young. You go to work immediately in a factory job. Your wages are
good and you are able to earn a comfortable living for your family. After 10 years of marriage, your
wife dies leaving three children, ages 9, 7 artcl 4, for you to raise alone.

How can you cope?

w

Pro life-8

You live to, be 75 yegrs old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors B

You marry sooii after yoU graduate from high school. You go to work at the local bank and are
soon promoted. Your wife chooses homemaking as a career and you have two children. You soon
reach a point in your career where you cannot be promoted without a college education. You know,
however, that it will be an economic hardship to enroll in college and maintain your standard of living
for your family.

What do you do? 78
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued

Profile C

You live to be 75 years old.

You have not mried.

II:
You complete four years of college.

$ , p

Your present occupational. choicp is:

Chance Factors C
1_

When you graduate from college you-find a good job in a city several hundred miles from your
home town. You earn a good living and are able to financially help your aging. parents. When you are
35 your father dies. Your mother is no longer able to care for herself and she wants you to return
to your home town and live with her. You really like your job and have not found a comparable job in
your home town. .

What.do you do?

Profile b
: * You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You go to trade school before marriage.

Your preserii occupational choice is:

4.

Chance Factors D

ti

i

A P iill

You and your wife meet while you are in trade school-and marry when you graduate. She only
works for a couple-of years before you begin your farriily. You have five small children. You are
laid off at the same time your wife has an opportunity to get a well-paying job where she will be
trained in mechanics.

What do you do? iso
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To be used with When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile E

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry.

You complete four years of college before Marriage.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors E

You and your wife are both college educated. You both have professional careers and youlchoose
to not have children. You both are promoted in your respective companies and you have been happy
with your careers. Your wife has been offered a new job in another city which involves a large promo-
tion, new responsibilities and a large pay increase. You have just been offered a new position in your
company in this town.

' What do you do?

Profile F

You live to be 75'N/ears old.

You marry and have children.

You have nobtained education beyond high school.

Your prese t occupational choice is:

Chance Factors F

You gq to work immediate y after high school and marry soon after. You and your wife have
two children. You are able to prOvide a comfortable living, but do not maintain adequate life and dis-

\...--Pability insurance. You are in a car accident and are now unable to perform your job. Your insurance
will cover thkhospital costs and will pay the major bills for only a few months.

How can the family cope?
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To be used with When / Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile G

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You have rairobtained educ,atibn beyond high school.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance Factors G

You and your wife ha e both worked since your marriage. Your wife has returned to work
shortly after the birth of yo two children. It has always been necessary for both of you to work to
keep up economically. You Wife is pregnant again. She wants to quit work after this child is born
and stay at home to raise children. ThisSvill produce financial problems.

What do you do?

Profile H

Yott live to be 75.years old.

You marry and have children.

You have not obtained education beyond high school.

Your present occupational choide is:

Chance Factors H

You have a good jol..47Nn a locally owned company. You earn a good income and your wife chose
homemaking as a career. You and your wife, married for 15 years, have two children, 9 and 12. This
year you were divorced and your Wife was given custody of,the children. You have visitation rights

1111
which allow the children to live with you approximately 50 percent of the year.

What living and child care arrangements can you make?
woOtt"
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To be used with WhenI Grow Up I'm Going to be Married, p. 25 (Continued)

Profile I

You live to be 75 years old.

You marry and have children.

You complete business school before marriage.

Your present Occuplional choice is:

Chance Factors I

You flue been married for 15 years and have one child; your wife does not work outside the
home, but did so before your marriage. You have become less andAss 'iatisfied with your career in
the last 15 years. You are bored and you see no way of advancing or doing different things in your
present career. You would like to change your career area to work full time at a hobbit you have al-
ways enjoyed: photography.

What do you do?

Profile J

You live to be 75 years old.

You have not parried.

You complete four years of college.

Your present occupational choice is:

Chance .actoll-SJ

.. -
You hake a-good job which gives you

as a playboy hype. YOu realize that having
ship and a meaningful relationship with a w

What-dO you do?

f t

enough income -to enjoy life. You haVe3a1Ws_been-known
an interesting job is not enough; you alsolnia
oman.

82 0r)ti 4



Supplemental Reading for Module B, p. 17

J.

BEING A MAN

By David Sadker

Defining the Malet.Role Stereottype
From cradle to grave, the pressures of sex-role

stereotyping serve to channel and limit male and
feina le behavior: 'There is, for example, no gene-
tic reason why male infants should be dressed
in blue and female infants in pink; The only
apparent 'purpose for such a practice is, to aid
adults who-, might unwittingly compliment a

male infant's "long lashes" or a female infant's
"husky build:" The colors serve to signal adults
as to the .apprdpriate behavior. Pink elicits
"Isn't she 'sweet!" (Sweet may be replaced by
"adorable," "beautiful," "cunning," "a knock-
out," -etc.).` Such comments may be comple-
mented by soft touches and warm hugs: Blue,
on ' the other hand, elicitis "husky fellow,"
"loOks like a football player," and "tough guy."
The accorripanying physical treatment given to
boys is less warm than that given to girls,Vd, in

' fact, one_study revealed that after 6 months of
age, boys are picked up and hugged less ,often
than girls are.'

As male infants becdme young, boys, the
differential intensifies, and the lessons
on male role expectations becrne more fre-
quent. A,boy vOo rejects aspects of this role is

. reprimanded mke severely; in,,fact, than is is

female 'counterpart. A girl who does not, f low
the s ialJy approved expectation, for fetnales is
often described as."gding 'through a phase." Slap
is all wad to be a "tomboy"at least for a
period of time. However, a boy-who rejects the
male role stereotype is awarded no such toler-
an The term "Janeboy" does mkt exist. .,

oth at home and in school, boys are made
to conform to rigid sex role expectations. Even
the newspapers provide net relief. 'A popular

."advide to te reader" column recently featured
a letter from a parent who was deeply concern
because her young son 'was playing with 'dolV .-

There 'was no acknowledgment that doll play
can be a harmless and, in fact-valuable way for
boys to rehearse future parental roles. The
colUmnist advised that if the "problem" con-
tinued, the boy might be "sick," and recom-
mended that the child receive professional help.

Wherever boys turn, this sex role socializa-
tion continues. On television and in films, they
view 'thousands of .hours of violence and tough
masculine models. From parents and counselors,
most boys ,are channeled into male-oriented
occupation:is and are encouraged to fulfill a mas-
culine value system. To peers they must prove,
their toughness. SO pervasive is the pressure that
few boys are ev.er permitted to seriously ques:
tion the worth and apprOpriateness of the male
role stereotype. Before we explore the limita-
tions of the masculine mystique, we must take
a closer look at what this stereotype entails. As
we examine the lessons of the male stereotype,
-however,' it is important to remember that the
behaviors described can be positive and healthy
qualities when displayed' by either males or
females in situations where these behaviors are
appropriate. They become negative and limiting,
however, when they are required for or per-
mitted to only one sex and when they are
applied toall situations. The qualities discussed
below in "The- Lessons of the Male Stereotype'
are described in their most extreme and stereo-
typed f6rin, because this is often the way that
they impact on-yourig (and' not-so-young) males.

Reprinted with permission. David Sadker, "Being a Man:
A Unit of Instructional Activities on Male Role Stereo-,
typikg." Washington, D.C.: Resource Center on Roles in
Education, 1976. From an instructional unit authorized
by the Women's Program Staff, U.S. Office ,of
Education.
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The Lessons of the Male Stereotype

Lesson One Stifle It
"Crybaby"' may represent a common child-

hood taunt, but its echoes follow young boys.
into manhood. It is "unmanly" to cry. Boys are

1/2 supposed to be strong and unemotional.
By 5 or 6 years of age, boys know that they

are supposed lo show neither fear nor tears.2 As
men, they. haie learned to present a strong and
unemotional facade. The "strong, silent" type has
belome the model. Small disappointments and
major catastrophes are to be treated with the
same stoic response. Concealing fear, sorrow,
doubt, and tenderness is a mark of being a "real
man."

Lesson TwoChoose Your Occupation (from
the following list only!)

Although our society offers a wide variety
of potential careers, sex typing restricts the
choices of boys and girls. For girls, the restric-
tions have traditionally been very severe, limit-
ing females to relatively few socially acceptable
careers which are often extensions of the nur-
turing role. Boys also encounter career restric-
tions. Boys Who consider becoming teachers of
very young children, .nurses, dancers, or secre-
taries absorb social* criticism for their occupa-
tional choiceor change their decisions.

Lesson Three' -Money Makes the Mai?
\NIthough acceptable career options for men

are socially restricted, at least one character-
istic of any acceptable occupation remains con-
stant: It must pay well. The male has been
designated as the primary, and often only,
financial provider for the family. In fact, a man's
ability_to earn a substantial income has become
a measure not only of his success, but of his
masculinity as .well. The size of a man's pay-
check is a measure of his `worth. A woman may
glow in the green radiance emanatin from her
hus and'i wallet, pleased and prou... to have
pull d off a "real catch." To males; the lesson is
all too clear: In order to be successful and
desirable, earn, earn, earn.

(

Lesson FourWinning at Any Cost
From the early years on, boys are tau* the

. lessons of intense competition. On the athletic
f Id, in school, and even in their social liVes,
most boys are driven to compete and to win, no
matter what the cost. As adults, this cult of
competition continualas many men vie to get
ahead of one another for the best paying jobs
and the earliest promotions.

The athletic field provides numerous exam-
ples of this pervasive competitive ethic. Uncon-
trollable anger from an 8-year-old second
baseman pn a losing Little 4.eague team is..
evidence of the early inculcatiori of this com-
petitive drive. Former football coach Vince
LombaFdi summed it up well when he said,'
"Winning is note the most important thing. It's
the only thing."

Lesson fiveActing Tough
With few frontiers left to conquer and few

wild animals l'eft to subdue, men are taught
nevertheless to be strong and tough. In our
.technological society this toughness has be-
come redirected at dominating women, con-
quering other men, and questing for power and
money. Acting tough includes not only hiding

.emotions and competing at all costs but also
childishly demonstrating personal strength. It
involves the ability to dish it dr.and to "take
it," even-when refusal. to cap tulate or corp.

-promise inyolves severe physical and psychologi-
cal loss. Reason and compassion are frequently
the victims when a man demonstrates his virility
by acting tough.
. Acting to gh is required in both personal and

.public behav r; it is clearly valued in many of
our most prestigious social roles,irom corporate
executive to military officer.

' The Male Machine3

. Marc Feigen Fasteau has summed up this.
masculine stereotype by way of analogy: As
men learn these lessons in masbulinity, they
assume machine-like qualities. The complete
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fulfillment of the male stereotype results in a
functional, efficient machine. Such a man/
machine seizes the offensive and tackles jobs
with a fervor. Personal issues. wait along a side-
track as he rumbles on. straight ahead to the
victory he needs: Victory reinforces his compet-
itive drive. Defeat is marked without emotion,
and serves only to strengthen his resolve. His
gears run efficiently, if not effortlessly, arid his
relationship to other male mad-fines is one of
respect, never intimacy. The male machine is
programmed to operate in certain acceptable
areas, and tends to become dysfunctional if
fOrced into "inappropriate" occupations, like
nursing or secretarial work. The, machine is
geared for victory, and victory is demonstrated
by success, power, and, of course, money.

Men who-buy into this image and who adopt
'the masculine stereotype are doing so at great
cost. For inside the male machine lives a human
being, an individual with the polential to go
beyond this mechanical existenceand to live a
fuller, 'more diverse, complete, and longer life.
But living in a society that molds and rewards
the male machine makes it difficult to perceive
The cost of male sex role stereotyping. The next
section briefly revie>seft% of these-costs,

The Cost of the Male Role Stereotype

Hidden costs have become a way of life in our
society. The new washing rnahine, advertised
-for $199, costs $257 after installation, tax,
delivery, and a $10 charge for "harvest gold" are

added on. Hidden costs.
Male sex role stereotyping results in one of

the great hidden costs of our society. This cost
frequently goes undetected, for it is a natural
part of the American landscape. But the cost is
real and devastating.

Cost 1Early Proble.ms
BOys are pressured early to meet the demands

Of the sex role stereotype. Parents generally
encourage their children to develop interests in
those areas that they consider appropriate for

ti

the opposite sex.4 Such shaping of sex-typed
behaviors may have consequences for the school
performance of young males. Numerous studies
have documented that in our -vulture young

-males experience a significantly higher fre-
quency of /reading difficulties than do young
females. This is not the case, ha/ever, in cul-
tures in which reading is typed as an important
.component of the male role.5

Cost 2Barriers B_ etWeen Men"'
Men who are committed to the traditional

masculine stereotype find little time or reason
to establish close relationships with other men.
The competitive drive makes them adversaries,
and reduces the desire for cooperation; and
friendship. The inability to share emotions and
feelings hinders honest personal comniunica-
tion. To protect the image of self-reliant 'tough-
ness, and to hide potential vulnerabilities, the,
stereotyped male develops an invisible communi-
cation barrier that keeps other men at a distance.
The traditional male image is preserved; but at
a high costnothing, less than the friendship of
other human beings.

Cost 3Barriers Between Men and Women
Many aspects of the male stereotype inhibit

positive relationships between men and women.
The overemphasized male commitment to a

career can detract from the qbantity and quality
of time men spend with women. The' inability,
qf some men to share their feelings and self-
doubtsin some cases the inability of men to be

in touch with their personal feelingsmay de-.
tract from an honest; and open relationship: The
pressure felt by men to continually compete and
succeed, the same pressure which alienates them
from their feli.aw- men, also may restrict and
limit the ,qtiality of their relationship with
women.

In marriage, the male stereotype continues to -t
limit the quality of male-ferhale relationships.
This is especially true ,because of the increasing
number or wives now exploring Careers outside
the home. These ,women..clo not seek a family
breadwinner. Rather, they seek partners willing

85
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and able to share in the family',s economic
venture. Men enmeshed in the male stereotype
perceive the notion of a wife at work as threat-
ening, perhaps even an indication of the hus-
band's inability as family provider. This marital
stress increases when working wives expect their
husbands to depart even further from the male
stereotype and share in the house#iold chores.
Men who perceive ';these -chores as "women's
work" and "unmaraly," create further marital
tension. Many of today's women are openly
demanding a sharing of their traditional home-
making roles, and .a husband unable to grow
beyond the 'male stereotype may-find his mar-
riage just another statistic in the mushrooming
divorce rate.

Cost 4Weekend Fathers q3.

The fulfillment of role demands pulls many
men away not only from their wives, but from
their children as well. Long hours invested in
career building and. moneymaling are at the
expense of time spent with children. One recent
study revealed that a majority of new fathers
have never changed a diapers an interesting
comment on the lack of contact between father
and child. For many of these fathers, thiS es-
tranged relationship continues as their children
grow into adolescence. Mothers often assume

that bring money, but not necessarily self-
fulfillment.

_Cost 6The Leisure and Retirement "Lockout''
The other side of the career lock-io is the lei-.

sure and retirement lockout. When men devote
a great deal of time first to coMpting.ior the
best jobs and promotions andthen o,guarding
and maintaining their hard-won Oattions, there e:

gl° 6 little time left to develop* leisure inkests.i
The single-track nature ofpany rr:t4n's lives
becomes even more apparettvduring the retire-.
meat years. At a time when the rewards of life-
long efforts should be reaped, these nien find
themselves driftinge'arrolessly ',as their well-. 5)
trodden paths to tKe office or business door are
closed off. Wrttioirt wOlic.; they are alsAvithout
direction or purpose: The suicide_rotewfor retired
men is several times that of ietited women?.

Cost7;hysical Disability and,Deatly.
The obvi iius.niuscular siterority" of most

men e4rrnost Women leads to a common mis-
corteptiofi: that 'Olen are stronger than worzien.

.
rt

Since we:live irra,world when thuscular strength

isOf andand !ess impoa ce, endurance and
Iother areas of phiSidal stre th become more

c-
crucial. And in those areas, en are the weaker
sex. They have a greater susce ility tt stress.

the major parenting function, as men become- ..After years of drfvirig to compete, striving to get
weekend fathers. The distance between children ahead, shoiffdering etonpn3ic buidens, and hid-

. A and their fathers, is another measure of the ,cost ing thefr:cioulits and fears from others men fall
of sex role stereotyping. - . .. , victim to heart attack and_stroke. Men are likely

- _ - !!-:. 'to' die at.an arliel'. age Chap-Wornen: theaverage
Cos't 5The Career "Loclvm .. - . .

. Iiiespan' for women exceeds that of men byfor
..

Because of the pressure Ao earn, earnt-,earn,.--. ,aboUt -8 years. Altfixiigh the susceptibility of
men often find. themselves- victims i-of-t,trulcareer..:-t .1-trien :to serious disease and earlier death may be
lock-in. Initially their are forcediö cons z .'.due -iii,Trart to.*. biological differences, the (ado-, .' only toe more lucrative positions, even if they nOriiie and psjichologital burdens of male' sex
are not interested .ire these jobs.OncetinvOlveti Ate demandt may take a significant' toll in the
in their chosen careers, ttle&.1klip;exit,.1f,...aftds- ,Physical well-tieing-of rnen.s

,JO or 20 years, Amen betomes,42r1d.,:or.tiElin-- "-. ? -4.

terested in hiswo'rk,fh,E. fiterall y4aricitYteeft Moto '2..,Gbst !aSociety's Masc ne Nature
explore alternat4s...Wit the.fi int'i,fioanclkI. The preponderance c men in the leadership
well-being. total:1y in,bis`.;nds,h sirdecigtorte ife ." positionstof our institute s casts.e lortg:shadaw
ndl-tongei::his- ilwrh:Sek71-6,1:stiivo,iyiing iodic/ 4 : over the very nature of our society. The tough,
wdrnerr into4househala..taitti bticrtiaen-i!jio jabs ; competitive, emotionless, male role stereotype

" / e ' 136
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permeates Oiur politital, economic, and mili-
tary' institutions. The aggression of corporate
executives "on the move," the "flexing of
muscles," and the "rattling of swords" of poli-
tical leaders, and the stoic masculinity of mili-
tary men all reflect the male sex role stereotype
on a grand scale. At these institutional levels, the
effects of Male stereotyping touch the lives of
all society's -child-ten.

Many of the same costs inflicted on Men
individually are also inflicted on the society at
large. The single-minded commitment to "win-
ning" permeates Oi.ir .invitutions, 4gmetimes
leading to'illegal and immoral acts in order to
win a profitable contract pr to pass laws in the
self-interest of legislators. Conscience and reflec-
tion are submerged as prlvatp and public institu-
tions become involve in a headlong arid some-
times mindless missi n of sell-interest. Lack of
emotionality is const red a societal virtue and
given the respectable la el of "efficiency."

In international ,affaiv, many nations have
adopted the masculine mystiOe as part of their
foreign policy! A "show ofItrength," a lust to
protect or add to a nation's territory, the ag-
gression of and competition between nationsall
this and more reflects aspkts of machismo, the
masciPine stereotype, on an international scale.

It impossible. to predict how different the
miglyt be cooperation, compassion, and

. inter-personal honesty -14ipte the- hallmarks of
international' relations. And uriortiinately,. we
do. five ?) a wprid in Mich thrresort to force
may be' rieCessafy in issues concerning national
self-Wense apci human freedom. But frequent-

:1V, retions are-ostager.to prove their strength
through toi.igpf_ds and-tough actions. And,the

s-ath, fess sane place because of it.

Cohfronting the Male Role Stereottipe

It is time that we understand and confront
';. - thydarnaging effects of our society's traditional

:c5ndoptions of sex roles. As teachers, we can
-partici
beyo

j
ate in moving the next generation
these limiting definitions of masculinity

and femininity. Boys and girls are not polar ex-
tremes, in spite of all the lessons of the sociali-
zation process. Society should accept boys who
are dependent and gentle as well as girls who are
strong and assertive. It is time society recog-
nized tht Universal and *ndamental humin
qualities of all its children.

The human potential lost to society as a' result,
of sex role stereotyping is impossible to esti-
mate. Psychological studies suggest that females
who adopt the feminine stereotype score low on
self-esteem and self-acceptance, but high on
anxiety, relatiVe to females who do not adopt
the ster4otype. Men who accept the male
sterebtype also demonstrate high anxiety and
low self-acceptance relative to other males. Both
males and females who are* highly sex ,stereo-
typed score lower on creativity and intelligence
tests than those who are not as sex stereo-

-
typed.9

In the final analysis, when all the psychologi-
cal and sociological costs are tallied, when all
the philosophisel and legal arguments for
equality are advanced, theseal human commit-
ment to liberation for men and women remains; -
an intensely personal one. In the next few years:t,
if society -is to alleviate the restrictions of Trratei
stereotyping, it will be as a result of the beliefs
and actions of individuals. The willingnels and
ability of individual teachers, men and-adomen,
to confront this issue, can be a significant force
in moving our society away from the debilita-
ting effects of sexism.

I()
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AGREE DISAGREE

,

MYTH AND REALITY OPINIONNAIRE

t
1. A woman's place is in the home.,

2. Women aren't seriously attached to the labor force; they work
only for extra pocket money.

3. Women use sick leave more than male workers; therefore, they
cost the company more.

\-4. Women don't work outside the home as long or as regularly as
men; therefore, their training and education is often wasted.

5: When women work outside the home, they deprive men of job
opportunities.

6. Women should stick to "women's jobs" and shouldn't compete
for "men's jobs."

7. Most women don't want on-the-job responsibility; they would
prefer not to have promotions or job changes which.add to their
work load.

8. 'Children of mothers who work- outside the home are more likely
to bicome juvenile delinquents.

9., Men don't liketo work for women supervisors.

O. Median earnings of women working full time year-round are
about 59% of those earned by men.

/;''11. White women earn more than non-white men.

12. Women have a higher turnover rate than men because thet get
married and stop working outside the home.

13. A typical American family consists of a husband who works
outside the home, a wife who is a homemaker, and two children.

ge

O

Reprinted from The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery and Life Options by Liggett, Romero and Schme114,
1979:,

89
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To be used with Myths and Rea &lel' - Women in theWork Force, p. 28

REALITIES OF WOMEN AND WORK

%.,

1. Homemaking in itself is no longer a full time job for most people. Goods and services formerly
produced in the home are now commercially available; labor-saving devices have lightened or
eliminated much work around the home. Today more than halfof all women between 18 and 64
years of age are in the labor force, where they are making a substantial contribution to the nation's
economy. Studies show that 9 out of 10 women will work outside the home at some time in their
lives.* 1 ,,

.

2. A majority of women .work because of pressing economic need. Nearly two-thirds of all women in
the labor force in 1978 were either single, widowed, divorced, sep rated or had husbands whose
incomes were less than $10,000 a year. (The Bureau of Labor S atistics estimates that a low
sta ?dard of living for an urbln.-{amily of four was $15,000 in 1977.)t

3. A recent Public Health Service study shows little difference in the absentee rate due to illness or
injury: 5.6 days a year for 'women compared with 5.2 for men.* Some of the small difference
could be attributed to theeact that it is the.womari who usually stays home with children who are

4. A declining. number of women leave work for marriage and children. But even ong those who
do leave, a majority return when their children are in school. Even with a break i ployment,
the average woman worker has a work-life expectancy of 25 years as compared with 43 ears for
the average male worker. The single woman averages 45 years in the labor force. Studies on labor
turnover indicate that net differences for men and women are generally small. In manufacturing
industries the 1968 rates of-separation per 100 employees were 4.4 for men and 5:2 for women.
The more education a woman has, the more likely she is to work.*

5. To illustrate, in 1973 there were 19.8 million married omen (husbands present) in the labor
force; the. number of Unemployed men was 2.5 million. If all the married women stayed home and
unemployed men were placed in their jobs, there would be 17.3 million unfilled jobs. Moreover,
most Unemployed men do not have the education or the skill to qualify for many of the jobs held
by women, such as secretaries, teachers andinurses:*

6. Job requirements, with extremely rare exceptions,' are unrelated to sex. Tradition rather than job -
content has led to labeling certain jobs as "women's" and others as "men's." In measuring 22 in-
herent aptitudes and knqwledge areas, a research laboratory found that there is no sex differenCe
in 14, women excel in 6, and men excel in 2.* 1

7. It is,very d ifficult for women to obtain positions of resp onsibility. But when given these oppor-
tunities, women, like men, cope with job responsibilities in addition to personal or familvespon-

s4ilities. Studies show that women who hold supervisory jobs are highly motivated and perform
II in those positsions:*

Department of Labor, 1974.
tWome {s Bureau, U.S. depa)rent of Labor, 1979. -

I
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8. Studies show that many factors must be considered when seeking the causes of juvenile delin-
quency. Whether or not a mother is employed outside the home does not appear to be a deter-
mining factor. These studies indicate that it is the quality of a mother's care rather than the time
consumed in such care which is of mlj9r significance. Also a main factor in being a '!good" mother
is whether her satisfaction is derived from working inside the home or working outside the home.*

9. Most men who complain about women supervisors have never worked for a woman. In one study
where at least three-fourths of both the male and female respondents (all executives) had eirked
with women managdrs, their evaluation of women in management was favorable. OnttiOther
hand, the study showed a traditional/cultural bias among those who reacted unfaVitably to
women as managers. In another survey in which 41% of the reporting firms indicated that they
hired women executives, none rated their performance as unsatisfa tory; 50% rated them as
Adequate; 42% rated them as the same as their preddcessors, and 8% rate them as better than their
predecessors."

10. The average woman worker earns only about fifty-nine cents for every dollars a man earns, even
when both work full time year-round. Fully employed Women high school graduates (with no
college) had less income on the average than fully employed men who had not completed elemen-
tary school. Women with four years of college also had less income than men with an 8th grade
education.t

11. , The median annual wages (based on 1979 statiSticst) demonstrate that women, regardless of race,
\ are the lowest pa'id workers.

White Males $15,230
Minority Males $11,053
White Female's $ 8,787
Minority Females $ 8,383

12. Numerous studies have found that turnover and absenteeism were more related to the level of job
rather than sex. There is a higher turnover rate in less rewarding jobs, regardless of the Sex of em-

' ployees.t

.13. According to Bureau of Labor Statistics figures, ell over' half of the 41.3 million husband-wife
families in March' 1976 were "multi-earner" famili s in 1975. "The concept of a family where the
husband is the only breadwinner,- the wife is the omemaker out of the labor force, and [wh e]

Osx there are two children may be a useful one for many illustrative purposes," comments the
Women's Bureau, "but it does not represent the typical American Family of the mid-1970's.
Among husband-wife families in.1975on/y 7 out of 100 fit this description,"§

U.S. Department of Labor, 1974,
tU.S. Department of Labor, 1979.
tEducational Challenges, 1974.:
§Association'of American Colleges, 1977.

Updated from TA Whole P\rson Book: Toward Self-Discovery and Life Options by Liggett, Romero and Schmeling,
U.S. fice of Education, 1979. 4,
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WOMEN WHO WORK OUTSIDE THE HOME

Ctirrent ly, some 42.1 million American WQ-

men work outside the home for pay. This is
nearly triple the number of women that were
in the labor force in :1940.

Kpproxiniately 80 percent of these women
workers are concentrated in jobs at the lomend
of the pay stale in service industries, clerical
occupations, retail stores, factories and plants.
These working women have_no advocacy organi-
zation at the national level. As a group, they
are isolvd and underrepresented. Tradition-
ally their needs have been neglected.

It is not only working women, but also their
families and society as a whole that suffir be-
cause of this lack of aiiention. The Na ional
Commission on Working Woman was created to:

1. Explore and publicize the problems and
needs of working women concentrated in
above- r\entioned occupations.

2. Design and carry out action research to
document the prime concerns perceived
by working women themselves.
Raise public awareness about the status
of these women.

4. Improve feder.91, state arld corporate policy
cincerning the conditions of wOrking
women.

-
Recent studie not only 'show that more

women than eve i before are working for pay,
but that they will probably continue to
whether they are married, single, widbwethoi
diVOrced, and 'whether or not they have chil-
dren. Why? For .the .same reason men work: .
economic necessity. Yet women are concentrated
in a few occupations and are ,further segregated
into certain jobs 'within these occupations.
They are earning less than their male counter-
parts for the same or simil17 work. Moreover,

92
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they often are underemployed in relation to
the years of ed4cationscompleted.

In 1978, 50 percent of all women 16 and
over worked full-time, year-round for pay. If
women who worked part of the year ore in-
cluded, that figure rises to,56 percent.

What Some Others are Saying
'About the Present Situation:

According to Eli Ginzberg, Chair of the Na-
tional Commission for Manpower Policy, "the
single most outstanding phenomenon of our
century" is the huge influx of women into the
workfqrce.

Alan Pifer, President of the Carnegie Corpo- .

ration of New York, said in his 1976 Annual
report that, "Social policies have not yet caught
up with changing sdcial practice. Nowhere is thi
disparity between . r.eality and myth as the
foundation for social pgiicy more evident than
in regard to the large-scale movement of women
intiithe labor forcea phenomenon that could
have, consequences of immense magnitude for
the ation."

Meanwhile, Alelcis Herman, Director, Depart-
ment of Labor Women's Bureau, cautions against
viewing the influx of women into \ the labor
force as a signof, progress. Wcimen "are still,
for the most part, going into the same kin s of
low-status,' low-paying jobs in clerical and
service occupations." Herman,notes that o the
44r occupations listed in the Census Occupa-
tional Classifjcatipn System, the majority of
women are found only 20.

/ /
Used with permission. National C9mmissioA on Working- -

Women, Center for Women and ,Work, 1977. (Figures
and portions of the text revised, 1979.)
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In a special report to its, members titled
"Women at Work," the Conference Board noted
that while women have made breakthroughs
into new fields, the changes have been modest.
"Should this slow pace of change continue for
another decade, it will generate a continuing gap
between women's career aspirations and, reality
in the labor markets."

Minority Women Workers
Distribution and Special Characteristics:

i
According to Mary Dublin Keyserling, econo-

mistmist and forme director of the Women's Bureau,
"minority womk are far more vulnerable that
white women tb economic downturns . . . a

larger proportion have dependents and their
median earnings are lower." She further ex-
plains that nonwhite women are under greater
pressure to be wage earners because minority
men who are family heads have an average
income that is lower than white men who head
fa ti lies. . . ...7 miIn 1976, nority women accounted for 12
percent of all women in the population. They
were 13 percent of all women vorkers (about

Furthermore,

million, of whom 90 percent were black).
Furthermore, women headed 36 percent of all
black families and 21 percent bf all Hispanic
families compared with 11 percent of white
female-headed families. Among those families
headed by .women who worked full-time the
year round, the incidence of pbverty was almost

3' four times 'greater for minority )farpilies than for(
-'white families (15 percent and 4 percent, respec-,

tively). Sixty-five percent of minority women
workers are high school graduates,, compared to
76 percent of whiteivomen workers.

-Fully, employed minority women continue to
earn less than white women, but the gap has
narrowed appreciably. In 1965, the figures
were $2,816 for minority women and $3,991
for white women. By 1977 this had changed-to

.$8,383 and $8,787, respectively.
In terms of occupational distribution, accord-

ing to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in ,1976

the figures for women 16 years of age and over
were as follows'.

Major Occupation Group Minority White

Number (in thousands) 4,356 30,739
Percent 100.0 100.0

Professional & Technical Workers 14.2 16.2
Managers & Administrators 2.8 5.9

Clerical Wqrkers 26.0 36.2
Sales Workers 2.5
Operatives (including transport) 15.7 1113

Service Workers (except
private household) , 26.0 16.8

Private Household Workers 9.4 2.2

____Other Occupations 3.4
rya \i

1115604

Other Facts and Figures
About Working Women:

Before beginning to concentrate on policies
and directions, it might be helpful to take a look
at other information concerning women workers.
in the United States:

As of Mat:Ch 1976, 43 percent of all women in
the labor force were single, widowed, sepa-
rated or divorced, and worked to support
themselves- and their dependents. More than
an additional quarter of all women in the
labor force were married Women whose hus-
bands earned less than $10,000 the previou's
yearless than What needed to meet the
minimum requirement, of a' family of four.
Women account for: 98 percent of all secre-
taries, 94 percent of all typists, 78 percent of
all clerical workers, 95 percent of all private
household workers, less than 10 percent of
skilled workers and less than 5 percent of top
management jobs.

Earnings- Gap

The earnings gap between men and women is
significant and has actually widened in recent
years. In 1977, women earned, only 58.9
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percent f the median earnings of men for
yepr-ro d, full-time .work. In 1955, they
earne 64 percent of what men earned.
Women fared best, relative to men, in pro-
fessiorial and technical occupations, where
they earned 73 percent of men's earnings.
They fared worst in sales, where they earned
only 45 percent as much as men. Women's
earnings compared to men's in other cate-
gories included: clerical workerSf 64 percent;
craft workers, 61 percent; -operatives, 60 per-
cent; service workers, 64 percent. [May 1976
figures, BLS Data Bbok on U.S. Working
Women.'

Family Responsibilities
. .

50.5 percent (15.5 Million) 4f- all mothers
with children under 18 were in the labor force
in March 1977. This compares with 9 percent
in 1940, 27 percent in 1955, and 35 percent
in 1965. Of the working mothers, 5.4 million
had children under six years of age. There
were only about one million spaces available
in licensed day care programs:No one yet
knows how many of the remaining children
have been adequately provided for, and
many are actually left to their own devices
out of sheer necessity. ,

. Since 1966, women's part,time employment
( has grown almost twice as fast as their full-

. time employmentoften at a cost to their
careers `since most part-time jobs are the low-.,
est paying in Many occupational categories
(e.g., *office temporaries, "sales clerks, etc.):
ApOroximately one-third of working\ mothers
have taken part-time employment, aPparently
in an effort to balance home and work ,re-

.
sponsibilities.

Education and Training
..

Ptst-high school vocational training under-
-taken by women has followed traditional
patterns of sex segregation: 95 percent ,of,
health courses, and 79 percept of business/
commercial courses in vpr tional-technical
schools are taken by wom n. Meanwhile,

98 percent of \ technical, industrial and trade
subjects are taken by men.
As of June 1976, women comprised just over
1 percent of all registered apprentices (3,545
out of a total of 267,645). Of the 415 appren-
ticeable trades and crafts, only the barber/

'beautician trade has more women than men--; . .

496 or 54.5 percent. In 1975, only eight
gr v pings listed more than 100 women ap-
pren ices: barbers and beauticians, book-
binders and bindery workers, carpenters,'

c,btypesetters, cooks an akers, electricians,
machinists, and tool nd die makers. Only
0:36 percent of all construction trades ap-.

__prentides_were women. ____
a_ -

National tests indicate that 17-year-old
girls have less realistic understanding of
careers and working than do boys of that age.-
A recent Gallup Poll showed that 'secretary'
was the most popular career choice among
teenage girls. At the adult level, lack of career-
oriented education and training is
to be one of the strong root causes of
women's inability to establi emselves in
upwardly mobile occupation .

At almost every 'level from pre-school to
graduate school, girls, and women are taught
by toys, media and - counseling to
undervalue themselves, according to the
President's National Commission on Inter-
national Women's Year.
It is -reported that Title, IX, which prohil:54s
sex,discrimination in a y school program or
activity that receives ederal funds, is not
being fully implemented in the states, and is

, not being properly:enforced by the Office
I.
of

Civil Rights, 'HEW; Four statesGeorgia,
Indiana, South Dakota and Vermont; -were in
violation of all the requirements of Title ix

'in a 1976,study by the Project on Equal Edu-
cation Rights.

_ 94
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Whit About Attitudes and Social Conditioning?

What the foregoing facts and figures do not
show are the joblrelated attitudinal problems
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faced by working women. Neither do statistics
show how certain beliefs and practices actually
translate into on-the-job hardships for working
women. -

Consider the following examples. Policy
development must include consideration of the
following situations:

The average employed lito.man puts at least 26
hours per week into tiousehold duties .in addi-
tion. to her job. Working mothers are often
criticized for not being at home with their
children, whereas workng fathers are not subject
to the same rebuke.

How can policy-makers be more sensitive to
the need for relaxation and recreation among
all working peo le, and for sharing home/
chilcl_care responsibilities?

The blue-collar woman is often perceived as
"unfeminine," or trespassing in a man's world.

How can policy-Makers mirk to remove these
stereotypes that create barriers for women?

ir...nruuktot
r,.-44- domestic worker who earns' little decides

to better herself by going to work in a hotel.
She does the same work as a male custodian, but
earns less. Or,--a licensed practical nurse whose
duties include technical as well as interpersonal,
skills earns less than a hospital custodian.

\ How can policy maters broaden existing
legislation to encompass the concept 6f
"equal pay. for work of comparable value?"

A part- time -sales woman is agthe mercy of
the .company's work schedule, which keeps
workers on late night, weekend and holiday
shifts (regardless of employee preference), and
eliminates the benefit system.

What can p\olicy-makers do to eliminate the
exploitation and fear of these unprotected
workers?

95

A woman- writes: "I have a deep-seated fear
of l'esponsibility which interferes on some basic
level with my promotion to a better job. The
kind of serf: nfirf cic is probably the
same thing many women comp a utearly
childhood conditioning to stay home, to accept
the guidance of others, leave decision, making up
to others, stay, out of the limelight, avoid being
notic by others:"

How can policy-makers bring the educatiol)
training and counseling of women and,,girls
into alignment with the realities of their
probable work life of 24 years?

Labor statistics show that there will be a
surplus of more han,_ one million college grad-
uates between now and 1985with a .large
portion most likely women. Technological
innovation is changing the personnel needs of
industry. Economic trends are creating a long-
range,- need for two earner families just to sus-
tain a modest lifestyle.

What can policy-makers do to support a more
productive relationship between education
and work, and to provide educational pro-
grams which channel girls and women \into
occupations that will be in demand in the
next ten years?

In 1971, hundreds of students supported
blue-collar worker's on strike against.a major uni-
versity. Today a similar strike exists on the seine'
campus and reports say it's hard to find a pro-
union student around. St,ude is say they aren't
for the workers, nor are the for the university.
They are for themselves an for meeting their
own needs; higher worker ' salaries will make
tuition and other costs go up.

How can policy-makers foster greater under-
-standing between_studpnts and workers?

An employer is asked why secretaries in the
ft don't get 'advanced to higher- level jobs.

(
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The employer replies, "They never asked." Men
are apparently more apt to press for raises and
promotions, while women tend to remain
'committed' and undemanding.

How can policy-makers help women recog-
nize this and assist them in asserting their
right to higher earnings and advancement on
the job?

A major business magazine ran an ad in an-
other publication`, calling attention to an article

'" about a drastic shortage of secretaries. The ad
said more and more women were turfing to
higher paying blue colter jobs, thus creating a
lack of "available boils" in clerical jobs.

How can policy-makers help' others become
aware of the unacceptability of a notion
that only women can be secretaries, and that
they are just vavailable bodies"?

s_

A carpenterVapprentice stayed overtime to
clean her tools. ..Two jqurneymen cornered her
and told her women didn'Lbelong this job
and that she shotld quit. Slie:efused. One held
her hands, while the other smashed4her thumbs"-
with a hammer.
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ENLARGING THE AMERICAN DREAM'

By Donna Hart

Traditionally, American society has been will-
ing to accept culturally different peoples if they
in turn were willing to reject their cultural dis- .

tinctiveneu. Assimilation, until the late 1960s,
war accepted by almost everyone, eduCators and
large segments of most ethnic Ommunities.
prominently included. During4e/past d'ecade,
hOwever, an emerging sense of heritage that is
being more and more proudly expressed bY
racial minority and national origin groups is
changing all this.

. The past definition of edubation's function
to temodel citizens for conformity to a single
homogeneous model of acceptable behavior and
beliefsis being challenged. Many Americans
now contend that democratic education should
have cultural pluralism as a goal. They:argue that
the rich cultural mix In America the different
values, customs, traditions, and religii4t--can
expand everyone's horizons as it affecis all
aspects of life, including sexAle attitudes and
issues of concern in education.

°1-firsaatere presents an overview of the im-
pact of the women's movement on cultural
norms and heritage and the cultural differences
and ed3cational experiences of five minority
groupsPuerto Rican, Chicano, Black, Asian,

4and Native American. Though these five groups
. by no means represent all, minority women, they
do indicate the needs of a major segment of
minority women as they differ from the needs
of Anglo women.

Black Women
Black, women, victims of double discrimina-

tion because of their race and sex, are often
asked to make a choice with regard to, their
priorities. "Are you black first, or female first?"
The plain fact is that they are-both and have no
way to separate the two. Many black Women

believe that the effort- to forcd a separation of
the two, especially as that relates to establish-
ment of society priorities, has worked to the
detriment of both the racial movement and the
women's movement. The black woman is the
victim of both racism and sexism, and therefore
represents a potentially powerful unifying force
around issues for both movements.

In a pj,ece included in Voice of° the New
Feminism, writer Pauli Murray says, "Because
black women have an equal stake in women's
liberatio'n and black liberation, they are key
figures at the juncture of these two movements.
White women feminists are their natural allies
in both cases. Their own liberation is linked with
the issues that are stirring women today: ade-
quate income maintenance and the elimination.
of poverty, repeal or reform of abortion laws,
a national system of child-eare denters, exten-
sionof labor standards to wdrkers novt, excluded,
cash maternity benefits as part of. a system f
social insurance, and the removal'of all se

barriers to educational and employment oppor-
tUnities at all, revels. Black Women have a special
stake in the revolt against the treatment of
women primarily as se c-- objects, for their own
history has left them with'the scars of the most"
brutal and degrading aspects of,sexual exploita-
tiob,"
;The ricgion that the black female enjoys a

favored economic position in relation to the
male is °a myth. The belief that black women
have always been "liberated," and therefore
do not need to be involved in a movement to
liberate women is also a -myth. The media-pro-
duced stereotype of the women's movement `as a'

Reproduced by permission of Donna R. Hart, E,d.D.,
Assistant Professor of Education, George Mason Uni-
yerSiii,'Fairfax,Virgfnia.
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middle-class white -woman's struggle to escape
from housework and child rearing, to get out of
her home and into the job market, ignores the
black worlan who may have .been a family
breadwinner but who lacked the opportunity to
make free choices concerning her life.

Historically, these "brtadwinner" jobs have
been the result of the economic structure's
need for cheap labor. Because of an economic
necessity of earning a living to helpsupport the
family and a need for the black community to
draw heavily upon the resources of all its mem-
bers in order to survive, black women have'
taken jobs that few others would accept; there-
by they unwittingly aided in creating the myth
of the female's dominance in the black family.
This illustrates how racism has affected the rela-
tionships between black males and females. As
black meri, develop access to the economic
power structure, black women for the first time
have wife or worker options that many white
women have had for a long time. .

Diane Slaughter of thezUniversity of ChicAgo,
in examining the different adaptive strategies
black women' have arrived at, suggests, "The
strongest conception of womanhood that
exists among all pre-adult. females is that of the
woman who has to'take a strong role in the fam-
ily. They [the pre (adult females] accepted the
situation as part of life and tradition in the black
community. It is against this backdrop that the
symbol of the resourceful woman becomes an
influential model in their lives."

As a result of her research, Afro-American
sociologist Joyce Ladner sees three primary
agents of socialization for the pre-adolescent
black female: 1) the immediatcand'extended
family; 2) the peer group; and 3) negative com-
munity influences such as exposure to rape,
poverty, violence, and the like. The strong
personality that results from exposure to the
harshness of life enhances the girl's chances for
survival and her adequate functioning within
society. To "survive," the black woman must
"make it" as arnother and a worker.

Consequently, over the years, education has

been one of the black movement's priorities.
The black woman's aspirations toward education
are associated with an emphasis on career possi-
bilities that are seen as making possible or easing
the maintenance of the black family.

Despite the faith of black women in the edu-
cation system as a means for social and economic
advancement, equal education has not assured
them equal access to opportunity. Black women
with degrees equivalent to those held by men-
and white women have been unable to obtain
equivalent jobs. The gap between the salaries
of black men and women has widened. Both
black and white women with some'college edu-
cation earn less than a black male who has only
eight years of education.

Although the black woman has made great
strides in recent years in closing the edUcational
gap, she still suffers from inadequate educatign

r

and, training. In 1974, approximately 75'percent
of black women had 'Completed 'high school
compared with 85 percent of white women.
Although there was a 56 percent bncrease in
college enrollment-Of blacks between 1970 and
1974, only 16 percent of black .women were

4 enrolled in college at the end of that period. A
college degree is attained by only 7.6 percent
of black women.

Since 1970, little evidence exists of any ad-
vance in the relative earnings of black females.
A look at the jobs in tht top 5 percent of the
earnings distribution shows that black females
held none of them in 1960 and essentially none
in 1973. Black women earn less than white
women (a median income of $2,810), are em-
ployed in greater numbers (about 60 percent
between the ages of 20 and 54), and hold a
greater percentages of low-paying, low-status
jobs (54 percent are employed as operatives
or service workers). In 1975, 35 percent of black
families Were headed by women who earned a
median. income of only $4,465.. That there is
still a large number of black women in the labor
force reflects to a considerable degree their
continuing obligations to supply' a substantial
proportion of family income. It, also suggests

n x A"
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that'. educational attainments, no matter how
small; raise participation rates more for black
than for white women.

The quandary of black wbmen is how best to
distribute their energies. among the multiple
barriers of poverty, race, and sex, and what
strategies to pursue to minimize conflicting
interests and objectives.

More and more, young black women are
tarting to think about their Sutures as black
omen in the United States. They are not ac-

c pting societal interpretations of their roles.
I the process of ,thinking things through they
ar- being realist -about the'ioles that t
wi I embrace: Black women will stilhave.
Wo k, but they wept to. work` of thr:are

-rnd e challenging and thafmord.*.illyusestheir
stre gths 'and. talents. They want .quality 'educe-

. tion, nd iraining,to;develop they ,abilities and
-00

tt.' They ward education that ,respects

On the U.S. mainland, where women have
more prominence and stature, these traditional
Puerto Rican roles are undercus. Puerto Rican
women are not shielded from mainland differ-

labor

ences. Economic need soften projects them into
the labor force where they are confronted by
the greater expectation of women's roles. Then,
too, the school -and community teach Puerto
Rican children that they should have more free-
dom, be more aggressive and independent, and
should sPeak English rather than Spanish. °These
influences change the traditional roles within the
family, causing strains, role conflicts, and iden-:,

.tity.cOnfusion.
The Puerto flican woman often ClrOps out of

s'choolat an ea4y age 16,eititer the 'labor fdrce,(at
- ,

the lowest level) in the hope that her. wages will
help heN family ovt of a life'of poverty, When

. she is.ahle to find job, she laces ser-ious disad- ,414,

. vantages, .not least among them her lack of
culttral differentes and`that educates for libera-... knowledge of and' the lack of biiingual
.tion and,survival. - : a 'programs in her coinniUnity. Adequate training

ia,anOther lack that keeps a decent salary out of
r,each, a situation that further compounds her,
housing, health, and other problems.

Of no assistance- to her plight are discrimi;
nating hiring practices .that have4Puerto Rican
women working for a lower wage than Puerto
RiCan men despite equal pay' legislation. Many
o'f the available Opportunities have been so-

, "wOmen's jotk" which are economically
and politically powerless and amount to nothing

_more than loW:paid unskilled drudgery.
Supporting this glum picture of, Puerto Rican

women in Arrierica are the. 1975 .U.S. Census
figures that show 1.7 million Puerto Ricans
in the United States, 906,000 of them female, of
whdm only 154,000 have jobs. More than half
of' -Puerto Rican Women participating in the

Puerto Rican Women
In immigrating to the states, Pilerto Ricans

differ in one main. respect frOrn most other
minorities who preceded them: They come as
American citizens. 1)kevertheless, numerous prob-
lems differences in customs, racial inequalities,
and a limited knoWledge of English among
themhave restricted their social, economic, and
educational success:

Many Puerto Ricans report that the family,
which is very important in traditional Puerto
Ricarr culture, experiences ,a tremendous shock
when it is transplanted fro Puerta-Rico to the
mainland. No role in the Pu rto Rican American
family has been more challe ed by immigration
than that of the father.' In raditional Puerto
Rican cultUre the man is the u dispUted head of
the household. Meanwhile, the "good woman"
obeys her husband and stays at hope, working

Jong hours while caring for the children. But
whether head of household or "good woman,"

a the individual subordinates his or her wants and
'needs to'those of the family.

force are operative or service workers, and
68 percent of those working earned incomes
below $5,000. The most recent data indicate
that 31 percent of Puerto Rican households
in the United States are headed ,bit women who
earn a median income of $3,889.

Puerto Rican women in America complete an

a
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average of 9.5 years of school. Only 25 percent
of them attain a high-school education and a
mere -3 percent are college graduates. Their
educational attainments, like their employnient,
are hampered by their imperfect grasp of English
and their identity confusion, which is often
exacerbated by mainland prejudice and their
own sense Of being strangers in a foreign, coun-
try. Of significant concern to Puerto Rican
women is how much the lack of access to "main-
stream" education influences their social and
economic'situations.

_: Puerto Rican_ women in the United States
are still struggling- with racial as well as sexual
discrimination in housing, education, and
hiring_ They find the women's movement
defined by Anglo-American standards and often
oblivious to the special needs and strengths of
minority women. They feel that the movement
has tended to-ignore and obscure the racist issue,
resulting in double discrimination for minority

-women.
Puerto Rican women will not separate them-

selves from their cultural heritage or be alienated
from their men. They strongly support the quali-
ties of womanhood, strong family ties, and
respect for the family as an institution. They
will accept a movement that confronts sexism,
but not one that divides the sexes. If the move-
ment appeals to the issue of basic human rights,
to the values inherent in the freedom of both
sexes from sexism, and to the proposition that
when a woman has freedom of choice this also
frees the manif this, in fact, is the meaning of
the women's movement, then many Puerto Ri-
can women will support it.

Mexican-American Women.
Mexican-Americans constitute the second

largest minority in the United States today,and
more than 90 percent of them are city dwellers.
Vilma Martinez, a young Chicana (feminine
form of Chicano) lawyer, has speculated that "in
15 or 20 years the Hispanic population will
surpass the black population. Our citizens musf
be awakened to the ramifications of' this fact;

__/).

Hispanos are a nationally significant, and not .a`
regional, group."

Historically, the Chicano family has been
patriarchal and authoritarian. Economic, social,
and political leadership in Chican communi-
ties traditionally has been male-ba e'd. Educa-
tion, sexual liberties, and material comforts
hive been for the men, with the women taking
a subordinatesupportiyerole within the family.
The Chicana was controlled by her parents until
she married. and then had to be faithful to her
husband andt.hildren vi -

Chicanos 'often place a greateo emphasis on
the family as a unit than on its intividual.merm .,..

bers. Parents stress the use of SPapish as their
children's primary language, insisting that to give
up 'Spanish would be to say that one's ancestors
accounted for nothing and that one's culture
had made no impression on the history of the
Southwest.. The feeling prevails that the family
nucleus would disintegrate if. the children could
not speak in Spanish,to their grandparents.

Chicana leaders see three distinct choices
open to Mexican-American women: the Chicana

. can adopt-the traditional'sex role, imitating the
rural Mexican woman whose place is in the
home; she can choose a dual role in which she
is bilin6ual and begins to move away from tradi-
tional religious and family sex-role images; or
she can cut her cultdral ties and identify with
the "liberated" middle-class white woman.:
. This diversity of role models for women. with-
in the Chicane community requires special
consideration by, education policymakers. Chi-
canas themselves express the need for having
specific role models whicti,,the\4can follow at all
education levelselementary, secondary, Com-

, munity` college, and higher education. 'And
they're. talking about teachers and administra-
tors, not just Chicanas in school cafeterias. Many
of them are loo beyond community-college

,-- ..
training as secretanor cosrtetologists. .

Educational and vocational training" 'oppor-
tunities must, therefore, be Made more accessible
and relevant to Chicanos' lives. The deficiencies
in our educational system as it relates to Chicanes

A , . .. '
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are underscored in that Chicanas complete an
average of only nine years- of school. One-
fourt,,h of them have completed less than five
years of school, 23 percent have'completed high
schodl, and only 2.2 percent of those 25 years
of age and older are college graduates.

Th'ese low figures do not translate the zeal
with which Chicanas seek education despite
the many obstacles. One formidable barrier is
hydra-headed discrimination because of race,
color, national origin, language, and sex-role
socialization. Then there are damaging or inade-
quate counseling, ill-prepared and unmotivated
teachers, culturally biased acrtievemeru testa,.
inequality of school 'finances, tracking into non -

college
'

preparatory courses, economic depriva-
tion, and a lack of role models.

Parents of Chicanas recognize the value of
.education as a tool for survival in a complex
society. They encourage their d ughters topur-

--"'sue education, and there i a sense of family
pride about a daughter's attendance at college.ta
But parents also want Chicanas to remember
their traditional family values and roles. Thus
under pressure to succeed as both student and
Chicana within a strange, impersonal, and often
infloiible college environment, the ydung
woman becomes vulnerableand little wonder,
to the despair and frustration that account for
the high dropout rate of Mexican-American
women.

Nor can the economic realities that often
preclude interest in and access to educational
attainment' be overlooked. The annual income
of Chicanas, in 1974 demonstrates a cycle of
poverty', with' 76 percent of them earning less
than $5,000. In 'terms of earning power as com-
pared to all other Spanish-origin women, the
Chicana is at the bottom, earning o median
annual income of $2,68?. It must also be noted
that Chicabas are increasingly in the laborfoce
because of economic need and respohsibility
as heads Of, households; 14 percent of Chicano
families are supported. by Chicanas, and one-

half of these are below the poverty level.
Chicanas have tended to be suspicious of the

Cr
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woman's movement, which came about just as
the minority movement was gaining momentum.
Hostility toward white women who have moved
into the forefront with their "sexual politics"
results from the Chicanas feeling that class inter-,
ests have been obscured by the issue of sex
which is easier to substantiate and to deal with
than are the complexities of race.

Chicanas, along with many other minority
women, question whether or not white women
in power positions will perform any differently
than their white male predecessors. Will white
women work for humanity's benefit? Will they
use their power to give entry skills and oppor-
tunities to minorities? Chicanas have seen little
evidence of white, women addressing these
broader needs or exhibiting an understandinNf
the minority-wide issue of redistribution of
income levels.

Bea Vasquez Robinson of the National Chi-.
cana Coalition succinctly states the minority
women's position vis-a-vis the women's move-
ment: "To expect a Chicana who has felt the
degradation of racism to embrace a movement
that is once more dominated by whites is

childish." And in another instance, -"We will
join forces to the extent that you white women
are willing to fight, not for token jobs or frills,
but rather go to the roots of 'our common op-
pression and struggle for economic equality." -

The Chicanos' tprime concerns are economic
survival and the continuance of their culture.
Their issues are broader than sexism; theirs are
racism and cultural pluralism as well.

Ameican Indian Women
In'any discussion of American Indian women,

it is necessary to keep in mind the diversity
among the 789 tribal entities existing today.
Writing for' the HUD Challenge, social scientist
Regina, Holyan says, "Some tribes allow and
encourage _prominent authoritative behavior on
the part of their Vvomen, while other tribes such
as the Navajo and Cherokee prefer th,at their
women not act conspicuously in liflecisionY
making roles. These conflicting expectations by
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different tribes'place Indian women in sensitive
situations *hen they must interact with mem-
bers of other tribes."

Nonetheless, like the Chicanes, American
Indian women nay choose among three separate
subcultural roles: ,the traditionalist, stressing
adte'rence to the tribal religion and cultural
patterns; the moderate that retains elementfof
the traditional Indian heritage and customs
while adjusting to the dominant white societal
patterns; and the progressive, which replaces
the traditional culture with the modern white
beliefs and values. Educators need to be aware
of these different role choices and to avoid
ihfiu lncing Indian students to choose a role
based on the expectations of white

Amorrg the cultural values b c to many
tribes is an emphasis on living r todayin
harmony with nature, with no time conscious-
ness, with a concern for giving, not accumulating,
a respect -for age, and a desire for sharing and
cooperating. These values are often in direct
opposition to those stressed by the dominant
culture's educational program. The white way of
life is future oriented, time conscious, and com-
petitive. It plates great importance on youth,
the conquest of nature, and long-term saving.

For over a century the federal government,,
largely through the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
has assumed the responsibility for, educating
Native Americans to the standards of the general
population. Because the Indians must live in the
White man's Jvoilld, their, sense of survival tells
them that education is the way-to' successeven
though they ,may not agree. With many of the
practices of the schools theiCchildren attend.

Despite the availability of free schooling, only
6.2 percent of Indian females and 5.8 percent
of Indian males in the. Southwest have com-
pleted eight years of school. Data from the 1970
Census, howevet indicated that women in the
total American Indian population complete a
median of 10.5 years of school vath just over a
third (34.6 percent) graduating from high school.
Although female Indians attain more years of
formal education than db-rnaleS, they have been

shown to be dramatically less acculturated than
Indian males.

Census data also show that only 50.percent
of American Indian women report English as
their mdther tongue. This means that E lish
is of second language for half, of the In an

women. Educational policymakersespecially at
the elementary levelmust be aware of the
high incidence of _English language deficiencies
among Indianiemales and plan programs accord-
ingly.

There is a real need for American Indian's
to participate in formulating education policy
for reinforcement of the distinct. tribal belief
systems and value systems. Indians look upon
self-determination as a necessity, especially in
view of tribal 4iversity and ..the different learning
styles that exist among the tribes. Yet Indian
women often perceive federal programs and the
women's movement as sidestepping their par-
ticular wants and strengths and threatening
family unit because these programs encourage-
them to seek their own self-satisfying pods.
This is to say that though Indians-will not dig-
pute that education is necessary for..survival,
they dislike the specific methods because they.
disrupt their. culture and often have the effect
of channeling Indian women into domestic jobs
and other low-paying positions.

Preservation of the family with the nurturing
of children within the family structure is the
prime goal of Indian -made policy. Should the
Indians feel a federal program to be in conflict
with this policy, they ..c,an choose n61 to take
part in it. That decision,liolkever,,is not without
serious consequence: Not to participate can
result in an effective block to, progressive self-
help by Closing off economic and educational
opportunities. Lack of education also prevents
the American Indian from working frorrt within
the education andnoolitical systems where
weighty, issues must be dealt with: How, for
instance, is access to educational funding on
both federal and state levelf gained by Indian
tribes individually? Who controls and use's the
funding once it is gained? How can self-
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determination be enacted within existing guide-
lines for receiving educational funding?

Thusthe Indian student has two life styleS to
learn. On the one hand, the'ways of the white,.
pretlominant culture must be learned as a survi-
val skill, though Indian women, caution against{
these ways being permitted to "vitiate" or influ-
ence tribal style.s0n,theother. hand, the Indian
life content, which now is learned only through
the home, must be learned. simultaneously as
standards and values. The Indian woman must
be effective in both areas and aware of the ap-
propriate 'responses expected of her in different
situations.

Employment and job opportunities for In-
dian women are, naturally, affected by the level
and quality of their educational background.
More Indian women than any cither.group 186
percent) earn less than $5,000 per year. Thirty-
five percent of Indian women participated in the
labor force in 1970, and as a groupthey/learned
a median annual income of $1,697. Seventy
percent were in the powerless and vuirierable'
position of clerks, operatives, and domestic
service workers. Although there were.two wage
earners in alriipst half the Indian households in
1969, their median family income was a mere
$3,300. American Indians, the smallest and
poorest of all America's ethnic groups, "stand
in a class by themselves when it comes to suffer-
ing economic deprivation," according to econo-
mist Lester Thurow.

For the most part, Indian women believe that
working toward the improvement of the status
of Indians as a" people is where their efforts
should be directed and not solely toward their
status as Indian women. As a Winnebago woman
put it, "We Indian women do not feel oppressed
in the Indian world. We are more concerned
with the problems of racial discrimination."
An Isleta Pueblo woman qbservet- that Indian
women have a concept of equal rights that is
different from that of the women's movement;
they believe that acquiring equal rights does not
necessarily mar) that Indian women want to
attain equal leverage in tribal matters. And

I
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Minerva White, a Seneca, recently said, "We have
had women's liberation for five thousand years;
we have been liberated for five thousand years,
and so that. is not an issue for us."

Because Indians do not make the sane kinds
of sex-role distinctions whites make, and be-
cause Indian women, especially those of matri-
lineal tribes, influence tribal economic decisions
and area in decision-making positions, these
women are not generally syrnpatfietic to the
women's 'movement. They accept the reality of
social changes occurring, but ask little beyond a
voice and some control over the directions of
the changes that are profoundly -affecting the
lives within their tribe.

Asian-American Women
Asian-Americans, like American Indian, are a

highly, diversified ethnic. group. j" The Asian-
American. population includes Koreans, Indians,
Pakistani, Vietnamese, Indonesians; Thais, Malay-
sians; and a wide representation of Pacific
peoples such as Samoans, 'Guamanians, and
native Hawaiians. Americans, of Chinese, Japa-
nese, and Filipino origi'ns are also included, and
because more detailed research and description
are avai' able for them, they will, for the purpose
of this discussion, representall Asian-Americans.

ians today Constitute Jess than 1 percent
of the ulation in the United States, although
the importance of their presence in this country,
past and preseflt, fir outweighs their numbers.
From a backgibund of "unskilled" labor. and
objects of crimination, Asian-Americans have
reached comparatively highavels of educational
and occupationay achievement. Chinese and
Japanese, the most prominent of the Asian-

% descended groups it? America, are ofteh pointed
out as the "successf6I" minority groups.

The first Census data of 1910 showed that 78
percent of the Japanese In this country were
male, as yere 89 percept of the Filipinos and 90
percent of the Chinese, Because recent immigra-
tion has almost consistently introduced ,more
females than males into each of the Man-
American commirities; the sex,. ratios have

1.03
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changed considerably. The,Japanese and Korean
populations are now predominantly female,
partly a reflection of the number of.war brides
brought back by returning servicemen. The
Chinese and Filipinos continue to be predomi-
nantly male.

A comparison of the labor-force status of
women shows that a larger percentage Of Asian-
American women (50 percent) work outside the
home than do black (48 percent) or white
women (Al percent). A little over 55 percent of
Filipino women and ,42 percent of Korean
women work; whereas Japanese and Chinese
women occupy an intermediate position with 49
percent taking jobs, according to 1970 Census
data. All in all the proportion of Asian-American
females gainfully employpd is higher than the
national average, and this does not take into
account the unpaid women in family-operated
businesses, since many of these women do not
classify themselves as "employed."

Although many Asian-American women are
highly educated, having attended. or completed
college, they are nevertheless concentrated in
the positions of bookkeepers, secretaries,
typists, file clerks, and the like. "They are quali-
fied for better jobs," says Betty Lee Sung of the
Department of Asian Studies at City College of.
the City University of New York, "but are the
victims of sexism more than racism."

Levels of unemployment of Japanese-American
and Chinese-American women are generally low,
even slightly lower than those for whites. In
1970, for example, the unemployment rate
was only 3.7 percent for Chinese women. The
problem is hot in getting a job, but rather in the

., kind of job and the salary it pays. Many recent
Chinese immigrants, fresh off the plane, can
walk into one of the small garment factories
scattered throughout any Chinatown or its
peripheral area and start working the next day.
They , work by the, piece and their hours are
fairly flexible. Piece work:at low rates is always
available.

The presence of very young children has not
limited the leifel of occupational achievement

N

; .

for young working Asian women. Chinese moth-
ers show higher levels of occupational achieve-
ment than .childless, never-married Chinese
women. This is true also for Filipino women,
although to a lesser extent than for the Chinese.
This situation may represent a cultural carry-
over from the traditional Asian pattern in which
middle-clais Asian mothers are inclined to be
employed. By Asian cus,tom, older children help
to take care of younder Ones, thereby relieving
mothers of these family duties during the day.
Hence, the Asian "day-care" program is con-
ducted within the home and family.

Chinese-American women are marrying later
and limiting their families probably because they
are spending more years in school. In 1970, the
median years of schooling for each. Asian-Ameri-
can group was slightly above the white attain-
ment of 12.1 years. Today, differences in years
of completed schooling among Asians and
whites of both sexes have virtually diSappeared.

Census data for 1970-indicate that 23 percent
of Filipino and 58 percent of Chinese-American
women between 18 and 24 years of age are in
college. About three-fourths of all Japanese-
Americans. finish high school. Figures like these
indicate that many families have shed the
centuries-old belief that females are spoiled for
wifehood andootherhood if they-acquire some
education.' It is generally the" foreign-born fe-
male who is the most deprived and, hence, the
most handicapped. Her occupational sphere is,
therefore, extremely circumscribed and limited
to the most simple and menial jobs.

Many Americans are unaware that more
Chinese-Americans are borh abroad than are
born in the United States. The foreign-born
ratio will probably become greater as immigra-
tion exceeds native births. In essence, the
Chinese-American population is largely a first-
generation or immigrant generation population,
The tremendous adjustment that first-generation
Chinese - Americans must mall puts them at a
disadvantage in every respect. They must re-
educate themselves completely and quickly.

Most Americans assume that Asian-Americans
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have no social problems, an assumption which
restricts the access of Asian-Americans to funds
available to minority groups. As a `result they
have been 'forced to form self-help organiza-
tions in their own Communities, an action lead-
ing to the misconception that Asians "take care
of their awn."

One segment of the Asian population most in
need of help is those who cannot speak, read,
or write English. Illiteracy is generally a problem
with those over 45, especially the women. The
younger generations are highly educated and
bilingual, regardless of sex. However, in the
1970 Census, only' 4 percent of the Chinese
living in New York listed English as their mother
tongue. In California, 12 percent and in Hawaii,
44 percent did so..That the Chinese have clung
to their language more tenaciously than most
other national groups is commendable and could
provide a national resource of bilingual people.

Another problem Asian-Americans often en-
counter is the American cultural values that are
in conflict with many traditional Asian values.
For example, many Asian cultures have empha-
sized strict loyalty to the family, which trains
children to avoid controversial, potentially
embarrassing situations. Strict self-control and
discipline were mandalory. As a result, Asians,
especially women, often 'ha e appeared to be
reserved, self-consciOus, and eticent, finding
continuitypermanence, and rsonal security
in the close relations of th amily. In contrast,
dominant American cultur now comprises a
majority of single, nucinc.--families with few
multigenerational living arrangements.

Another example would be' American compe--1 titiVeness based on "each for himself," a notion
-. alien to most Asians. However, in the process

of acculturation and upward' mobility, many
Asians have adopted the more expressive and
assertive style of the dorriinant cultur& Betty
Lee Sung asserts that the tendency is becoming
increasingly prevalent for Mian-Americans to
believe that, in. order to adjust to living in the
United States, One must embrace the American
way in toto and cast off the Asian heritage

pletely. She also believes that' great psy-
chological damage will result for these Asian-
Americans. Instead, she holds, Asian-American

.women and men should strive for a culturally
pluralistic society kl which they can preserve
their heritages while, contributing to American
social, civic, and educational life.

Like many foreign women, Asian-American
women have been neatly categorized by stereo-
type milled in white imaginations. Asian women
are often described as being'docile, submissiv,
.and sexless. Or they may be exotic, sexy, and
diabolical. They are often presented as objects
or commodities rather than as persons with
idea , aspirations, talents, and feelings. i

A situation familiar to many Asian women
co es as a consequence of recent immigration.
Since the end of World War II, more than
50co00 women of foreign nationality have
entered the United States as spouses of.Ameri-
cans. Over one-third okthese women were from
Asian countries.. Professor Bok-Lim Kim of the,
University of Illinois has found that many of
these Women experience a host of adjustment
problems. Reports of severe physical abuse and
deprivation are not uncommon. In.one study

Pmade at Washington State, Professor Kim noted
that divorce of separation among Asian wives
of military men resulted in over 20 percent of
those in 'the study becoming female heads of
households. (Thii figure is in contrast to the 6
percent of Chinese-American and 8 percent of
Filipino-American female heads of households.)
These Asian wives are often unable to seek help
because of their isolation, lack of proficiency in

'English, unfamiliarity with the life style, and
fear of outside contacts. .

Young Asian-American women, especially
those who are third generatitn, are feeling a void
and are expressing a need and desire to redis-
cdver their ethnicity. These women are more
liberated and more assertive. They are chal-
lenging the monocultural ideal of the -majority

I society to acknowledge, analyze, and incor-
porate Asian-American women and men at all
social, political, educational, and economical
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levels. Fundamental changes in, the American
educational process toward a goal`*of cultural
pluralism is a realistic response to their peculiar
needs and strengths.

Minority women by and large are concerned
with how Anglo societpits educational instjtu-
tions in particularhks attempted to divorce
then? from their cultural heritage and alienate
them from their men. They want to share the
belief that the only route to fulfillment of the
American Dream is by perseverance and educa-
tion. Yet the presenteducational system often
militates against such goals for minorities and

f especially females.
Many minority women are high-school drop-

outs. Conseqpently, they look to secondary-
schodl programs to be made more relevant and
available to them. In like vein higher education,
a recent alternative for many minority women,
needs to be demystified. College role models
in their immediate families are still rarely
found because most minority women in college
today are the first in their families to e there.
Setting this kind of precedent puts .ressure

on the young women, brought on by expecta-
tions from both their families and themselves.
Those who make R through four years of college
soon become painfully aware that the job
benefits which should follow are often limited.
Many ,college-educated ptnority women are
unable to, get white collar jc:3 at a professional
level.

The fact is that minority women frequently
explain their problems in economic terms. The
kinds of jobs open to them is a smarting isstie--
to ttiese women. .Of 36 million women in the
labor force, 4.7 million are minorities, consti-
tuting more than 40 percent of all minority
workers. Discriminatory hiring practices based
on racist and sexist factors still prevail and are
just further complicated when minority women

? -
------ .

,..

$
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have educational attainments, the more educa-
ted often finding thetrnselves underemployed and
underpaid. It is often the case that. both white
and, minority women with some college educa-
tion earn less than minority men with less than
a high-school education.

Generally, however, the more education a
wiwrian has the more likely she is to be in the
skilled or prolessiongl labor force. New job
opportunities in expanding ocbupations and
additional schooling are almost certain to
place more minority women the labor force.

Statistics indicate that most minority women
workers are high-school graduates. March, 1974,
figures showed 61 'percent had graduated from
high school, including 10 percent who had com-.

pieted four or more years of college. The com-
parable figures for white women were 75 and 14
percent, respectively. Because minority women
complete a median 12.3 years of schooling,.
the educational system must plan and imple-
ment instruction tht will meet their special
needs during these 12 years.

One purpose .of the educational system is to
equip all learners with satisfying and reward-
ing competencies for entering'the world of work
in the field of one's choice. The curriculUm and
instruction used in preparing the professionals
Who will work with minority girls and worfien

o must reflect the heritage, needs, and concerns
of the various minorities. Cultural pluralism, a
relatively new idea in- education, addresses the
cultural differences of minority women and
informs majority men and women about this
diversity. This* pluralistic concept is the hope
that ethnic women have in getting others to
understand, promote, and respect differences in
cultural patterns and learning styles that are so
widespread in Americaand, not incidentally,
in advancing themselves in the dominant
culture. -s.
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Possible Strategies to Meet the Educational Needs and Strengths of Minority Women

I.
Federal education agencies and Toundations
o Conduct aruil encourage research into the

problems and concerns shared by minority
women in the area of education.
Organize oft national or regional levels a clear-
inghouse for inforrriation exchange on minor-
ity women and relevant resource personnel,
materials, and,programs.

State departments of education
Interpret Title IXiws ith a sensitivity to multi-
culturalism, recognizing the double jeopardy
of sex and race.
Include 'multicultural female representatives
in planning' and developing programs for
minority womerrand girls.

.E'ncourage and provide equal employment
opportunities for hiring minority women in,
administrative and decision-making positions.
-Retrain - eduCatcirs, counselors, and adminis!
tritors to sensitize them to the speCial needs.
and concerns of minority female students.
Require teachertrining and certificatiOn pro-
grams . to include 'intense. self-evaluation
Sensitivity to multiculturalism.'

Local education agencies-
.

Include minority women and community
memb'en onthe board of directors or trustees.

r

- Encourage minority women . to prepare for
career advancenlent and provide adecfuate
training opportunities.

Education institutions
(preschool through collegel-
o Recruit minority women into administrative,

faculty, and student ranks.
o Provide special stipends and 'allowances for

minority ferhale students from low-income
families.
Adopt day-care, ,tutorial, and counselling
services to enable minority women to partake

of educational opportunities.
Initiate special, placement.efforts for minor-
ity female graduates.
Expand and. enrich adult-education oppor-
tunities so that parents and children are

exposed to acculturation at a more closely
related pace.

o Encourage and preserve bilingualism.
Emphasize in school and college curriculums
the literature, music, art, dance, games, and

*sports of minority cultures.
0, Make effective use of *community resources

and develop incentives for community parti-
cipation.

'01 Evaluate regularly and systematically school
progranis that involve minorities.

[1
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Minorities Bring Special Resources to
Problems of Family and Mental-Health

c

by BEN ERL) Howa, Ph.D., Clinical Psychology '

While many minority people in the United States
may not understand Dr even full.) resput the expert.

-ence or culture 'of other Third World.grodps outside
then' own. research shbws that not only have minorities
responded to.their oppressive circumstances in sinrilar
ways but they have also devised similar family-in.

,d1) idual-communitl structures for handling such cir-
cumstances. Oppression has been im certain respects a
remarkable equalizer. Today progress for all minority
groups is heavily predicated on our ability to act
together, politically and socially.

What are some of the barriers to such collaboration?
-

Some minority groups are so caught up in a. fewer. of
self - exploration and' self-idenTity (similar to that ex-
perienced by Blacks during the 4660's) that little
energy is left for learning,about other groupsAtacismzr

that ekternal force by which all Minorities' have been
victimized is also a factor seeming to divide and
damage inter-minority .relations. Moreover, many
Blacks feel resentment at sharing the harm -won fruits

"Because of stressful conditions of racism in this country we
Black people created alternative family forms that helped us
survive humbnistically," says Jualynne Clodion, research
project director at Atlanta University's School_ of Social Work.

'Ms. Dodson and leaders of other minority groups agreed that
minority people have derived great strength and support for
survival throligh varying patterns of the extended family

Reprinted with permission.

r

of affirmative action. We minorities have a/ choice
today. either to fight and hoard our hard -won crumbs.
or to combine our energy and our brim power
cooperatively toward a larger, more constructive end.

Thy conference reported in these pages,
"Families, Woven and Mental Health: The
Minority Experience," was planned as a vehicle
through which different minority groupsespe-
cially, Chicanos, Blacks, Native Americans and

knericansNght begin 16 iePlk)ogethri
a ut tOir common problems.

T ii.conference was sponsored. by CEIV, with
support from the Office of Academic Affairs, of
Student.krvices, of Care. er Planning and ?Iner-

t, ment, and Rackham Graduate+School Beverly
Howze, CEIt' staff coun:selor, coordinated thr
con/ erence, assisted by Margarita Torres.Student
Service Associate. M Student Services, and
Yolanda Lizardi.M rino, oordinafor of Hispanic
American',Student ervk s, CULS.

"Researchers Face Ethical Issues," co ntinued from p. 113

exploited further by the research 'results? What kind
of question does the researcher have a, right- to ask?

:Flow much time may an interviewer take. regardless
of compensation? What kinds of obligations does- a
researcher have to help people in extreme ppverty with

resources or social support? - e.

These questions are even more poignake to minority'
researchers because we feel strongly our responsibility , o,

to safeguard the rights of our minority communities
and to prevent as much as possible any' further exploi-
tation.
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Gender Roles. Changing Among Latinos
, by MAXINE BACA ZINN

Department of Sociology, UM Flint .

The 1970's have seen a shift in the focus of studies
dealing with Chicano families, away from interpreta-
tions of such families as deviant to interpretations
of the distinctive and supportive elements of4Latino
family structure. The past social science presentation
of the Latino extended family as being responsible
for their lack of social' mobility has been replaced with
research painting to the resilience of Latin6 families
and their ability to provide for members under adverse
social conditions.

Today there are an estimated 19 million Latins
in the United States, and the pppulation is expected
to exceed the Black population in the coming decade.
This projection compels us to set the record straight
with regard to Latino families, for it is clear that they
will receive increasing attention, of policy makers and
those providing social services.

One of the most persistent ideas about Latinos is
that their family structure is determined and con-
trolled by traditional culture. Differences in family
form have been treated as deviant in nature, and it
has been reasoned that the traditional "familistic"
orientation of Hispanics and their traditional sex roles
precluded their success in American society.

While numerous cultural stereotypes have been
applied to Latino families, the most serious flaw in
past thinking is the acceptancte4scultural stereotypes
regarding the behavior of women and. men. _Gender
roles among Latinos areportrayed as rigidly segregated
and asymmetrical in Characier. Latino families are
envisioned as rigidly patriarchal with pathological
caricatures of domineering men and submissive women.

"The labor force participation of
Latinas ha; been a primary cause of
the transformation of gender roles."

Latinas are entering the labor force in increasing
numbers and this, fact is altering gender in a Manner
that is relatively cojzistent in urban industrial socie
ties. The labor force participation of Latinas has
been a primary cause of the transformation of gender
roles in families.

My own research comparing marital roles and mari-
tal power of employed sand unemployed wives in
Chicano families revealed clear differences in marital
roles and conjugal decision making (Zinn 1978). In
all families where the wives were .not employed,
decision-making and roles were segregated by sex.
However, in families with employed wives, activities,
tasks, and decision-making were shared, if not
equally. Employed wives had economic independence
and extradomestic knowledge and skills whi,ch they
brought to bear on decision-making. While all families
expressed patriarchal ideals, families with employed
wives did not exhibit patriarchal behavior. This dis-
tinction between, family ideals and family behavior
is ,fundamental to an understanding of Latino women
and men. 4

"Women and men who move in the
direction of egalitarian roles need not
renounce their ethnic identity."

The fact that the roles of Latin women and men
are,thanging both inside and outside the family raises
a ,significant if disturbing question for many. Will,
those7hi_nges in gender -roles mean that Latinos are
no longer ethnic?,

I too think that the question is significant but not
so disturbing. The modernization of gender roles
need not be .accompanied by the disappearance of
ethnicity. In my research I found that in families
where spouses shared decision making, they also identi-
fied themselves as ethnics and expressed ethnic customs
in rituals, kin gatherings and in daily family activities.
Both gender roles and ethnicity are multidimensional.
Women and men can take on new behaviors that are
more congruent with the conditions of their lives and
at the same time hold on to ethnic customs in other
areascof family life.

We must abandon the old idea of family change as
involving the substitution of modein for traditional
in- a unidiinensional process. Gender roles are only
one dimension of a very complex institution. Re:
searchers are now recognizin. ethat ethnic families may
be the products of societal processes, that ethnic fami
lies may be reinforced by the common life conditions
oftthnics, their common occupational patterns, their
residential concentration, and their distinctive kinship
patterns. It is necessary to stop treating Latino families
as survivals from the past and to begin asking ques-
tions about how their unique forms are maintained
by forces in contemporary society.

Research has challenged that stereotypic portrayal
of gender roles among Latinos by revealing less rigidity
than was previously assumes] (Grebler 1970, Hawkes
1975, Ybarra 1977). WI, lere the prevalent -approach
conceptualizes roles in terms of cultural values alone,
recent, research indicates that behavior of Latipas,
like the behavior of all women, is contextual and May
be more clearly understood in terms of the social
context in which it occurs rather than by reference
to cultural values alone.

Simple and monolithic cultural descriptions of
women's and men's behaviors fail to consider the
impact of familial variation on gender roles. Socio-
economic status, the employment status of women and
men and their residential patterning,_ are only a few
of the factor; that produce variation in gender roles
among Latinos.
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Black Women Flexible Within* Family
by j UALYNNE DODSON

Project Director, Atlanta University
School of Social Work

In spite of its negaiive impact oppression can also
produce some of the most creative capabilities of the
human species that one could ever conjure up.

What then is the creative response of Black women
to the oppressive..conditions created by racism? One
of the, things that oppression allows you to do is to
develop alternatives for whatever prescribed role
exists in the larger society. When society sat a woman
is housekeeper only, childbearer only, does not work
outside th`e home, you 'as a Black woman, can violate
that definition.

What happens when the male i,n your household is
denied employment, denied education, fired from the
Job and there is no food in the, .bouse to feed the
babies? If your identity is hooked into staying home
with the children, not participating in those prescribed
behaviors, then in going to work out of necessity, you
will have*some severe difficulties psychologically. But
if you have a double definition of self, you can move
from one side to the other depending upon the social
circumstancesthe construction of reality that exists
at that particular point in history.-

"Black women can move back and
forth in family functioning. Black men
can too and do with ease."

As a consequence, you find women in Black families
capable of moving from instrumental to expressive
rolesinstrumental being those roles that enable the
household to surviveir pressiye being those that give
emotional support: Back women can move back and
forth in family functioning. Black men can too and
do with ease, and indeed until, pretty recently with
very little compromise to their concept of manhood.
Black men and women, therefore, create a socialization
milieu in which the children learn quite early that
one's identity is hoikked into being flexible, into being
able to move from one side of the fence to the other,
into taking care of the children,into going out and
bringing in the money for thg family, froin loving

I
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and supporting and babysitting to doing whatever is
necessary.

Until very recently, levels of suicide, levels of child
abuse, levels even of 'adoption and foster care were
proportionately lower within the Black, community
than within non-Black communities. One of the
reasons was this kind of flexibility within roles, a kind
of dependence understood:.we need each other..You
cannot survive in this country by yourself if you're
Black. Dependence, liut independence: independence
because if you are a Black woman, you know from the
day you are able to think on your, own that you are
going to grow up and be capable of taking care of
yourself and any other selves that you are related to,
if that becomes a necessity. And I do believe firmly
that that interdependence within the Black com-
munity is much more

and

by our people
because of oppres3sion, and in spite of oppression.

I would like to suggest that that interdependence
is becoming the model for the larger society in terms
of family functioning. Previously if a Black woman
had a child and was not married to the father. she
was regafkled as An, illegitimate mother in an illegiti-
mate household. Ks I look at the census indicators
now, the category becomes single parentsas opposed
to illegitimate mothers.

Because of stressful conditions of racism in this
country we Black, people created alternative family
forms that helpeeus to survive humanisticAlly. Black
families have always utilized all their relationships,

"Because of stressful conditions of
racism we Black people created alter-
native family forms that helped us to
survive humanistically."

both blood and non-blood, granHmamas, aunties,
uncles, to help provide for the care of the children
when so many had to work. When we 'used extended
family relationships, when we fornled household units
that were not always connected by blood, when we
pooled our resources within those household units to
makecstire that everybody got a chance to eat, our
family patterns were called deviant.

What I do feel is happening now is that the stressful
conditions of our society arc spilling over beyond op-
pressed people into a larger society. And your family
patterns and the alternative family' systems are be-
ginning to look like mine.

Now I think it is time to transcend the fragmented
myopic views of our individual kinds of experiences
and to begin to realize that there are some larger
issues that affect most ethnic groups in this country.
It is important for all of us today, representing a
variety of minority groups, to realise the commonality
of our conditions, and to focus our attention toward
the development of a humanistic nonoppressive
society.
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Family Ties Help Native American Survival
by VALORIE JOHNSON

Indian Outreach Program. State of Michigan
Ph D cand7, Educational Psychology- Administration

Despite devastating historical circumstances, the
institution of family has played a crucial role in the
survival of Native Americans.

Although great cutiural diversity existed within the
many existing tribal societies prior to the impact of
European culture, their elaborate kinihip systems
regulated the marital and family behavior of in-
dividual members. The contact of European cultures
with its emphasis on the nuclear family, its differing
views of male and female roles broke down and in
some Native societies destroyed the clan and kinship'
structures.

Until the 1970's federal and state policy for Native
Americans was made without substantial input from
Native Americans. Such policies began with extermi-
nation, followed by forced migration westward, and
forced concentration on reservations. Finally govern-
ment actions focused on assimilation. Every effort was
made to destroy Native cultures; children were re-
moved from their families to boarding schools far from
home, families were relocated from reservations 'to
cities; tribes were terminated. Assimilation has been
judged a failure ky human service workers, educators,
Congressional c8rnmittees, and Native Americans
-themselves. Some researchers believe, that American
Indians are the most retistant to assimilation into
majority society and culture of an sizable ethnic
population.

0,0

"Some researchers believe that Amer-
ican Indians are the most resistant to
assimilation of any sizable ethnic popu-
lation."

The result of such policies has been the tragic
weakening of the Native American family, clan, and
tribal structures. For_eziample, according to the 1970
U.S. census, health conditions of Native Americans are
estimated to be 20 to 25 years behind those of the
general population. Life expectancy is 44 years com-
pared to the U.S. general average of 72.4 years.

Unemployment is nearly three times the national
average. More 'than 40 percent,,of Native Americans
live below the poverty level compared to 13.7 for the
total U.S. population. More than 25 percent of Native
Americans live in overcrowded lousing as compared
to a rate of 8.5 percent for the U.S. population.

The alcoholism 'death rate of Native Americans
ranges from 4.3 to 5.5 times higher than the U.S. all-
race rate, and the arrest rate for alcohol-related offenses
is 12 times that of non-Native Americans.

The Native American population has a suicide rate
about twice the national average. These rates arc

highest in the young-tomiddle years, while rates
all races are highest in older adults.

One out of every four Indian chtldreb is removed
from his/her family and placed in foster and adoptive
homes. Broken families, disorce, juvenile del.Kquency,
illegitimacy, child neglect and abuse have become,
common in a population where they had rarely
existed before.

Despite these geim statistics and he massive changes
made to destroy the structure and function of the
Native American family, despite 200 years of federal
policies aimed at assimilation, the traditional cultures
of. Native, Americarp people have proved amazingly
strong and resilient,

For the majority of dative Americansif not for all
tribes and certainly not for all Native American in-
dividualsa number of basic iultural traits and values-.
have survivedmost importantly, values of family.
tribal, and kinship ties (Slaughter, 1976).

"The extended family network has
been the source of material, social, emo-
tional support upon which Native Ameri-
can individuals have relied."

From,the dominant society's perspective an extended
family is usually defined as thtee generations within
a single hot. . From an Indian perspective an ex-,
tended family gleans the inclusion of several house-
holds with.significant relatives along both vertical and
horizontal lines (Redhorse, 1978). Such an extended
family, like network may have man, variations, and
may include non-blood relatives frOm the same tribe.
persons from other tribes, close friends and non-Indian
spouses; it often serves to establish standards and
expectations which maintain grOup solidarity through
enforcement of values.

The extended family network has been the source
of material, social, emotional support upon which
Native American individuals have relied. Hayes (1973)
contends that minority status tends to strengthen kin
ties because of a need for mutual aid and survival
in a hostile environment. Institutions seen as sup-
portive by white families such as the police depart-
ment. educational ingti,tutions. and governmental
agenciesare very often perceived as non-supportive
by minority families. so that the family and its exten-
sions hecomcmore important to 'Native Americans as
other support systems which could he meaningful are
inaccessible.

Cultural identity flat- the Native American has acted
and continues to act as an important determinant of
behavior and as the source of feelings of self- worth.
Many Native American fiAmilieg still have the ability
and strength to socialize their members, to carry on
traditions and instil basic beliefs and values in the
face of severe pressure to change and to fit into the
rapidly urbanizing dominant society.
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Are Asian American Women Really Minorities?
by PAT Swii

Visiting Lecturer; Oakes College
University of California at- Santa Cruz

An obstacle to understanding the true nature of
the problems and hopes confronting us Asian Ameri
can women today is a door with many labels, such
labels as "model minority," "made-it minority,"
-America's most successful minority." I want Co take
us through that doOr to look at the reality behind it,
to see if the labels on the door are real or not, to see
if America's racism really can be overcome by hard
work, clean living, good education, and keeping quiet

First, let us look at the traditions we bring from
Asia and see whether even in thdse unique traditions°
we cannot find things we share with others. The major-

, it} of Asian American women are immigrants or the
daughters of immigrantsin some communities, such
sts the Korean. Vietnamese and Filipino communities,
inimigrant women account for more than 80 percent
of the wholeso those Asian traditions are still strong

"In Asia tilt oppression of women
reached extremes."

IdAsia the oppression of women reached extremes.
In the Hindu Book of Manu and the Confucian Book
of Rites, codes were laid down in which the sub-
servience of women to men became the feudal law
of the day, still accepted in some parts of East and
South Asia. The law said that a woman should be
obedi and subservient to a man all her life: in
childiNd toher father, in adulthood to her husband
and in old age to her eldest son. Feudal Asia guaran!
teed'men the right to prostitutes and concubines. the

.right to divorce a woman for such things as talking
.too much and not givi* birth to a son. Feudal Asia
considered women to.bel a burden on families and so
female infanticide was widely practiced. Women were
td' blime if a marriage failed, if the family fortunes
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did not increase, if the children did not turn out well
and sometimes even if wars were lost.

Other Asian tradition?, however, existed alongside
the oppressive ones, traditions from ancient Asia where
descent was traced through women and women were
held in high esteem, often controlling the political
and economic_ destinies of their people. .From these
ancient times powerful womb, both mythical and
historical, still remain in the folklore and stories
parents hand down to their children to celebrate the
unique strengths and -potential of women.

To sum up, we Asian American women bring to this
country rich traditions which bind us together as
Asians and bind us to other Third World women.

In modern America, however, many 9f our tradi-
tions are changed, just as the traditions of all other
Third World women are changed. How do we Asian
American women share common experiences and reali-
ties with other Third World Women?

In the homes of the wealthy you will find us cleaning
and scrubbing, in California, a higher percentage of
Japanese American women work as housemaids than
even Black women. In the high rise buildings you will
find us pounding typewriters and filing papers. In
hotels and restaurants we are washing dishes, changing
beds. serving or cooking food. Asian American women
have the highest percentage of working mothers of any
minority groupand we are concentrated in the lowest
paying. least organized industries.

"Asian American women have the
highest percentage of working mothers
of any minority group."

From our recent history let me cite an example of
racist treatment shared with another minority group:
the combination of Indian reservations with the evacu-
ation of Japanese-Americans during World Wqr II.
In this country, one.need be only one-fourth or one-
eighth Native American to be treated as an Indian._
In World War II one needed to be only one thirty-
second Japanese to be sent to a concentration camp.
To administer the Japanese concentration eafrips the
U.S. government turned, tithe aiency which had the
most experience in administering "planned communi-
ties" the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Some camps were
even set up on Indian reservations in the hope that
the Japanese and the Indians would work together in
farming hitherto unproductive desert wastelands in,
case JapaneseAmericans had to he incarcei ated perma-
nently.

It is not surprising that Asian American women
,share one more thing with other Third World women:
a long tradition of organization and struggle to change

, this country. We Asian American woman share our
realities with others because these realities must be
meshed with action by all of us to realize a future
world where genuine happiness and fulfillment will
belong to 41 of us.
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Researchers Fate Ethical Issues in Chicano Communthes
by AIDA Ht.MIAMI'

G aduate Student ReSearch Assistant,
Institute for Social Research

.
Th National Chicano Study whic; has been tinder-

way it the Institute for Social Research. for the last
tw years is the first national survey to gather data
on the mental health, ethnic identity, lbor market
participation. family life, and language issues from
people of Mexican descent across the nationbased on
2500 interviews.

Besides the overt exploitation , minorities have
undergone in this country,-such.as disc,i'imination in
employment, lack of opportunity in education, lack of
_social services:--another kind of exploitation, less ap-
parent but equally detrimerital, has operated in the
area of research. Researchers have sometimes entered
a community and taken up people's time without
accountability either to the community or to any
group in that community. Some researchers have
labeled minorities as, below average or retarded in IQ
testing. not. because respondents were mentally de-
ficient but because They did not understand the lan-
guage in which" the test was-given. Black as well as
Chicano families have been labeled as pathological
because they deviate from the middle-class family
pattern. Minority women, especially Chicano women.
have been labeled as passive and submissive.

Because of such past violations we minority re-
searchers conducting the National Chicano Study have
'felt" special kinds of 'obligations not to violate the
trust of those we are surveying.

What-are some of these ethical issues we have faced
in our work and how haYe we tried to deal with them?

First, we are careKtir inform the community of the'
researchers' intentions: As minority researchers we

"It is important to establish the prece-
dent that a respondent's time also has
value."

-\
should be aware that the community, whether`a town,
a neighborhilOcl, or a bl'rrio, has rights. We have been
Careful to announce not only our arrival in a par-
ticular community but also the purpose of our visit
through these channels: first, through themedia most
likely to reach the population we are interviewing
that is, the more localized community newspapers.
local Spanish-speaking TV and radio programs;
second, through community agencies, such as local
social agencies' or political organizations, that often
serve as advocates for the Chicano community; and
third, by addressing the respondents themselves
directly. Each person to be surveyed receives an
explanatory letter first letting him/her know that an
interviewer is coming to the home, with an office

number that can be called for any additional informa-
tion. Informing the respondents ahead of time allows
the community to ask any questions they likeand to
ekpress their willingness to be visited.

The second important issue is that of confidentiality.
We he taken strict measures to insure that no ques-

iiojtnaire is ever linked up with any form of identifica-
tion of a person. We stress the issue of confidentiality
during the interview. No person is urged to answer a
question he/she does not want to answer. The issue
of confidentiality is of special concern to many in
the Chicano population because of the presence of
undocumented workers. We must make clear that in
no way is our purpose to single out any particular
group-whether undocumented workers, welfare re-
cipients, or unemployed.

"The issue of .confidentiality is of
special concern to Many in the Chicano;
populatidn."

A third issue involvei the right of the researcher to
take up:people's time. Most Chicano communities we
are visiting in our study are very poor communities;
Most of the people being interviewed are working class
people whose free time-is limited. Time they give us
during the interview ,is time taken away from their
families and from their rest time. We are paying,
people $10 for an interview that averages three
in length. To bMee $10 does not pay for the ti
they are giving us, but it is important to
the precedent that a respondent's time
value.

A fourth issue is that of double feedb-acfc that of
the researcher to the community, and ot the com-
munity to the researcher. Communities that allow.
researchers to gather information have a right to know
the results of the investigation. At the same time. the
community should be allowed to provide feedback to
the researcher as to the way the research was con-
ducted: in other words, the issue of accountability.
We have faced this issue by first giving every respon:
dent immediately after the interview the opportunity
to let us know -what he/she thought about it. Each
respondent is given a form with a stamped envelope
which he/she may send with comments directly to our
office. At the end of the study every respondent will
get a copy of the final:report; interested community
agencies will receive more extensive dala relating to
their particular community.

Besides these four important ethical issues informa-
tion. confidentiality, compensation for interviewing.
and feedbackmany other issues concern us. For ex-
ample. what role do researchers play in making sure
data are not misused, that a particular group is not
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STATISTICAL TABLES* FOR-MINORITIES

Table 1
Mean Earnings

1969
Means

1975

Ratios
(group/Majority males)

1969 1975

Males
. American Indians/Alaskan Natives $5,623 $ 8,302. .62 j .73

lacks 5,434 7,470 .59 .65
Mexican Americans 5,852 7,456 .64 .65
Japanese Americans 9,159 12;615 1.00 1.10
Chinese Americans 8,001 -10,339 .87 .90
Filipino Americans 6,852 11,366 .75 .99..

Puerto Ricans 5,839 8,269 .64' .72
Majority ..., 9,150 11,427. 1.00 1.00

Females
Amefican Indians/Alaskan Natives $3,378 $ '3,958 .37 .35
Blacks 3,383 4,918 .37 .43

- Mexidan Americans 3,030 3,527 .33 .31

Japa4se Americans 4,618 5,881 .50 .51.
Chindse Americans 4,366 6,759 .48 .59
Filipino Americans 4,499 6,784 .49 .59
Puerto Ricans , 4,071. 4,714 :44 .41

Majority 4,072 5,122 .44 .45

U.S. Comrilissicin on Civil Rights (1978).,

T . i

Key to symbols used throughout tables: W .
.

A The. percent of families and unrelated individuals that are berm the p8verty line.
$ Median earnings of those with 4 or mare years of college who had sortie earnings during the year.

# Not Available.
1

.

* The percent of the labor forc,e 15 years of age and older who were out of work and actively seeking work.
0 The. percentage of persons from 20 to 24 years of age who have completed 12 or more.years of school.
a The percentageof persons from 25 to 29 years of age who have completed at leak 4 years of. college.
A The.percentage of 15, 16, and 17 year olds who are 2 or more years behind the modargradg for their age.
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Table 2
Poverty Ratest

Families and Unrelated lhdividuals
American Indians /Alai m Natives
Blacks
Mexican Americans
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipino Americans

_Puerto Ricans
Majority . )1P

1969 1975

36% 26%
33 28
28 24
12 7

16_, 17

19 6
28 32
13 .9

Female-Headed Families and Ferriale Unrelated Individyals
American Indians/Alaskan Natives 54% 49%.

Blacks ' 53 - 46
Mexican Americans 53 --46
Japanese Americans 32 22
Chinese Americans 29 19
Filipino Americans 39 20
Puerto Ricang 524 : 49
,Majority 28 22

Table3
Earnings Differehtial for College-Educated Persons* \.1

111
11969

Mates

American Indians/Alaskan Natives
, Blacks

t, $ 7,21.0,
7,775

Mexican Americans . 7,848
Japanese Americans 10,045 ,

Chinese Americans 9,068
Filipino Americans . 7,793
Puerto Ricans 8;544
Majority. 30,651 :

Female
A ' -rican Indians/Alaskan Natives
Blacks

. xican. Arrvricans
J aneseArnericans
Chi e'Americans
Filipi Athericans
Puerto ns

Majority._

1975

, $11,678

10,786
14,253
12,790
13,091.
N.AA.

15,165

$ 3,136. $10,283
5,855 ..9,911
2,652 6,967
2,171 8,383
1,875 6,421
3,875 9,038
2,250,4
1,941- 8,106-

Z..
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PO.

Une *ant*

Males .

Americkrndiaris/Alaskan Natives
Blacks
Mexican Americans
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipino Americans
Puerto Ricans
Majority`

Females

American Indians/ Alaskan Natives
Blacks
Mexican Americahs
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipina.Amerigans
Puerto IiicanS
Majority

-; t-
stf

1970 . 1976

°` r 19.9%

i z .1.8

-6

5.4
% 6.3

3.6

10.9%
8.4
9.1 ,

3:2
4.0
5:1

9:3
5.0

2.9
7.2

1P5.6

16.3
5.9

15.6%
18.9
14.9 -
3.8
6.6
6.0

22..3
8.7

Males
, American Indians/Alaskan Natives

Blacks
Mexican Americans
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipino Americans
Puerto Ricans
Majority .

Females
American Indians/Alaskan Natives
BI4cks
MexicanAmericans
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipino Americans
Puerto Ricans
Majority -

Table 5
High School Completiono

1970 1976

/

58%

-1-1r

70%

59
.

74
55 ° 64
94 98
90 88
77 81

44 68
83 87

56% 58%
/ 62 74

58
94 99
88 90
-84 78
42 60
82 86
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Table 6
College Complqtiono

a

1970 1976

'Males
American Indians/Alaskan Natives 8% 8%
Blacks 6 11
Mexican Americans 5 11
Japanese Ame.ricans 3g 53
Chinese Americans 58 60
Filipino Americans 28 34-
Puerto Ricans 1,

%, 4 6
,Majority 22 34

,

Females

American Indians /Alaskan Natives 5% 4%
Blacks 8 )1
Mexican Americans 3 / 5
Japanese Americans 31 35
Chinese Americans 42 44
Filipino Americans 50 51
Puerto Ricans 3 4
Majority 14 22

Table 7
Delayed Education

1970 1976

Males
. American Indians/Alaskan'Natives

Blacks
Mexican Americans
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans ,

Filipino Americans
Puerto Ricans
Majority

Female's

American Indians/Alaskan Natives
Blacks ..,

Mexican Americans -
Japanese Americans
Chinese Americans
Filipino Americans, ,,

Puerto Rica0 .

Majority

.

.

K

.
,

,., .

.

35%-
26
26
4

. . 10 '
13
26
12

23%
17 gla''
23 '

. 1 .

9
7

24
6

32%
23
28

8
N.A.*

7

30
10

.

15
24

1

... N.A.*
3

27
7.
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- 1 MINORITY WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
:,

A Partial Annotated List
.e.

Although there are numerous minonty organizations which have as a major concern the economic, educational and general
welfare of minority people, there are fewer organizations which focus mainly odthe concerns and welfare of minority women.
This paper listsltdirne.of those minonty women's organizations.

<,

i .
This annotated list, organized by ethnic categories is based on information received in response to a short questionnaire

sent by the project. Each organization is briefly described and the name of a contact person and an address are piovided. The list
is not all-inclusive, some organizations did not respond to the questionnaire. Others may have relocated their headquarters or
changed leadership and consequently did not receive the questionnaire. The project hopes that these, as well as other minority
women's organizations will submit information for updating this list.

This liAcan be used for a variety of purposes, including but not limited to the following.

as a recruiting tool to alert organizations that publish newsletters of job opportunities, or to expand existing recruiting
networks. .

as an aid for identifying minority women for special and/or non-employment purposes, such as

service on committees, councils, boards, etc.

reading and reviewing proposals

participation in conferences as speakers and/or resource persons.
, -

O as a resource for locating minority women speakers and lecturers for women's studies programs, women's festivals and
other special events.

as a mechanism for disseminating information in a targeted fashion to minority women.

I. Asian-American Women

ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE-AMERICAN WOMEN
3214 Quesada St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20015

Pauline W. Tsui, President
(202) 227.1967

6

V..

The Organization of Chinese-American Women was established in 1977 to promote the equal participation of Chinese Amer-
ican women in all aspects of life in the United States through the ad,vanement of equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities
for all Chinese Americans. The organization plans to establish a communications network and will develop an action agenda for
Chinese American women. News of the organization is reported in the newsletter of the Organization of Chinese Americans.

I

11. Black Women

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA (AKA) Ann,Mitchem Davis,
5211 South Greenwood Ave. Executive Director
Chicago, IL 60615 (312)684.1282

Alpha Kappa Alpha, the oldest black collegeiased sorority in the country has 20p00 ctive memb s. Its major focus is the
ger

promotion of higher education and service to, others. The sorority sponsors educational programs whit include career counseling,
leadership training, and financial aid-. The organization's official magazine is Ivy Leaf, published quarterly. Annual subscription.
$2.00.

The Project on the Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges. Reprinted under the
Projept's policy which permits reproduction of whole or part of this material provided credit is given.
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BLACK WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT PROJECT Jean Faiifax
NAACP Ligal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. t212) 586-8397
10 Columbus Circle
New York, NY 10019

The NAACP Blau.. Women's Employment Project specializes in litigation on behalf of black women workers. Although not
a membership organization, the project through the Earl Warren Legal Training Program, provides scholarships for black students
in law schools. The project has no publication.

BLACK WOMEN ORGANIZED FOR ACTION
P.O. Box 15072
San Francisco, CA 94115

Eleanor R. Spikes
(415) 387-4221

The goal of Black Women Organized for Action is to "address and act upon issues that affect Black Women.t This 300-member
organization has held workshops on health, the media, and job skills, and has also participated in career conferences in.area high
schools. A monthly newsletter, What Is, covers issues of national concern to black women as well as to the organization's
membership. Annual subscription: $7.50.

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
National Council of Negro Women
1346 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, 15.C. 20036

19
Francelia D. Cleaves
(202) 638.1961

The National Council of Negro Women established the Commission on Higher Education to organize black women to ex-
amine and improve the situation they confront in colleges and universities across the country. The commission has concentrated
on problems and issues facing black women administrators, faculty, and students, and has issued a working paper, Executive and
Legislative Agenda f6r Minority Women and Girls. The 15-page paper is available for $2.00 from Commission on Higher Education,
Legislative Committee, c/o Elizabeth Abramowitz, 2344 King Place, NW, Washington, DC /0007.

k

NATIONAL HOOK-UP sqlF BLACK WOMEN, INC.
2021 K St., NW,.Suite 305
Washingtbn, DC 20006

Sharon Tolbert,
, Executive Director

(202) 293--2323-

The National Hobk-Up of Black Women was established in 1975 to provide a communications network_for_the_millions-ol
black women dedicated to improving the status of the black coininuriity and black women. The Hook-Up has a program com-
mittee which focuses on educational policy, and is developing a talent bank to serve as a resource for private and public employers.
A newsletter is published-quarterly.

OHIO BLACK WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP CAUCUS
422 W. Princeton Ave.
Youngstown, OH .44511

Eugenia Atkinson

The purpose of the Ohio Black Women's Leadership Caucus is to develop leadership skills and lobby for issues relevant to
women and minorities. The 378-merriber organization has seven caucus groups throughout thestate. The caucus holds skills work-
shops arid.publishes a newsletter for members.

THE LINKS, INC.
1424 16th St., NW, Suite 1021103
Washington, DC 20036

PatSy Harris
(202) -332-1482

The Links, Inc., an organization committed to educatiorial, cultural and civic actIffes, has approximately 4,000 women in160 chapters located in 37 states and-the District of Columbia. Each local chapter sponsOrs programs to implement the national
goal to provide enrichment experiences for black youth who are educationally disadvantaged and culturally deprived. A biennial
publication is made available to members.
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IM Spanish Speaking Women $

ASSOCIATION OF LATIN AMERICAN WOMEN
P.O. Box 7523

Lisa Gonzales
(415) 5624338

The major goal of the Association of Latin Amencan Women is to develop lea ership skills among la as and to work towards
improving the Spanish speaking community The gfoup has sponsored conferences and workshops on management and the role-of
the latula. and has held forums on such topics as displaced homemakers and health. The association's newsletter, ALAW Report,
is published bi-monthly.

CHICANA RIGHTS PROJECT
Mexican American Legal Defense and educational Fund
501 Petroleum Commerce Bldg.
21011. Mary's St.
San Antonio, TX 78205

Patricia M. Vasquez
(512) 224-5476

Although it. is a nonmembership group, the Chicana Rights Project is a resource agency for combatting patterns and prac-
tices of discnmination against Mexican Amencan women. A ,second office of the project is located at 145 Ninth St., San Fran-
cisco, A 94103.

CHICANA SERVICE ACTION CENTER
2244 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90057

Francisca Flores
(213) 381-7261

The Chicana Service Action Center is p on-membership agency established to give women the opportunity to upgrade. em-
ploy able skills, establish vocational goals and improve b'asic educational skills. The center adminiters a wide range of training and
education programsand also publishes a bi-mu ewsletter.'Annual subscnption. $5.00, individual, $7\ .00, library/organization.

LADIES G.I. FORUM AUXILIARY
' 1401 Enfield No. 102

Austin, TX 78767

Olga Soliz
v

2102 Wroxton Rd.
,, Houston TX 77p05 ^'s N . - ..

The Lathes G. I. Forum Auxiliary has 4,005,000 members in chapters across the United States. Its activities promote the
development arid training of Chicanas. MA,VA Lulac and GI Forum, two newsletters, are published monthly.

MEXICAN AMERICAN BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL . Yolanda Rangel
WOMEN'S CLUBS OF SAN ANTONIO (51 2) 6535224
P.O. Box 2841

'San Antonio, TX 7 228 ..

The. 67 membins of the Mexican Amencan Business and Professional Women's Clubs promote opportunities for the advance-
ent of women.4111e, organization has s ored workshops on job hunting skills and proposal wnting, and provides guidance and

co "&eling services. A monthly, newsletter is Wished for members.'
c

MEXICAN AMERICAN WOMEN'S NATIONAL Gloria Lopez 6,
ASSOCIATION (MANA) e,, '.(202) 254-8127 . --

P.O. Box 23656 Of
. Washiniton, DC 20024

,-
IThe Mexican American Women's National Association (MANA was organized to provide a national forum by which Chicanas

can impact on national issies Of concern to them. The association as 200 members in nine states and has held a national-training
conference. A newsletters published for members,

MUJERES LATINAS EN ACCION
1823 West 17th St.
ChicagO, IL 60608

122
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Mujeres Latinas En Accion is a social service and advocacy agent on behalf of latinas. The 100-member group offers career
counseling and classes in health, law and latino heritage.

. NATIONAL CHICANA FOUNDATION
21 14 Commerce
San Antonio, TX 78207

Deuvina Hemandez
(512) 224 -7528

The National Chicana Foundation's major focus is research and the application ofresearch in areas of concern to Mexican
American women. The foundation holds training seminars on various issues.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CUBAN AMERICAN WOMEN, OF THE UNITED STATES, INC. (NACAW)*
National President:
Ana Maria Perera
3900 COnn. Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 686-6506

a

--NACAW welcomes everyone, men and women, as lembers who are in favor of equal rights for women and who live by demo-
cratic principles. NACAW has sponsored a number of edttational and social projects. .

National Office:
Dr. Graciela Fernandez Beecher'
Director of the Latin American Education
Center run by NACAW Indiana Chapter

130 Lewis Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(219)422-553g

*Editoriarnote: This organization was added by the Whole Person Book staff. We thank Ana Maria Perera for her assistance.
- .

IV. Native American Women

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION
720 East Spruce St.
Sisseton, South Dakota 57262

a

Hildreth Venegas,
President

The North American Indian Women's Association is a non-profit educational association established to promote the improve-
ment of education, health and family life of North American Indian people. The association also aims to promote intertribal
communication and awareness of Indian culture. A newsletter is published. For subscription information, contact Anna McAlear,
Newsletter tor, NAIWA, 3 Hibiscus Court Village, Gaithersburg, MD 20760.

V. Multi-Ethnic

MINORITY WOMEN EMPLOYMENTPROGR:A` M-.
40 Marietta St., NW Suite 808
Atlanta, GA 30303

Beverly Lyle
(404) 681-0001

The Minority Women Employment Program, a ,project of the Recruiting and Training Program, was established with funds
its from the U.S. Department of Labor. The program assists minority women with college degrees to find technical, professional and

managerialobs in private industry. The program includes counseling, And workshops on resume writing, job intervitwing, test
preparation and career alternatives. Field offices of the program are as follows:

Its

Delores Cro ett
40 Marietta t., NW Suite 808'
Atlanta, G 30303

Charlene Roderick '
-89 States $t. 7th Floor
Boston, MA 02109

Beverly Jackson
Kroger Bldg. Suite 2120
Cincirtnati,,OH 45202

Greiet Flbyd
1b9'North Akard St. Suite 1700
Dallas, TX 75201

Mary Allen
2626 Calumet Drive
Houston, TX 77004

Lynn Sarpy
1000 Howard Ave., Suite 600
New Orleans, LA 70113.

Mable Rice
408 Wright Bldg. c,

Tulsa, OK 74103

Prices quoted in this publication subject to change.

1
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To be used with Equity Quiz, p. 48

KNOWLEDGE OF LEGAL EQUITY QUIZ

1. Under the Title IX regulation, counselors are required to

A. Place work/study students by sex when requested by employers.
B. Discontinue use of male and female forms for vocational preference tests.
C. Mandate special programs to equalize past discrimination.
D. Allof the above.

2. The Title IX regulAon requires that

A. All stereotyped career materials be replaced by newly, purchased ones.
B. Book publishers must bring their publications into compliance.
C. Testing'materials such as aptitude or interest measures must be free from sex bias.
D. Discriminatory textbooks be4revisecror disregarded.

3. Of the following personnel deciiions, which is most crucial to successful implementation of an
affirmativeaction plan?

A. An attractive salary and,advancement schedule.
B. Good company benefits.
C. Advertisement for and recruitment of qualified applicants.
D. Comprehensive grievance procedures.

4. Affirmative action means that

AA policy of non-discrimination has been adopted by the organization.
B. A-woman or minority person must be hired for a certain number of positions.
C. The distribution of minorities and women within an organization must reflect the eneral

population percentages.
E. The organization is committed to moving beyond equal employment policies and to tak g a

series of positive actions to remediate past discrimination and prevent future discriminatior.

5. Which of the following is a correct statement about the Title I X regulation and pregnanc

A. A pregnant student may be required to attend a separate educational program.
B. It is a school board.decision whether a student continues school attendance following pregnancy.
C. A school may ask a p'regnant,student for-a health statement if this is standard procedure for

other physical conditions.
D. It is at the school's discretion whether pregnancy must be treated as a temporary disability.

t) 4
1 A.,
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7
6. Affirmative action laws permit the use of sex as an employment criteria

A. In hiring and firing to correct an imbalance.
B. In recruiting into the applicant pool.
C. In positions which require special qualities such as strength or emotional sensitivity.
D. As a technique to redress inequality.

7. Under Title I I of the Vocational Education Amendments (1976) states are required to

A. Provide support services for women, including counseling, job development and job placement.
B. Allocate $50,000 of the basic grant for the elimination of sex bias in vocational education pro-

grams.

C. Allocate funds for inservice training to overcome sex bias for vocational education staff. .
D. Provide day care services for students with children.

8. Which of the f011owing is NOT a Title II requirement?

A. Reviewing all vocational education programs in the state for sex bias.
B. Including policies for providing equal educational opportunities for females and.males in the

state's five-year vocational education plan.
C. Funding programs for the developinent of curriculum materials which attempt to ove come

sex bias. -

D. Determining the allowabre exemptions on the basis of sex for vocational education, st dents'
employment or work program assignments.

9. Title I I differs from Title IX in that Title' I I

A. Mandates programs to overcome sex bias and stereotyping in addition to prohibiting sex dis-
crimination.

B. Focuses primarily on local education agencies and other institutions in its prohibition of sex 4,
discrimination.

C. Makes nd requirements for curriculuniontent. ,

D. Makes no reqUirements of undue effort in publicizing the institution's progress in eliminating
sex discrimination in vocational education programs. 4

*it
10. An affirmative action plan for an educational program should include

.

A. Assignment of staff to meet sex and race goals.
a. Well-designed plan to prevent reverse discrimination.
C. Ari analysis of,student policies and extracurricular activities.
D. Taking the time to.recruit a large pool of well-qualified candidates.



. to be used with Equity Quiz, p. 48 (Continued)

KNOWLEDGE OF LEGAL EQUITY QUIZ

Answer Key '

1. B. PEER Title IX RegLilation Summary, pp. 122-124.

2. C. PEER Title IX regulation Summary, pp.-122-124.

3. C. "Legal Precedents and Title IX," and "Title II (Vocational Education Amendments) and
Affirmative Action," pp. 45-49.

4D

4. D. ''What Needs To Be Known: Affirmative Action," pp.126-128.

5. C. PEER Title IX Regulation Summary, pp. 122-124.

6. B. "Affirmative (In) Action: How Do You Read It?", pp. 130-131.

7. B. "Title II (Vocational Education Amendments) and Affirmative Action," pp. 47-49t:"

8. D. "Title II (Vocational Education Amendments) 'and Affirmative Action," pp. 47-49.

9. A. "Title II (Vocational Education Amendments) 8nd Affirmative Action," pp. 47-49.

10. C. "Title II (Vocational Education Amendinents) and Affirmative Action," pp. 47-49.

O

O

Note: The page references are for general sections of the /nodules or readings which cover the
issue. The user is encou'r'aged to consider relevant court cases and any other current information

regarding legal issues.

4
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To be used.with Legal Entironment Analysis, p:54

UM MARY OF-TH E REGULATION'
FOR TITLE IX

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972eer
P
. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 says:

"No person . . . shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discriminatiop under any educationikrogram or activity receiv-
ing federal financial assistance. . . ."

...
. 1 (

With Certain, exceptions, the law bars sex discrimination in any, academic, extracurricular, research occupational
training or other educational program (preschool to postgraduate) operated by an organizationer agency ,(f4iich receives
or benefits from federal aid. Exempted from the provisions of Title IX are:

schools whose primary purpose is training for the U.S. military services or the merchant marine;
praCtices- in schools controlled by religious organizations whenever compliance with Title IX would be contrary totheir religious beliefs;
the membership policies of the Girl and Boy Scouts, the YMCA and the YWCA, Campfire Girls and other single-

sex, tax-exempt "youth service" organizations whose members are chiefly under age 19;
' university-based social fraternities and sororities;

activities relating to the Atherican Legion's Boys State, Boys Nation: Girls State.abd Girls Nation conferences;
father-son or mother-daughter activities, so tong as opportunities for "reasonably comparable" activities are

offered to students of both sexes;
scholarthips or other aid offered by colleges and universities to participants in single-sex pageants which reward

the combination of personal appearance, poise and talent. . ..
.Basically, the regulation for Title IX falls into five categories: general matters related to discrimination on the basis of

sex, admissions, treatment of students once they are admitted, employment and procedures.
The following summary was adapted by PEER from a summary prepared by the Resource Center on Sex Roles in

Education of the National Foundation for the Improvement of Education.

GENERAL PROVISIONS § 86.3 - 86.9

Each recipient of federal education aid must evaluate
its current policies and practice's to determine whether
they comply with Title JX. Each recipient must then take
whatever steps are necessary to end discrimination. Insti-
tutions must keep a description of these steps on file for
three years, and they must .have completed the evaluation
and steps to overcome the effects of bias by July 21, 1976.

The regulation also requires that recipients adopt and
publish grievance protedures to resolve student and em-
ployee complaints alleging discrimination prohibited by
Title IX.-(Victims of discrimination are not required to use
these procedures they may file a complaint directly
With the U S. Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare.). - -

Recipients (for example, a school district, state educa-
tibn agency, or university) must appoint at least one em-
proyee to coordinate its<efforts to comply with Title IX.

The regulation requires recipientS to notify students,
. parents, employees, applicants, unions and professional (
organizations that they do not discriminate pn the basis
of-sex. Students and employees must be told how to con-

tact the employee coordinating Title IX compliante ef-
forts.

By Oct. 21, 1975, recipients were required to issue this
notice in the local press, student and alumni newspapers,
and by a letter sent directly 'to students and employees.
After that, all announcements, bulletins, catalogs and ap-
plicati"Ons must cpntain a notice.

ADMISSIONS § 86.21 - 86.23

The regiption bars sex discrimination in addissions to
certain kinds of institutions: those of vocational, profes-
sional, graduate, and public coeducational undergraduate
institutions. Admissions to private undergraduate institu-
tions are exempt, including admissions to private, under-
graduate professional art vocational schools. HEW will
look at the admissions practices of each "administratively
separate unit" separately.

Specifically, the regulation bars limitations (i.e.,'
quotas) on the number or proportion of persons of either
sex who may be admitted, preference for one sex, ranking
applicants separately by sex, and any other form of differ-.
ential treatment by sex.

'45 CFR Part 86. The text appears in the Federal Register, June 4, 1975, page 24128. Copies are available from the Direc-
tor, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare; 330 Independence Ave., SW, Rm. 3239,
Washington, D.C. 20201. \.

PEER, the Project on Equal Education Rights, is a project of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund. Reprinted
under PEER's policy which permits reproduction provided credit is given. *,
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To belird with Legal Environment Analysis, p. 54 (Continued)

The recipient may not use a test or other criterion for
admission which adversely affects any person on the ba-
sis of sex unless the test or criterion is shown6to predict
successful completion of the educational program, and
unbiased alternatives are not available. Also prohibited
are rules concerning parental, family, or marital status of
students which make distinctions based on sex, discrimi-
nation because of pregnancy Or related Conditions, and
asking an applicant's marital status. Recipients can ask
an applicant's sex if the information is not used to dis-
criminate.

The recipient must make comparable efforts tb recruit
members of each sex, except when special efforts to re-
cruit members of one sex are needed to remedy the ef-
fects of past discrimination

TREATMENT OF STUDENTS -
§ 86.31-.86.42

General Coverage § 86.31

Although some schools are exempt from coverage with
regard to admissions, all schools must treat their admit-
ted students without discrimination on the basis of sex.
Briefly, the treatment of students section covers courses
and extracurricular activities (including student organize-
tions and competitive athletics), tienefits, financial aid,
facilities, housing, rules and regulations, and research.
A, student may not be limited in the enjoyment' of any
right, privilege, advantage or opportunity based on sex

The regulation forbids a recipientp aid or perpetuate
sex discrimination by providing "sdnificant assistance"
to any agency, organization or person which discrimi-b
nates on the basis of sex in providing any aid, benefit or
service to students or em`ployees (with some exceptions,
including the membership policies of social fraternities
and sororities, Boy and Girl Scouts, YMCA and YWCA).
(Significant assistance may include the provision of a fa-
cility or faculty sponsor.)

Houging and Facilities § 86.32 and 86.33

Institutions may provide housing separately for men
and women However, housing for students of both Sexes
must be asia whole. .'

.
.

proportionate in quantity to the number of students
of that sex that apply for housing, and

comparable in quality and cost to the student.
Institutions may not have different housing policies for

students of each sex (for example, if a college allows men
to live of f campus, it Must allow women too).

Toilets, locker rooms and shower facilities may be sep-
' arated on the basis of sex, but these' facilities must be

comparable for students of both sexes.

Courses and other Educational Activities
k 86.34 and 86.35

Courses or other educational activities may not be pro-
vided separately on the basis of sex. An institution may
not require or refuse participation in any course by any of
its students on that basis. This includes physical educa-
tion, industrial, business, vocational, technical, home
economics, music, and adult education courses.

128

However, sex education is an exception portions of
elementary and secondary school classes dealing with
human sexuality may be separated by sex.

In physical education classes, students may be separa-
ted by sex within coeducational classes when playing
contact spo'rts Contact sports include wrestling, rugby,
ice hockey, football, basketbill, and any other sport ''the
purpose or major activity of which involves bodily con-
tact." .

Choruses may be based on vocal range or quality and
may result in single-sex or predominantly single-sex
choruses

Local school districts may not, on the basis of sex,
exclude any person from: .

any institution of Vocational education;
any other school or educational units, unless the

school district offers that person courses, services and
facilities which are comparable to thStt offered in such
schools, following the same policies and admission cri-
teria.

Counseling - § 86.36
.

A recipient may not discriminate on the basis of sex in
counseling or guiding students.

Whenever a school finds that a class has a dispropor-
tionate number of students of one sex, it must take what-
ever action is necessary to assure that sex bias in coun-
seling or testing is not responsible.

A recipient may not use tests or other appraisal+ and
counseling materials which use different materiaLs. for
each sex or which permit or require different treatment for
students of each sex Exceptions can be made if different
materials used for e sex cover the same occupations
and theKare essen o eliminate sex bias.

Schools must set up their own procedures to make cer-
tain that Counseling and appraisal materials are not sex-
biased. If a test does result in a substantially dispropor-
tionate number of students of one sex in a course of study
or classification, the school must take action to ensure
that bias in the test or its application-Is not causing the
disproportion.

Student Financial Aid § 86.37 and 86.31(c)
The regulation covers all forms of financial aid to stu-

dents. Generally, a recipient may not, on the basis of sex:
provide different amounts or types ot assistance, lim-

it eligibility, apply different criteria, or otherwise discrimi-
nate,

assist through solicitation, listing, approval, provi-
sion of facilities, or other services any agency, organiza-
tion or person which offers sex-biased student aid,

employ students in a way that discriminates against
one sex, or provide services to any other organization
which does so.

There are exceptions for athletic scholarships ndtsin-
gle-sex4cholarships established by will or trust.

Athletic scholarships. An institution which awards ath-
letic scholarships must provide "reasonable opportuni-
ties" for both sexes, in proportion to the number of stu-
dents of each sex participating in interscholastic or inter-
collegiate athletics. Separate athletic scholarships for

-each se)tmay be offered in connection with, separate
male/female teams to the extent consistent with both the

9 ° "
PEER Title IX Regulation Summary
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section on scholarships and the section on athletics (86 -
41).

Scholarships for study abroad. The regulation exempts
discriminatory student assistance for study abroad (such
as Rhodes Scholarships), provided that a recipient' which
administers or he4ps to administer the scholarship awards
makes available similar opportunities for the other sex
(86. 31(c)).

Single sex scholarships. An institution may administer
or as ist in the administration of scholarships and other
form of student financial aid whenever a will, trust, or
beque t specifies that the aid can only go to one sex, as
long as the overall effect of making sex-restrictedawards
is not discrirtiinatory.

To ensure this, institutions rriust

select financial aid recipients on the basis of nondis-
criminatory criteria. not the availability of sax - restricted
sc,holar ships

allocate sex-restricted awards to students already
selected in such a fashion, and

ensure that no student is denied an award because of
the, lack of a sex-restricted scholarship

Student Health anif Insurance Benefits § 86.39

Student medical, hospital, accident or life insurance
benefits, services, or plans may not discriminate on the
basis of sex. This would not bar benefits or services
which may be used by a different proportion of students
of one sex than of the other, including family planning
services.

Any school which provides full coverage health services
must provide gynecological care.

Marital or Parental Statu? § 86.40

The regulation bars any rule concerning a student's actual
or potential parental, family, or marital status which
makes distinctions based on sex.

A school may not discriminate against any student in
its educational program, ,including any class or extracur-'
ricular activity, because of the student's pregnancy, child-
birth, false pregnancy, miscarriage, or termination of
pregnancy, Unless the student requests voluntarily to par-
ticipate in a different program or activity.

If a school does offer a voluntary, separate education
program for pregnant students, the instructional program
must be comparable to the regular instructional pro7
gram.

A school may ask a pregnant student to have her physi-
cian certify her ability to stay in the regular education 'pro-

--7--gram only if it requires- physician's certification for stu-
dents with othreLphysical or emotional conditioni.

Recipients must treat disabilities related to pregnancy
the same way as any other temporary disability in any
medical or hospital benefit, service, plan or policy which
they offer to students. Pregnancy must be, treated as) justification for a leave of absence for as long as thestu-
dent's physician considers medically necessary. Follow-
ing this leave, the student must be reinstated toiler origi-
nal status

Ill Athletics § 86.41

Gortesof coverage. The regulation says That no person

PEER Title IX Regulation Sum'mary

may be subjected to discrimination based on sex in any
scholastic, intercollhiate, club or intramural athletics
offered by a recipient of federal education aid.

Separa& teams and contact sports. Separate teams for
each sex are permissible in contact sports or where selec-
tion for tars is based on competitive skill. Contact
sports include boxing, wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, fool-
ball, basketball, and any othe'r sport "the purpose or ma-
jor activity -of.which involves bodily contact

In noncontact sports, whenever a school has a team in a
given sport for one sex only, and athletic opportunities for
the other sex have been limited, members of both sexes
must be allowed to try out for te team

Equal opportunity. A-school must provide equal athletic
opportunity for both sexes In determining whether athlet-
ic opportunities are equal, HEW will consider wliether the
selection of sports and levels of competition effectively
accommodates the interest and abilities of members ofboth sexes The Department will also consider _(among
other factors) facilities, equipment, supplies, game and
practice schedules, travel anti per diem allowances,
coaching (including assignment and compensation of
coaches), academic tutoring, hbusing, dining facilities,
and publicity

Equal expenditures are not required, but HEW may
consider the failure to provide necessary funds for teams
for one sex in assessing equality of opportunity forpem-
bers of each sex
Textbooks § 86.42

The regulation does not requite or abi'idge the use of
particular textbooks or curriculum materials

a

Editorial Note: The employment provisions have not
been included du% to court decisions (see discussion,
p. 45).

d
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,

!..

Vocational Education Act, Title II Amendment-(1976).
4

Summary Outline

I, Changes provided by fhe amendment:
, .

A. Funding: Block rather tharycategorical grants
B. Planning:- Greater variety of grdups involved

II. Three major areas:

..

A. AdrtliniStration of state and local vocational education programs
(

./.

1. Full-time persOnnel to assist state board in providing equal education opportunities
2. States to include minority and non-minority women on state vocational education board
3. States to include policies for providing equal education opportunities for males and

f e males .
4. States'must demonstrate that the'annual plan has been reviewed for compliance

.
B. State use of vocational education funds:

1. States must use basic grant funds for vocational education programs for displaced
homemakers .j 2. States must fund programs in areas of consumer and homemaking education to explore

.
integration of -homemaking and wage-earning roles, develop curriculum materials and
prepare males and females for homemaking careers .. .

3. States may allocate basic grant funds for: .

a. ' support services for women ..

b. day care services for students with children
4. States-may allocate program funds for:

a.. programs for eliminating sex stereotyping
b. vocational guidance and counseling services
c. inservice training to overcome sex bias for vocational education staff
d. grants for overcoming sex stereotyping and discrimination

C. National vocational educatiort programs:

1 U.S. Commissioner to hive conduced national study of sex bias in vocational educa-
tion by October 1978. , .

2: "Information- reporting system to have been ope'rational by October 1978
3. Annually each state to submit data on vocational education ..
4. Knowledgeable minority and non-minority males and females on, National Advisory

Council on Vocational Education
5. Five percent of available funds for federal vocational education programs may be used

to fund projects having national significance _

.
110. . 130
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What Nee-ds, to Be -Known-.7.

C

trniative Actton
Beth B Bueitimann_and

,-Twila chiistkaaen-1,igteit .

As a local school board member what do 'you.:
know about equal employment opportunity? What
should you know? Soyne -basic questions .regardirig
affirLnativesaction/non-discrimination are- discussed be-
low. The6list. is not exhaustive, _biat represents.sonke
basic informaXn that will help _board members be-
come more fimiliar with the topic.

WHAT IS THE DEFINITION OF AFFIRMATT
ACTION? .. -

There are as many different definitions
atiye action as there are, people working with it.
Affirmative Action refers to those positive steps taken
by employers to eliminate discrimination by identi-
fying and changing policies, practices and any other
institutional barriers that cause or pefpetuate inequal-
ity

WHAT' IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AFFIRM-
ATIVE ACTION AND NON-DISCRIMINATION?

Affirmative action is aimed at eliminating pro-
spective discrimination, including the elimination of
the effects of past diserimirtion which still impact
negatively upon women, minorities and individuals
with handicapping conditions. Non-discrimination
means that henceforth the discriminatory actions willI.
end.

WHAT.ARE SOME OF THE LAWS WHICH IMPACT
,9N LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN T\ERMS OF
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND NON-VISCRIMI-
NATION?

Four major laws come to mind:
1. Title 'VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

amended by the Equal EmployMent Oppor-
tunity Act of 1972 prohibits discrimination
in employment on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, or sex. Title VI
applies to all institutions with 15 or more
employees including state and local govern-
ments,' school systems, and labor organiza-
tions. Discriminatory practices ar prohibit-
ed in all conditions of employment such as:
recruitment, selection, assignment, .termi-
nation. promotion, inservice training, wages
and salaries, sick and vacation-leave time and
pay, medical and other forms of insurance,
and retirement plans and benefits.

2. The Equal Pay Actof 1963 as amended by
the Education Amekments of 1972 prd-
hibits sex discrimination in employee salaries-
and fringe' benefits for all workers including
those.in professional, executive, and admini-
strative positions in education. The- Act
provides that a man and woman working for
the same institution under similar conditions

Ve.
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in jobs requiring s ubstantially equivalent
_ skill, effort; and -responsibility Aust be' paid

- equally_
3.. Title-1X of the Education Amendments of

1912 prohibits`discrimination on the basis.of
sex' in any education program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance. Title IX
is. 4.atterned after Title but specifies
prohibition,of discrimination in employment

1 dri the basis of sex.
4. Section ,5O4 of -the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 prohibits discriminationpn the basis of
handicapping conditions in, !any education
program or activity receiving federal finan-
cial assistance. The act specifically bars
discrimination in employment.

Under the laws mentioned institutions are re-
quired to maintain and preserve records relevant
to the determination of whether violations have
occurred. The federagovernment is empowered
to review all such relevant records, .

IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE LAWS JUST
MENTIONED WHAT DOES A SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEED TO DO?

First the local board of education and school
administration should familiarize themselves with the
law. There is no substitute for the actual law.

In general terms, these laws require
1. a statement of policl of nondiscrimination

and disiemination of this policy. This policy
should be adopted as an official policy by
the local board of education,,

2. the designation of an employee responsible
for the coordination of compliance efforts,

3. the deVelopent and implementation of a
grievance pr cedure,

4. the implementation of' a self-evaluation to
assess district policies and procedures fOr
compliance with the laws and to modify-the
policies and procedures where -necessary to
insure compliance. The local board should
be informed of the findings of the self-
evaluation for action; and

5. the submission of appropriate assurances of
c8mpliance..-

Reprinted by permission of auditors. Nebraska State
School Boards Journal, 1978, 10(9)..
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FOR THE PURPOSES OF EMPLOYMENT POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES, WHAT DQES A St LF-
E VA LUATION.INVOLVE?

A self-evaluation would require an analysis of the
district's work force in all major job classifications.
The analysis should include salary and time in position
with the factors of employee's sex, race, ethnic origin,
and, handicapping condition considered. This analysis
allows for ail examination of the work force. to
determine whether there is adequate representation of
both men and women, racial minorities, individuals
with handicapping conditions, etc. For example, fe-
males in 197V-1.reAved 8.5% of the doctoral degrees
in educatiodff'ddlintiistration and yet only .6% of the
superintendents in the-c9gntry were female.

Policies regardingleaVes of absences, application
forms, job.clescriptioni and qualifications, insurance
policies, retirement benefits, salary schedules, collect-..

ive-bargathing agreements, opportunities for inservice
and training programs, fringe benefits, employment
procedures including pre-employment interviews and
tests, and all other pergOnnel policies and procedures -
need to be examined .1or possible areas of discrimi-
nation. If any of these are found to be lacking, that is,
show different treatment of employees on the basis of
sex, race, handicapping conditions, *etc.,.modification
must be made to bring the district into compliance
with the laws and tb remove the possibility of
discrimmatibn! These modifications may result in

, recommendations to change policies and procedures to
lessen their discriminatory effects.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN AND A SELF-
EV4LUATION?

In actuality very little. If the self-evaluation is
adequately done, its contents closely approximate that
of an Affirmative Action Plan. A local school district,
though, is not required to develop an Affirmative
Action Plan unless charges have been filed and dis-t . crimination has been found. Should an investigation be
made, an affirmalive action plan is an excellent
representation of the distriet4s good-faith efforts not to
discriminate and to comply with the law.

IF AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.PLAN IS DEVE4.0P-'
ED, DOESN'T IT REQUIRE QUOTAS OR PREFER-
ENCE IN EMPLOYMENT?

No,.the goal of anti-discrimination laws is to end
preference. "Quota systems keep people out; goals are
targets to provide an opportunity for people previously
excluded to be included. Goals are an attempt to
estimate what the employer's work force would look
like if there had been no discrimination. Goals are
aligned with the ,number or percentage of qualified
women, minorities and persons with handicapping
conditions available, not in terms of their general
representation in the population.'

, The obligation to meet a goal is not absolute, but
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a genuine good-faith effort to recruit \women, minori-
ties, etc. should IA-shown. Limited preference has been
required by the courts but only after a finding of
discrimination and only for a limited period of time. ,

- WHY SHOULD SCHOOL DISTRICTS BE INTER-
ESTED IN it POLICY OFit NON-DISCRIMINATION
IN EMPLOYMENT?

There are several reasons:
Good management the pool of applicants for
each position is enlarged, "thus providing the

:employer more opportunity to hire quality em-
ployees. To employ the best people available is to
maximize the resources available; therefore, non-

- discrimination 'is a fiscally sound- management
practice.
High morale -7 with the knowledge that each
employee will be treated on an equal ba:sig in
-terms of salary, proniotion, and other personnel
matters, morale and job satisfaction can increase.
Each employee should realize that for the job

,being done, he/she is considered the most quali-
fied and with this knowledge, endeavor to per-
form effectively.
Legal compliance Title IX cd. the Education
Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of '103 and 'title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 require compliance with
the law or .call for a relocation of funds. Each
application for federal grant money requires
documentation of compliance with these laws
and,, as the awareness of these laws increases,
more employees and constituents are questioning

,compliance.

IF A POSITION BECOMES VACANT, WHAT DOES
A SCHOOL DISTRICT NEED TO DO TO COMPLY
WITH THE INTENT OF THE LAW?

:The job description should be examined to Certify
that the reQuirements listed are bona fide occupational
qualificItions (BFOQ), that is, strictly job-related and
necessary to perform, the functions of the position.
BFOQ's should be .consistent for similar jobsIthrough-
out the school districtVacancies should be posted and
advertised. 'There are. many state, community and
prOfessional organizations that can be; contacted to
broaden the distributionAbase of position advertise-
ments to include, qualified female, minority, or handi-
capped appliCants. Applicationlforms should be review-
ed fpr quettions" which might be discri?ninatory and
the screening of applications should be based upon the
BFOQ's. The interview should be conducted under,
similar circumstances for all qualified applicants. Ques-
tions, should be evaluated for possible discriminatory
effects prior to their use in the interview. A 4te by
which the position will be fillethshould be established
when the position is posted and all applicants should
be riptified of their status as soon after the position is
filled as possible. Exceptions to this process are
possible, but should be considefed only under undsua/
or extreme circumstances.



To be used with Legal Environment Analysis, p. 54 (Continued)

WHEN ALL IS SAID AND DONE, DOESN'T
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AMOUNT TO REVERSE
DISCRIMINATION?

Comments are frequently heard now about. "re-
,.

verse discriminbion." It is our opinion that reverse
discrimination does not exist; only discrimination
exists. Whatever group you are representative bf, if you
are treated in a biased or pre=determined manner
because of that group. or class affiliation, you have
been subjected to discrimination. The laws discussed
speak to the sex of the individual,,not just females, and
to the race of the individual, not,just Blacks or other
specific racial/ethnic minority groups. The laws
attempt to develop environments in which individuals
are treated on the basis of their own merit, not on the
basis of a characteristid which is not job related. "The

,objective of Affirmative Action is to assure not only
that all Americans play by the same rules but that all
Americans play against the same odds.'

FOOTNOTES
1Sandler, Bernice, "Affirmative Action and Preference,"

Project on the Status of Women. Association of American
College, September, 1976.

Goodwin, James C , "Affirmative Distractions," The
Sciences, July/August 1977, pp. 237-239.
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To be used with Legal Environment Analysis, p. 54'
-

Affirmative (In)- Action:
. .somebody . . . has to pay when the

principle of merit is compromised or re-
placed by preferential ethnic and sgx
criteria."

Paul Seasbury

"Reverse discrimination is not a serious
problem, although some politicians and
people thrive on the idea that blacks and
women are being given carte blanche to
rob the majority blind."

Robert Wallace'
Lawyers Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law

Amidst all the controversy surround-
ing the issue of affirmative action and in
spite of the tlamor, the good intentions,
the tremendous amount of money being
spent, and the immense network of rules
and regulations, the inescapable conclu-

sion is that it isn't working. While we
argue to the point of exhaustion over the .(
implementation of equal opportunity
laws and whether or not we are creating
a new form of discrimination, the reality
is that we have devised a system that
has become an end in itself We arg not
achieving the desired results The rem-
edy has become the issue, and the point ,
that real discrimination is unjust and
does exist has been lost.

The basis of affirmativeaction lies in
federal laws Titles VI and VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the

. Education Amendments, and Executive
Order 11246 (amenlied by Executive
Order 11375) which were predicated
on the acknowledgement that racial and
sexual bias have operated to exclude
many persons from fair consideration of
their abilities.

Sociologist Lucy Sells points out that
critics assume, when a white male is
competing with a female andlor minority
for a job, federal laws require preference
to be given to the latter. In fact, she says,
the opposite is required, that is, the in-

stitution sets the criteria, but those
criteria must be applied to men and
women of all races equally and must not
themselves be discriminatory. We need
to establish ways of evaluating merit
which don't contain implicit assump-
tions that make being female or a minor-
ity a demerit "

Everyone claims, publicly at least, to
believe in equal employment opportuni-
ties, in fair consideration of all qualified
persons The problem is the presumed
preference given under affirmative ac-

"There is no constitutional Hap for
any race to be preferred . . . [Art-chile
is entitled to no advantage by reason
of that fact: nor is he subject to any
disability.,"

Justice William 0. Douglas
(1974)

tion programs to unqualified or less-
qualified applicants. Several assump-
'tons are made by critics about the merit
system and about particular affirmative
action tools, especially goals and quotas.

In discussion of the merit system and
qualifications, critics of affirmative ac-
tion asgurne that past employment prac-
tices involve absolutes, that various
tests can determine the one best choice
for a position. Proponents note that
criteria for such a choice are not entirely
objective and that the use of subjective
measures often rises as we go up the lad-
der. For example, very specific skill tests
are given for clerical positions, but the
selection of a college administrator in-
volves far more complex and judgemen-
tal decisions

In the first instance a typing test may
be the major determinant of qualifica-
tions In the latter, the selection is by
nature a discpminatory process, that is,
someone must make a judgment of who,
among the competition, is the best qual-

died, based on a variety of factors that
cannot be measured in the objective
manner of number of words typed per
minute.

If, in the latter example, the choice is a
minority or female, many will conclude
that this fact alone proves preference
was given or, in other ,kords, that white
males have been discriminated against.
Thus, expectations lead some to cqnclude
that hiiing (or even consideration) of
women and minorities is in and of itself
preferential treatment. The assumption
has been that white males are qualified
and that anything but the systematic
exclusion of minorities and women
equals reverse discrimination. Thus,
those who once hired via the "old-boy"
system now complain that the merit sys-
tem is being undermined, and they
manage to ignore the closed circuit of
their past practices.

In college admission programs, where
affirmative action procedures are cur-
rently under fire and running into court
challenges, the charge of "reverse dis-
crimination" is again being heard, and
again it is necessary to examine the
merit system that has been used and to
ask whether it is true that the system
has always allowed the "best" to be cho-
sen.

.':the job expectations of white
males who will be hurt by such a .
remedy would not exist had it nor
been for the systematic denial-of the
rights of blacks or women."

Herbert Hill, NAACP

Do admissions tests, besides determin-
ing general eligibility, reveal that a stu-
dent who scores slightly higher than
another will succeed better in school?
How do we deteimine motivation? Hay
the tests been the only basis for selection
of students, or have they been judged on
a variety of other factors, such as "well-

Reprinted by permission. Equal Rights Monitor, 1977, 311)
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To be used with Legal Environment Analysis, p. 54 (Continued)

How Do You Read It?
rounded" background, alumni parents
who contribute regularly to the college,
athletic ability, well-placed connections,
good recommendations from one of the
"old boys," etc9 Have test scores really
been the determing factor for admission
to graduate programs in engineering
and mathematics, or was it a matter of
gender9

The controversy surrounding affirma-
tive action also revolves around confu-
sion about the difference between .goals.,
and quotas. Goals are based on the
availability of qualified persons and an-
ticipated vacancies Dr Bernice Sandler,
Director, Project on the Status and
Education of Women explains "Goals
are an attempt to estimate what the em-
ployer's work force would look like if no
illegal discrimination based on race or
sex had ever existed The obligation to
meet tho.-goat is not absolute, but efforts
are made througtrrocruitment, fair test-.
ing, and interview practices to find wefl
qualified persons among the group(s)
previously excluded.

Quotas, on the other hand, are rigid
and are seen as excluding or limiting
some,.group They are only used in a
small number of extreme cases where a
long histor institution -wide dis-
crimination as been proven

Justice Warren Burger put the matter
of affirmative action -guidelines suc-
cinctly "What is required by Congress is
the removal A artificial, arbitrary and,
iinnecessary,barriers to employment
when the barriers operate invidiously to '
discriminate on the basis of racial or
other impermissible classifitation
(Title VII of the Civil Rights Act) pros-
cribes not only overt discrimination but
also practices that are fair in form but
discriminatory in operation " This in-
volves assessing'availability of qualified
people and setting goals based on realis-
tic expectations The goals may change
as the work force changes and serve as a
means to measure "good faith" efforts.

While various affirmative action pro-
cedures, mainly revolving around
minority programs, are being tested in
court cases, sometimes with apparently
contradictory conclusions, increafittig
evidence reveals that women are not far-
ing much, if any, better in employment
than they did in the past. Surveys reveal
that women continue to be concentrated
primarily in clerical crassiOcations with
limited entry 'into. middle and upper
management levels.

"Any discussion of affirmative action
. being on the way out is moot,

since it has never really been 'in'."
Rep. Augustus F. Hawkins

.1D- California)

In the lowest grade and pay levels of
federal civil serviceqeven of ten persons
are female, although they comprise 427
of all civil service personnel. At the
other end,of the spectrtim, 112 women
and 6,840 men hold Grade 16, 17 and 18
positions.

As a specific example, -although 46% of
Treasury Departmerjt-einployees are
females, only 4.7% of the 14,000 pot-
tions paying $20,000 or more a year are
held by women.

The Women's Bureau recently re-
ported a widening of the earnings gap
between men and women. Men currently
earn an average of $3,433 a year more
than full-tiine women ,workers, accord-
ing to Labor Department statistics. This
represents nearly double the pay gap in
1955. Women earn only slightly more
than 50° for every dollar earned by a
male employee.

The Labor Depdrtment attributes the
sexual differential largely to continuing
occupational segregation Opponents of
affirmative action suggest that this is
logical since women have fewer skills
and lack professional training, educa-
tion and experience (seniority). In other
words, attorneys (male) earn more than

')
no

I,/ 4_1

secretaries (female), and that provides a
reasonable basis for the pay gap.

But Ronald L. Oaxaca, Associate Pro-
fessor of economics at the University of
Arizona, notes, "Men and women of
roughly comparable backgrounds start
out at different levels: the men have an
initial salary advantage in a job with
better opportunities for advancement
through the acquisition of skills; there-
fore, their subsequent earnings, too, rise
faster than those of women."

Oaxaca's comments point out the flaw
inherent an the "equal pay for equal
work" concept. If a woman with a high
School education is placed in an essen-
tially dead-end clerical position at $600
per month, while a man with the same
education is placed in an administrative
assistant job at $1000 a month with the
opportunity to work into a management
positibn, liow do we measure what con-
stitutes equal work? One has been
locked behind a typewriter, and one is
placed on a career ladder. Gwen this his-
torical premise, if we don't use affirma-
tive action, ,what is the alternative for
women ? -

_ We seem to have arrived at a situation
where we are not only failing to find the
results hoped for in terms of assisting
women and minorities to achieve equal=
ity, but we have perpetuated the very
system, were trying to escape. The pur-
pose of affirmative action is to arrive at a
pekraf 1*ocess of evaluation of jobs and
people; perhaps we need to reexamine
the tools we're using so that we.can re-
ally achieve the desired goal.

As syndicated columnist William
Raspberry has talc], "Equal opportunity
is a phrase at the bottom of a ',*ssified
ad unless somebody previously ekcluded
for masons of race or sex gets a job. Af-
firmative action can be an empty exer-
cise of interviewing more .black [or
female] applicants before finally hiring
the white guy you had in mind all
along."
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To be used with What9oes theLavt; Say?, p. 55

WHAT DOES THE LAW 'SAY?
SEX DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION*

Directions: Listed below are eighteen .iterns which relate to sex discrimination/sex equity in
educational, policies, programs and practices. These items will help Vou determine whether you can
distinguish between Title IX and other educational equity' laws. Please read each item and make a
determination as to how the requirements of the Title IX regulation apply.to each. Mark thgbitems in
the following way in the blanks provided:

P --if you believe it is prohibited by Title IX
Rif you believe it is required by'Title 4X

NAif you.believe that Title IX is not directly applicable to the item

1. Requiring females to demonstrate basic rrieChinical proficiency before admitting them to
an auto mechanics class; not requiring such 'a demonstration by males.

2. Maintaining single-sex-vocational clubs; for example, denying females entrante into Future
Farmers of America.

3. Developing programs to recruit both females and males intb vocational educatiOn prOgrams
not traditional for either sex.

4. Developing curriculum materials on the changing roles of women and men and women's
entry into the work force for use inhome ecoh,omic9courses.

_ 5. Assigning students to work experiloppe programAccording to an employer's preference for
,

either male or_fernale-students. ,-,T

Requiring females in trades and industry programs to produde ra guarantee of futurg em-
. ployment beftrreld-missioh; making no suchlrequirement of'males.

.
eilt \

!

)_ . , .

7. Developing publicity programs related to the eliminatiOn of sex bias in Jotational edu-
cation. : ' l , ,

8. Reviewing all vocational educatiork.r.course e i eoliments to identify'Courses in which enroll
ments are 80 percent male or 80 percent feinale;, ensuring that theseprollm'ehts are hot

IIthe result of sex discrimination in counselin

.
"Adapted and used with permission. Kaser, J., Matthews, M., and McCune, S. in Steps Toward Sex poky.' inservice
Training Design, Washington, D.C.: Resource Center on Sex Roles in EducatiOn, 1978. Atithorized bji a contract with
the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education, Dep@rtment of Health, Education and
Welfare.
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To be used with What Does the Law Say?, p. 56 (Continued)

9. .Providing spedial programs for homemakers who, as a result of divorce or separation, mush
seek employment. -

10. -.Revising recruitment materials for career education programs to ensure that they o not ,
imply, either in texts or photographs, that certain programs or occupatiOns'are re ap-
propriate for,one sex than for the other. -

11. Refusing to hire a qualified male to teach child development because mbst students in the

6 program are females and he "might case prOblems."

.. 12. Providing curriculum outlines and teachingWnaterials which may be used to supplement the
omissions and bias of textbooks.

13. Refusing to admit females to a technical program because there is only one restroom in the
building where the progr6m is housed and this restroom is used by males. .

14. Replacing existing textbooks and materials with books and materials which show malesi and females in a variety of occupational and personal roles.

15. Conducting human relations training concerning the c,oncepfts'eif bias and stereotyping and
their manifestations in the educational system.

16. Permitting a female student to try out for the boys' tennis team where a girls' team has
never been offered by the school.

17. Recruiting specific applicantifemales for administrative positions and males for elemen-.
tary teaching positionswhen the school was found to have practiced sex discrimination.

18. Analyzing employment policies and practices including where and how the district re-
cruits, fringe benefits offered, present leave policies, etc.
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To be used with What Does the Law Say?, p. 56 (Continued)

..y

SEX DISCRIMINATION/SEX EQUITY IN EDUCATION:
WHAT DOES THE LAW SAY?

Answer Key

1. P Sex differentiation in criteria or ,procedures related to courses or program admissions is
prohibited under Title IX.

2. P Sex segregation in extracurricular activities is prohibited under Title IX.

3. NA Special recruitment efforts are not required under Title IX, but they might be undertaken as
a remedial step to correct the effects of past discrimination in course or program admissions.
(Under Title I I, state vocational education agencies may' offer incentives to local programs
which undertake efforts to recruit students into vocational education programs which are
nontraditional for their sex.)

4. NA Title I X makes no requirements for curriculum content. (Title It requires that federal funds
allocated for consumer and homemaking programs must be used to support the develop-
ment of home economics curriculum materials related to changing roles of women and men
and women's participation in the paid labor force.)

5. P Title IX prohibits making employment or workprogram assignments to students on the
basis of sex; schools may not provide assistance to employers or facilities which so dis-
criminate.

Sex-differentiated criteria or procedures related to course or program admission is prohib-
ited under Title IX. '

. ,
7. NA le IX makes no requirements for publicizing efforts to eliminate sex discrimination inTi

op grams, although publicity programs might be undertaken as a remedial step to correct
t e effects of past, discrimination. (Title II requires state vocational education agencies to
t ke actions to create awareness of efforts ma eto reduce sex stereotyping in vocational
e ucation; they may also offer incentives to loc rograms which take such actions.)'

...._}

8. R itle IX requires all education agencies and institutions to take steps tq ensure themselves
hat any disproportionate female/male course enrollments are not the result of sex dis-
rimination in counseling or counseling materials..

.
9. NA Title IX makes. no requirements r such programs. (Title I I requires that States must use

feder'al funds to provide vocation I educition programs for persons who have been home-
makers but who are seeking emplo tent as,a result of separation or divorce.)

10. R Title IX provides that education agencies and institutions may not use recruitment or other
materials'which imply different treatment of studentor employees on the basis of sex.
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To be used with What Does theLaw Spy?, p. 56 (Continued)

11. P Refusing employment to a qualifie erson the basis of sex, or the predominant'tsex of
the students to be taught, is in violation o itle IX requirements. .

12. NA The Title IX regula' tion does not cover curriculum materials; however, under an affirmative
action plan this would be a positive approach to eliminating bias in the educational program.

13. P Refusing 'p admit students to a course or program because of lack of available facilities is
prohibited under Title IX; schools are required to make some provision for nondiscrimina-
tory use of existing facilities. 0

14. NA Title IX provisions do not prohibit the use of existing textbooks and curriculum materials
or require their replacement.

15. NA This training would be a valUable activity within an affirmative action program. However,
the Title I X regulation does not require this type of activity,

16. R Title IX provided that males and females are allowed to try out for a non-contact team sport
when a school has a team in the sport far only one sex and athletic opportunities have been
limited for the other sex.

17. NA To overcome the results of p ast discrimination in hiring or recruitment, an affirmative
action plan should 'provide for recruitmentof members of that sex into the applicant pool.

18. R The Title IX regulation specifically requires this analysis -an analysis which is similar to the
procedures in developing an affirmative action plan..
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To be used with Title IXCase Studies, p. 58

r

CASE STUDIES

1. The Hedges Vocational Interest Blank, currently in use by the counselors, in your school, uses
separate male and female scoring norms. Tile instrument also provides a different list of related
occupations for males and females. One of the counselors has questioned the continued use of the
interest inventory. The school does not use the interest inventory for any predictive purposes.

2.. A student at the local Vocational school, Jane Walker, wants to include a course on auto mechan-
ics in her program of -classes. The counselor has told her that she must take a proficiency test
before she can enter the class. After taking the test, she is told that her level of proficiency,doeS
not qbalify her fOr the class she wanted to enroll in. In addition,,since she is not enrolling in the
course as part of the auto mechanics program; she will be enrolled in the beginning course designed
just for women.

3., Barbara and"David, senior students in your school, have been very active in interscholastic sports./
Each has won awards for athletic abilities, and both have been offered athletic scholarships to the
state university. Between semesters, they got married. When Barbara went out for spring track apd
field, she was.told that school board policy prohibited married women students from particip ting
in interscholastic sports. There is no corresponding pOlicy for married male students.

4. A man has applied for a position in anelementary school in your district. He waj not hir for the
position and is considering filing a complaint. He has had several years' experience tea s ing at ati

,experimental university elementary school, as well as one year in another school strict. The
school hired a woman who had comparable work experiences. During the intervi ing process,
the principal expressed concern that "elem&ntary teaching 'provided little upward mobility for a

man and probably would not provide. enough income for a man to support a family." The teacher
is concerned he was excluded becaute he is a man.

5. Bi) has just completed his registration for 10th grade classes at Central High. He signed up for a
semester of sewing and a semester of cooking. Bob ,plans to enroll at the university after gradua-
tion and thinks these skills will be helpful for living in an apartment, as well as for later life. He is
even, considering the possibility of a career in food services. The counselor told Bob these are
unsuitable choices. Pie would be in classes with all girls and making aprons and ,similar items in
sewing. With frozen and convenience foods, cooking classes are obsolete. He implied that Bob
would be called a sissy, so for Bob's own good, he rejected Bob's enrollment for these classes.

6. Your school provides students an opportunity to explore career options by ptiblishing department
course descriptions which identify related career clusters. Each career cluster lists potential careers
with the necessary educational requirements. These career guides are used throughout the school.
In reviewing the home economics career guide, you notice that the illustrations show only women
in home economics-related careers. The guides describing science-related and industrial arts-related

careers show bhly men in the illustrations.

7. Students at your school may enroll in a course which is designed to'place students in various work
situations. Local businesses employ students for the duration of the course. The course coordina-
tor maintains two lists of employment opportunitiesone for female students and one for male
Stude,nts. Several students want positions that are on the lists for the other sex.

O
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To be used with Developing a Sex-Equity Action Plan, p. 61

A MODEL FOR CHANGE

Published by Equal Vocational Opportunity

. RATIONALE FOR CHANGE

Whether we like it or not, our viorld is changing. New
demands are being made on schodls and educators- -
demands to help our students be better prepared to
cope with the changing world. In order to meet new
needs we can't be static We must change.

Generally" change is not difficult to bring about. A
-pebble thrown in a pool brings change. What
educators need to be about' is planned change.
Somehdw we must look at our resources and decide
upon the most efficient way to bring about change that
is positivechange which helps students cope with the
rapidly evolving world.

As educators we have an obligation to help all students
be the best they can be. That means finding ways to
help them identify who they are and what they can and
want to do. and matching that with opportunities to

-become whatever they"want to be: regardless of their
sex. ethnic background or color.

Theideas and techniques prestzli 4 here are aimed at
ways to eliminate bias and stereotyping irotri
Vocational Education." The basic techniques for
change can be used in most any setting. Fof a brbader
background, you should read some of the books

. and/oarticies listed in the bibliography.

'to
70%

And you , say," but I'm just one teacher. aking
changes within ksystem is often the most difficult of all
tasks taken on by a' teacher; but it, can be done.

There are many complex models which have been
designed to explain lnge. A simple way to lo,ok at

'your school when yo think abobt change:

Step .1 Remember some people are more receptive to
change than others.

If you were to categorize the people in your school,
they could probably be grouped like.this--

-in ndvators
-early adopters
-moderate majority
-Late adopteri '
-non adopters

This could be put .on a bell curve--
.

MODERATE MAJORITY

10%

Reprinted by permission. Nebraska Department otEducatiOn, Equal Vocational Opportunity Project, 1979.
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To be used with Developing a Sex-ErNity Action Plan, p. 61 (Continued)

If you are thinking about initiating a change, you
probably fit into the innovator group This group is
comprised of people who have an idea for change and
are willing to work to bring about that change

The members of the second group, early adopters, are
your early allies They are receptive to new ideas and
are easily convinced to lump on the bandwagon." You
can use this group as your 'core' They help you
convince others what can be dohe.

Moderates are the large majority--the common-sense
group of people who say, "If you can show me an
innovation that works, I'll give it a fair chance." This is
your main target group When they are convinced that
the idea is workable and benefits students, you've won
the battle

The last two groups are tougher. There is hope, but the
new idea'or techniques needs to have the "new" worn
off and be proven. These people are good balance to
the sometimes 'over' enthusiasm of a change agent.
Treat them with respect, just because you don't alwayd
agree doesn't nTeary you can't learn from them.

Step 2 Identify and document the need

Be sure you can support your claim that change is
needed by documenting or proving kneed. All along
the road you will be asked. ;'Why chige?' What we
have works OK You must be prepared to answer that
question and others with a Well thought out and logical
reason.

Provide 'people with concrete information and
materials whenever possible Much of the resistance to
accepting change occurs when people do not
understand the rationale for change and the specific
steps that must be taken in implementing change. It is
essential that participants be given opportunity to
identify specific directions for change, to develop the
necessary sk ills,for change, and to receive support and
assistance during this process.

Step 3 Analyze your school

Most organizations, including schools, have two
"power" or "decision-making" structures - one formal
and one informal. To bring about change in your
school you must work with both of these groups. The
formal decision makers are the superintendent,
principal, board of education, department heads, etc.
(This is an easy group to identify- -they are the official
administrators of your school.)

The second group, the informal leaders, is tougher to
spot. You've got to spend some time watching and
listen ing to people. Ask yourself who, among the
faculty is respected by other teachers. Who does the
principal check ideas with? When the faculty has a
problem, who represents therri? And you need to
watch which people take a coffee break; the apparently
inforMal chatter may in reality be some heavy
decision-making.

When you are trying to implement change in a school,
you can't do it alone. By using your knowledge of both
groups of decision makers, you can work with people
who can "make it happen". Ultimately, without the
endorsement of the decisionmakers, even the best
of ideas and changes will

Step 4 Make a plan

After documenting your need and gaining a thorough
knowledge of all people in your school, you need a
plan.

This plan is to guide you--you don't have to share it
with anyone. This plan should be carefully made and
detailed. Here is a format, for a planning sheet which'
might help you organize yourself.

Planning Sheet

Proposed Actions
& Timetable

Barriers To 'Support Systems
Accomplishing, orindividuals
Objectives

Needed Resources Method of Evaluation

To
+help

explain how to use this chart, let's take a hypothetical need, and .follow it through.

4,_
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To be used with Developing a Sex-Equity Action Plan, p. 61 (Continued)

DOCUMENTED NEED

-My classroom needs a bulletin board.

Proposed Actions Barriers Supports Resources Needed Method of Evaluation

1, Investigate no local School has a
cost of bulletin vendors purchasing
boards (by 2/1/80) office

2. Investigate
procedure for
ordering (2/10/80) -

purchasing
officer likes
to have control

3. Talk to principalin conferences
(2/15/80) ,

catalogs

secretary-knows
procedure & is
willing to help

willing to meet facts
at odd hour
(5.30 pm)

written prices
of several types
of -bulletin boards

written list of
tasks in procedureS°

appointment happens

This example shows hOw a need ban'tUrn into.a plan with several small steps. The larger and more
complicated-your need is, the more detailed your plan needs to be. .3

Step 5 Work through your plan

"If you've done a goad job with your plan, following the
steps, should be easy. Your biggest stumbling blocks
will be people who are not at the same stage of change
as you are. The reactions to change can be divided into
seven categories. Remember that you will be working
with people in each of these groups.

1. Shocked or surprised

Our first reaction to pew information or to
circumstances necessitating, change is shock or
surprise. We tend to react strongly to 'any significant
challenge to our perceptions and understandings.
Comments which might be heard when peciple are at
this initial state process include:

'What! Discrimination in our school?'

'What do you mean that -I discriminate against
females/males in my classroom?

2. Disbelieving

Shock or-surprise soon gives way to active disbelief.
We tend to resist information Which would require us
to re-examine or modify our perceptions of ourselves
and the world around us Comments frequently heard
at this stage of change are:

'There's,no.discrimination in our school"-,

'I treat every student exactly alike.

3. Guilty'

When we receive new information we may feel
inadequate or guilty about the content *of the
information or simply the fact that we did ntt know ,

about the new information. Thoughts which may pass
through our minds at this state include:

'I should have realized that our sebool really does .

discriminate against students on the basis of sex!'

'I had no idea what I was doing when 1;eharated boys
and "girls for reading and arithmetic classes.'

4. Projecting

None of us can live with a great deal of guilt about our
behavior or our lack of awareness because it is too
painful to ur image of ourselves. Instdad, We often
develop d fenSive ways of getting rid of the guilt and
.feeling b tter about ourselves. We often project our
guilt o o other persons or other circumstances,
blamin others for the problems or the situations*in
which We find ourselves. It is particularly easy to move
into stage of projection and to blame others when we
hay acquired enough new information and skills to
re ize that there is a problem, but not enough to
enable us to solve the problem. Comments which may
be heard at this stage, of change include: .

'Those administrators have no awareness of sexistt,
they'll never accept coed physical educatibn classes
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5. Intellectualizing

The first four stages of change reflect the ways that we
deal with our feelings about new information or
change When we have had the opportunity to deal
with these, feelings, we begin to 'think' about the matter
and attempt to consider the information in a more
rational, less affective way. We may begin to assess the
possibility of personal anji institutional sex
discrinimation and proceedto an open effort to collect
data and to evaluate the information obtained It is at
this stage of change that real problem-solving can
begin. Comments heard at this stage might include.

You know I realize that I do tend to expect the boys in,
my class to be better in mathematics than the girls.'

6. Integrating

Integration involves taking the actions, necessary to
i:lentify the implications of the new information for our

tdally lives During this stage of learning or change it is
essential that we determine the specific implications of
the personal or institutional growth

It is at this stage that we must also identify the
knowledge and skills that we will need to accomplish
these action objectives Comments which might be
heard during this stage of change include:

'One of my goals as an administrator is to analyze the
decisions I make regbrding_the hiring and promotibn
of staff to make certain that my unconscious bias does
not influence these decisiOne

7. Accepting,

The final stage of change is achieved when the new
information acqtfired becomes so integrated with our
behavior that it seems as if it has always been a part of
our perceptions and under landings. At this pointour
behavior has been thoroughly modified is a result of
the neviinformation or insight. esernents which may

*be heard at this point are:

'We've worked steadily to reduce sexism in our
educational programs and have made progress.'

4 The skills I've learned to combat bias in textbooks
have improved all aspects of my teaching.'

Step 6 Evaluate, Evaluate, Evaluate

So you've followed your plan to the end. Don't stop yet!
-Qn your plan sheet you wrote down waysto evaluate
each step of your plan. Go back and loqk of your plan
sheet andzask yourself these questions.

I. Did,1 fulfill my need?
2. What could"' have done better?
3. What were my problems?
4. What were my successes?
5. Was all theeffort,worth it?

If you've been honest in your answers, you've got a
thorough evaluation. You're ready to forge ahead to
your next opportunity to be a change agent..

P S Don't be discouraged Making change happen is
one of the toughest jobs in education Try tookeep the
whole picture in your head. (It helps on days when
nothing goes right) Three points to remember.

'Anticipate that the first reactions to change are likely
to reflect' emotions or feelings Dealing with the
effective impact of new information is often a necessity
before we can begin creative and rational problem

We should anticipate both our own reactions and the
reactions of others as we move through the stages of

b change; we should not make inflexible ,judgements
about our own ultimate reactions or those of others

:Remember that change and learning take a period of
time 90 not expect that persons will accept new ideas
immediately.
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I SAMPLE SEX EQUITY- ACTION PLAN

Describe situation:*

School "X" has not notified all studirits, parents, employees and applicants for employment that
it does not discriminate ,on the basis of sex in the educational programs or activities which it
operates.

Does the situation violate one of the educational equity laws? No

if yes, which one? Title IX

ACTION PLAN:

1. Whet is to.be'done?

. School "X"Xill publish and disseminate infdrmation to all students, parents, employees and ap-
plicants for employment that it does not discriminate on the basis of sex.

2. How is it going to be done?

a. School Board for School "X" will add the word "sex"-"and indicate coverage of Title, IX to its
already existing policy statement covering non-discriminatibn based on race, color, creed or

6 national origin.
.tb. This modified policy statement will be printed at the top of each application form for employ-

° ment.
c. This modif,.e d policy statement will be printed and mailed to all parents each year
d. This modified policy statement will be printed and disseminated to all students in their home-

rooms each yeas
e. This modified policy statement will be included in all schoolikulletins and/or catalogs.

3. Who is going to do it?

a. The School Board will modify the policy statement.
b. The Title IX coordinator for School "X" shall be given the responsibility to seelhat activities

(2 b-e) are carried out.

4. When is it going to be done?

Time Schedule:
Step 2a tq be completed by: August 28, 1978
Step 2b to be completed by: September 1, 1978
Step 2c to be completed by: September 5, 1978
Step 20 to be completed by: September 5, 1978
Step 2e to be completed by: January 16, 1979

VW-

(postmark date) .

5; What level of power and support will be necessary to accomplish the goal?

Board support
Administrator support
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To be used with Developing a Sex-Equity' Action Plan, p. 61_
Personal Sex-Equity Action Plan, p. 62

Describe situation:

SEX-EQUITY

ACTION PLAN WORKSHEET

1

Does the situation violate one of the educational equity laws? Yes No
7 -Which one?

ACTION PLAN:

1. What is to be done?

2. How:is it going to be done:List spec
f-k , .

,3. Who is going to do it? Indicate the role with .ovelall responsibility and individuals with specific
operational roles. 0 did

4. When is it goingto be done? Indicate hypothetical dates for each step.

)1e
5. What level of power and support will be necessary to accomplish the goal?
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Supplemental Reading for Module F, p. 57

SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT AND ROLE MODELING:
SOME FACTQRS IN SOCIALIZATION AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE ---.,

Most recently..ecology_is_the_wordused to
designate the total climate or environment
which., can be seen and fe'tt in the school. In-
cluded- in the concept are physical and psy-
chological evidence of attitudes, values, and
beliefi concerning the ways in which learning
takes place. Major components which combine
to create the school environment follow.

Personnel PAicies and Practices.
One of the telling aspects of school organiza-

tion is the placement and role of persons. Where
sexism and racism are concerned, observers can
tell the degree to which women and minorities
are included in the following roles:

Serve ori policy - making boards.
Serve on committees which assist in deter-
mining or recommending policies.
Occupy administrative roles in central
administrative headquarters.
Serve as princip.als in elementaror secon-
dary levels.
Serve as assistants to administrators at all
levels.

Serve as support staff such as counselors,
nurss, librarians and other special services.
Serve as coaches.
Serve as maintenance personnel.

Student Policies and Practices.
Just as roles and functions of adults are

revealing, so are the roles and functions of
students. Sexism and racism issues can be ob-
served as one documents the degree to which
female and minority students are or are not
participating in the following activities on a

joint or segregated basis.
Serving on committees which assist in policy
determination or recommendations.-

---- ---,Serving- in student government or -as--ctass
. officers.

Participating. in "extra-curricular" activities
such as sports, publication of school papers,
special interest clubs, choirs, bands, cheer-
leaders,'etc.
Segregating classes' by subjects such as

home economics, vocational-technical, busi-
ness accounting, typing, child care, health
and physical education.
Using facilities such as gymnasium, pool,
football field, track, tennis courts, etc.
Performing "housekeeping tasks" such as
carrying books, stacking desks or chairs,
she ng books, cleaning chalkboards and
erase s, etc.
Enteri or leaving schools in segregked
lines.
Playing sex segregated games.
Playing with "boy's" toys or "girl's" toys.
Using musical instruments assigned by sex
such as drums and cymbals for boys and
triangles for girls.
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Instructional Policies and Practices.
There are at least two major aspects to in-

structional policies and practices which can tell
a great deal about degrees of sexism or racism.

Physical Materials. Books, pictures; tapes,
flannel board figures, records, films, filmstrips,
magazines, and all objects which carry instruc-
tional messages are in this category.

Reprinted with permission. Shirley McCune and Martha
Matthews, "School Environment and Role Modeling:
Some Factors in Socialization and Strategies for Change."
Washington, D.C.: Resource Center on Sex Roles in Edu-
cation, October 1974. A paper preapred for the
Women's Program Staff, U.S. Office of Education.
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How many pictures around the walls, halls,
and bulletin boards reflect multi-cultural
andlfema le interests?
How many books and magazirs in the
library include a balance of concerns for
minorities and women or girls?
How ny textbooks and workbooks re-
ve cultural or sex bias?
Ho snarly audio-visual materials reveal

-16 al oryx.bias?
How many manipulative toys, dolls, puz-
zles or games reveal sex or cultural bias?

Psychology of Instruction. In this category is
included the many subtleties of behavior which
say as mu chor more than instr tional materials.
Here -are revealed the expectat on- reinforcement
Patterns that do so much to mold or shape
behaviors. These behaviors may be verbal or
non-verbal and include the daily practices that
perpetuate eaciinfor sexism.

Non-yerbal.6ehaviors such as:
Avoidance of contact with a particular
student or groUp of students.
Non-attendance or lack of response to the
needs or efforts of a particular student or
groups of students.
Frowns, facial grimaces or pursed lips
which indicate displeasure or impatienth
with individual students' or groups of stu-
dents.
Foot tapping in impatience with a student
or group of students.
Harsh physical discipline of a student or
group of students.

Verbal behaviors including phrases or state-
ments which indicate differential expectations
and rewards based on sex or culture.

. Words and tone carry explicit messages.
"Boys, you always talk too much! Be quiet
like the girls!"
"Girls, stop yelling and running! You're
ladiesstop acting like boys!"
"Jose, can't you learn to speak English
like the rest of us? At least slow down so
we can try to understand you."
"Tyrone, you may get away with that talk

' where you live, but not in classroom.
Use the proper grammar."
"Goodness! Is it really Martin Luther
King's birthday? I forgot all about it. Well,
too late now to make a special fuss."
"Women's studies! What next? As though
we don't have enough material to cover!
There's simply no time. We have more im-
portant things to do!"
"Su Ling, don't eat that smelly bean curd
around me! It makes me sick just to look
at it!"

0
School-Community Relationi.

More tha,n ever before parents and the general,
tax-paying public are acting as the influencers
and consumers of education. As the state and
local tax base increases in support of public
education, consumers' voices rise. School-
community relations strengthen the likelihood
of education .better serving its increasingly vocal
and diverse publics An open or closed door'
policy between school and community is easily
discernable.

Is there a newsletter from school for the
home and community?
Are events involving home and the com-
munity regularly scheduled for purposes
of getting and receiving information?
Are school board meetings closed or open
to the publics which schools serve?
Are multi-cultural concerns:reflected in
school events and communications?
Are community women's" "and minority
groups included in "the community" with
which the school relates?

Just as these categories of observable and docu-
mentable activities can perpetuate or alleviate
racism and sexism, so can behaviorS of the
individuals Occupying the roles. Policy-makers,
administrators, teachers, aides, counselors arid
other supp6rt staff must be aware of their in-
fluepces in role modeling behaviOrs.

148

Role of the School Board.
As policy-makers and community leaders in
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edUcation, the members of the school board can
keep a watchful eye over polici4s and practices
which can alleviate racism/sexism. New regula-
tions or policy modifications can have great im-
pact on these issues. Of major importance are:

Encouraging the participation of women
and minorities as Board members.
Supporting affirmative action in recruit-
ment, selection, hiring and remuneration
of employees at all levels of education.
Fringe benefits and personnel .policies such
as pregnancy leave, coaching activities, etc.
are key concerns in sexism.
Examining policies which govern educa-
tional program organization and content,
including purchase and use of cultural or
sex biased instructional materials and sex
segregated classes for teaching special con-
tent areas.
Allocating monies and time for more bal-
anced use of physical education facilities
and equipment.
Allocating resources for in-service training
of staff on the issues of racism/sexism.
Listening to and supporting parent and
community groups desiring to advance the
causes of women and minorities.
CommuYlicating to the public the policies
and practices changes necessary to support
the concerns regarding women and minori-
ties.

-.

Lending support to staff who move to
initiate and implement changes necessary
to advance the concerns of women and
minorities.
Initiating requests or support for state-
level policy and certification changes neces--
sary to advance the concerns of women and
minorities.

Role of Superintendent:
Superintendents, need be administrators who

are not only cone-et-fled with budbets,
transportation, statistics and logistics of student
housing. She or he must also be an instructional
leader and human relations expert. The attitudes

a
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an d laphaviors of the superintendent set the
model and reinforce community and personnel
attitudes and behaviors. By speaking and acting
on the issues of sexism and racism the superin-
tendent can be a powerful force in advancing
the necessary changes. Some of the crucial
strategies in the role of the superintendency are:

Selecting women and minorities forrol4s
. throughout the educational system at all

levels of performance.
Recommending necessary policy changes to
board membeT:' .

Communicating regularly with staff and the
community concerning issues of the changes
necessary to achieve equity for women and
minorities:
Identifying, interpreting and implementing
changes in personnel practices, educational
program organization and content, and
instructional materials and strategies for
alleviating sexism/racism in education.
Supporting and reinforcing members of the
staff and community groups desiring to
advance programs and practices to alleviate
sexist or racist conditions and practices.
Supporting and implementing in-service
training 'programs for personnel in aware-
ness, human relation skills, values educa-
tion, affective education and multi-cultural
education to alleviate sexism and racism.
Supporting and implementing
grams In awareness, human r
values education, multi-cultu

nt pro-
lations skills,

1"education
and affective education to alleviate sexism/
racism.

Role of the Principal.
Daily contacts with staff, learners, parents

and "community .members at the school and class-
room levels is, the advantage of the principal's
role. Continuing interactions offer many imme-
diate and long range opportunities to consis-
tently model verbal and non-verbal behaviors
and attitudks which exhibit positive concerns
for women and minorities. Thus, closeness of
contact over, a long period of time can have
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great impact in i=nging the school environ-
ment.

As with the superintendent, the principal
must be more than the inspeCtor of the building;
counter of teachers, students, supplies and
buses;-andenforcer of rules. Leadership in staff
training, instructional methodologies and edu-
cational programs is central to optimum per-
formance in the role. Good human' relations
skills help to create the climate and tone of
classroom and building activities on a daily basis.
As a part of his or her role, the principal should
exhibit the following skills:

.Modeling active and consistent verbal and
non-verbal behaviors in support of concerns
fof women and minorities.
Selecting staff which is, representative of
women and minorities.
Initiating and supporting instructional and
program activities which speak to the con-
cerns of women and minorities.
Interpreting to staff,, parents and com-
munity groups ways and means to advance
equity for women and minorities. .

Observing, documenting and calling staff
attention to:
o instructional strategies which are sup-

portive to the concerns of women and
minorities.

o verbal and non-verbal behaviors which
demonstrate positive approaches to the
problems which women and minorities
face in the educational system.

o instructional materials which illustrate
positive representation of the contribu-
tions of women'and minorities.

Initiating and Supporting staff training to
increase knowledge and skills regarding
racism/sexism.
Supporting staff members who actively
seek to advance equity for women and
minorities.

. Monitoring staff organization patterns
which include positive approaches to, con,
cern for, and participation by women and
minorities.

Ito

Initiating and supporting extra-curricular-
activities which advance participation by
women and minorities.
Fnitiating and maintaining personnel prac-
tices which reflect equity} for women and
minorities.
Initiating requests for policy and prac-
tices changes which are deemed necessary
to advance equity for women and minori-
ties,
Initiating requests for additional materials
or human resources which are deemed
necessary to advance equity for women and
minorities.
Initiating and supporting school-community
activities which advance equity for women
and minorities.

Role of the Counselor.
This group of professionals is responsible for

assisting individuals' growth in intellectual,
social, emotional, and -career related skills. In-
creased awareness of sexist,
these relationships can hel

quality(of information and s

r racist biases in
to improve the
ort for decision

making which is offered to students. Persons in
these specialiied roles need to possess koowl
edge and skills in the following areas;

Career and job awareness which will ex-
_. pand the opportunities for women and

minorities to enter non-stereotyped jobs or
careers.

Sensitivities in listening, attending and
responding to those problems which are
unique to women and minorities as a result
of stereotyping.
Capitalizing on student motivation and
interests to broaden horizons and increase
aspirations for life planning by women and
minorities. oo,
Providing information and assistance to
teachers and other personnel in increasing
their awareness of the intellectual, social,
emotional- and career or job problems
which women and minorities face.
Initiating improved educational planning

4
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and prdgram activities to encompass the
concern's of women and minorities,
Assisting parents and community represen-
tatives to better understand and support
the needs of women and minorities.
Creating closer relationships with' business,
industry, professionals and government
agencies ,so that mutual understanding of
the concerns of women and minorities can
be advanced.

r- Assisting prospective employers in placing
women and minorities in non-stereotyped
roles.

Improving relationships with institutions
for postsecondary and higher education so
that concerns for women and minorities
are shared and accommodated at all levels
of education.

ROles of Teachers and Aides.
Nowhere is the importance of role modeling

and consistency of behavior more 'influential
than at these leVels. Both, the \time spent and
intensity of these relationships co)nbine to make
them powerful shapers or molders of student
behavior. In these roles some of the skills that
are critical. are:

Awareness of impact of verbal and non-
verbal behaviors on the self concept and
motivation of students.

- Undergtanding,,of differing cultural values,
attitudes, behaviors, incentives and barriers
to the individual growth of women and
minorities:
Using differing instructional methodologies
such as values awareness, identification
and clarjfication; multi-cultural education;
inquiry discovery and problem solving
techniques to assist women and minorities

in resolving their problems.
Identifying race or sex bias in instructional
materials to overcome cultural and sex
bias in materials cyrrently in use.
Initiating requests additional resources
where necessary to alleviate biases in in-
structional materials.

L. Relating closely with counselors and other
support staff to alleviate sexism/racism.
Requesting and participating in in-service
training programs to increase skills in alle-
viating sexism and racism.
Seeking policy or practice changes where
necessary to alleviate sexism/racism in per-
sonnel and program practices.
Communicating to parents and the corn-
rnity the needs and implications sur-
rounding problems of sexism/racism.
Communicating to other staff the needs
and implications surrounding policies and
practices in relation to'racism/sexisrn.

, Identifying and promoting change in stu-
dent policies and practices where necessary
to alleviate sexism/racism.
Communicating with professional organiza-
tion representatives to assist in efforts to
alleviate sexism/racism in education.

All of these factors combine daily to create
an atmosphere or environment supportive to
women and minorities in the education system.
They synthesize to provide broad bases for
changes which must occur at the. policy, per-
sonnel or organizational and instructional levels
of education. Institutions and the individuals
within them can, alleviate. sexism and racism
when .these kinds of awareness .and skills are
present and in operation.
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